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INTRODUCTION.

During the last decennium Zoogeography has developed in a very

peculiar direction, which, in a large part, is directly opposite to

the methods introduced by Wallace. The professed aim of the

latter was the creation of a zoogeographical division of the earth's

surface into regions, realms and the like, the purpose of which was

the subordination of the facts of animal distribution under a fixed

scheme ; and since it was self-evident from the beginning that the

distribution of animals ought to express the physical conditions of

the earth's surface, it was assumed that the proposed zoogeographi-

cal divisions correspond to the chief features of the distribution of

the conditions of life.

Soon, however, it was discovered that it is impossible to give a

division of the earth's surface that could claim general recognition.

It is true that each of the proposed schemes was actually supported

by more or less numerous instances of distribution, and that in

many cases the physical factors influencing and explaining these

divisions were easily understood ; but there was always alongside of

the supposed normal conditions a number of exceptional cases,

where the actual distribution of certain animals or animal groups

was directly the opposite. One of the chief causes of this fact has

already been recognized and carefully studied by Wallace. It is
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the difference of the means of dispersal of the various groups of

animals. On account of these anomalies Wallace constructed his

regions chiefly for Mammals and Birds, excluding all the rest of the

animal kingdom.^

This method, however, can never be satisfactory. It amounts to

nothing but the creation of an arbitrary scheme which may corre-

spond to some of the facts; but if there are any other facts that do

not fit into it —as very often happens —they are simply thrown out

and neglected.

But this is not all. Even the restriction of Wallace's regions to

a single group of animals proved insufficient to cover all cases

within this group. This is true also of all other schemes that have

been proposed by other writers for the same or other smaller

groups. In every single instance there were exceptions to the rule,

and for some time it seemed difficult or even impossible to deal

with these apparent anomalies ; in fact, none of the proposed

divisions into regions can be applied to all cases, even within

smaller groups.

The correct understanding of this fact, that a large number of

animals does not submit to any of the proposed schemes that profess

to comply with the present distribution of the condition of life, was

made possible by the consideration that the actual distribution of

any animal must have originated in the past. Although there are

some animals the history of which does not go very far back, in a

geological sense, there are others which do, and, generally speak-

ing, we may say that the farther back we go in geological history

the more different were the conditions of life from what they are

now, and the present distribution of the respective forms must nec-

essarily appear the more strange and anomalous. Wallace, indeed,

tried to remove this difficulty in a very peculiar way. He simply

propounded his principle of the permanency of the continents,

which means to say that the present distribution of land and water

(and in general of the physical conditions of life) did not change

materially during the earth's history, and that the external features

of the earth's surface have remained practically identical from time

immemorial up to the present. That this principle is without

1 This exclusive restriction to the higher forms of life (Mammals, Birds) is a

principle of Wallace and has been expressly maintained by him as late as in 1894

(see Nature, \o\. xlix, 1894, p. 610).
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proper foundation has now been recognized and the opposite opinion

begins to prevail, that abnormal conditions of distribution are due

to just such changes of the physical conditions during a geological

past, and that cases of this kind may often enable us to draw con-

clusions as to the reconstruction of the old conditions. Wemay
safely assume that the character of the physical conditions of the

earth's surface has changed continuously and variously in the past

and that we possess among living animals many forms which express

in their present distribution not only the Tertiary state, but which

may also represent Mesozoic or even Palaeozoic conditions. Thus

it is evident that investigation of the present distribution cannot be

used as the starting point for the construction of any scheme. This

has been done, however, not only by Wallace —who entirely disre-

garded the above fact —but also by others, who paid due attention

to it. Indeed Osborn ^ has pronounced it the purpose of Zoogeog-

raphy to unite past and present distribution into one scheme, and

the same idea has led Jacobi - to attempt practically this union.

But if we study the most prominent differences between past and

present we see that they are chiefly found in the different distribu-

tion of land and water, and that frequently in past times land con-

nections existed between parts which are now separated, or vice

versa; and thus it is self-evident that the solution of Osborn's

problem is simply impossible, since there is no way to exoress

separation and connection of the identical parts in one and the

same scheme.^

Weconsequently arrive at the following three conclusions

:

1. Any divisio7i of the earth' s surface into zoogeographical regions

which starts exclusively from the present distribution of animals,

without considering its origin, must be unsatisfactory, since always

only certain cases can be taken in while others refnain outside of this

scheme.

2. Considering the geological development of the distribution of

1 H. F. Osborn, <' The Geological and Faunal Relation of Europe and America

During the Tertiary Period, etc.," in Ann. N. V. Acad. Sci., Vol. xiii, 1900, p.

48, and in Science, April 13, 1900, p. 563.

^ A. Jacobi, « Lage und Form biogeographischer Gebiete " {Zeiisckr. Ges.

fuer Erdkunde, Berlin, Vol. xxxv, I900).

3 This, of course, does not dispose entirely of Osborn's problem. On the con.

trary, it remains "the" problem of Zoogeography, only we have to change its

formal expression and to say that the historical union of past and present distri-

bution is the purpose of zoogeographical study.
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animals, we tnust pronounce it impossible to create any scheme what-

ever that covers all cases.

3. Under these circumstances it is incorrect to regard the creation

of a scheme of animal distribution as an important feature or purpose

of zoogeographical research.

Thus we are justified in saying that zoogeographical study, as

introduced by Wallace, is not directed in the proper channels, and

we are confronted with the question, If the creation of regions of

animal distribution is not a matter of first importance, which is the

vital point in this branch of research ?

This question has been practically answered by many writers. I

name the following: G. Pfeffer, E. von Ihering, H. A. Pilsbry,

R. F. Scharff, C. Hedley, W. Kobelt, H. F. Osborn, A. Jacobi

(besides others), and these we may take as representatives of the

modern tendency in Zoogeography. According to these authors

the chief aim of zoogeographical study consists —as in any other

branch of biology —in the demonstration of its geological develop-

ment. We have to designate this most emphatically, as the final

goal of Zoogeography : the retracing of the present animal distri-

bution to its beginning in the past, and a corollary of this is the

reconstruction of the ancient physical features of the earth's surface,

since these in the first place have guided the development. In the

latter respect the distribution of land and water in past times is all-

important and the easiest to be traced.

Thus Zoogeography becomes a very important aid not only to

physical Geography itself, but also to historic Geology.

The above introductory remarks seem necessary, because the

purpose and methods of the new tendency in Zoogeography have

been frequently misunderstood, and especially because it was not

seen that in this way the fruitless discussions on the limits and

value of the different zoogeographical regions, etc., have been ren-

dered unnecessary. Yet it is a habit among zoogeographers to

create or discuss zoogeographical regions according to Wallace's

ideas, and this is done not only by writers who, like Wallace and

Sclater, are principally opposed to any progress in Zoogeography,

but also by those who are familiar with the new ideas about the geo-

logical development of animal distribution. The old method has

become an integral part of this branch of science to such a degree
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that any research in this direction is deemed incomplete that is not

finished by the creation or discussion of ** regions."

In opposition to this, we wish to emphasize that we consider it

entirely a matter of indifference whether we accept any regions or

not, since none of the possible schemes can be satisfactory. Only

in a very limited degree and in a modified sense we believe it ad-

visable to divide the earth into regions, and we have proposed such

a division for the marine life districts.^ This scheme, however, is

not intended to represent or to express the actual distribution of

any animals, but it is a scheme of the distribution of the conditions

of existence in the oceans of the present time without consideration

of the past or of any definite group of animals. The only purpose

of these regions is to single out those marine animals which corre-

spond to the normal conditions of life and to separate them from

the abnormal cases ; under '' 7ior77ially distributed,'" consequently, we

mean those animals which shape their distribution according to the

present features of the earth's surface and which belong in their

origin to recent time. All the rest differs and does not fit into

these regions ; but instead of leaving them out of consideration we

know that just these cases are the most interesting, since they

demand closer investigation. In most cases we find that these in-

stances of *' abnormal" distribution are to be traced back into the

geological past in order to be properly understood. This latter

study is the most important branch of Zoogeography, and we see

that the introduction of "regions" in our method is only the

means by which we discover the more interesting and important

cases, but it is not the final aim.

Of course the same method may also be used for land and fresh-

water animals, and it may here be incidentally remarked that the

regions proposed by Wallace are in this respect superior to any

modifications introduced by later authors, since they generally are

well limited and isolated by physical boundaries given on the sur-

face of the earth. But if we are satisfied with the simple statement

of the fact that some animals fit into these regions while others do

not, we do not approach the solution of the question as to how the

actual distribution originated : we are to advance one step further

and investigate those cases which do not submit to the scheme.

The final aim of this investigation is to compare and group together

^ Ortmann, A. E., Grundzuege der marinen Thiergeographie, Jena, 1896.
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those abnormal cases which resemble each other. Thus we gain

certain general views as to ancient geography, and we are finally

enabled to trace the distribution of land and water, of climatic con-

ditions and the like in the geological past.

Most prominent among the groups of animals that are available

for these investigations are the Mammals^ and they have actually

been used for just this purpose by various authors (Doederlein,

Zittel, Lydekker, Scharff, Osborn). The palaeontological material

within this group is the most complete of all. But there is one im-

portant drawback : since the history of the Mammals hardly goes

back beyond Tertiary times, at any rate since the palseontological

record of this group is more or less complete only within the Ter-

tiary, we can only draw conclusions from them as to the geographi-

cal conditions of this period, while we have to refrain from an

investigation of those of the Mesozolc times.

This is a very different matter with the land and freshwater Mol-

lusks. According to what we know, it is apparent that many of

these forms can be traced back to Mesozoic times, sometimes even

to Palaeozoic, and, indeed, it is this group of animals that has fur-

nished the material for the studies of von Ihering, Piisbry, Hedley,

Kobelt, and we are to expect that further investigation in this direc-

tion may yield interesting results.

Other groups have also been used. Von Ihering introduced the

study oi Ants, and there may be other promising groups among the

Insects (for instance Spiders). But since the majority of the Insects

possess unusual means of dispersal (power of flight) that are apt to

obscure the original conditions of distribution. Insects in general

are not well adapted to this kind of research. Of other animals the

Earthwofms have been studied in this respect (by Beddard), and

of the Vertebrates, Reptiles, Amphibians, and freshwater Fishes are

very likely to prove good objects, since their history in many cases

goes back to the beginning of the Mesozoic or even to the Palaeo-

zoic time.

In the following treatise I wish to call special attention to certain

groups of Decapod Crustaceans that live in fresh water. In part

these have been discussed previously by other writers as well as by

myself, but it is worth while to go more into detail, since we shall

find them very interesting in this respect.
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The following groups of freshwater Decapods are known :

Family: Atytda.

Palcemonidce (in part).

PotamobiidcB.

ParasiacidcB.

jEgleidce (monotypic).

Potamonidce.

There are, scattered among other families, other forms of fresh-

water Decapods, but the above are the most important groups.

These are found either exclusively in fresh water or possess the

largest number of their members there, and are found only in rare

cases in the sea.

As regards the Atyidce, the present writer has collected the cho-

rological material in a previous paper.^ This is no doubt one of the

oldest groups of freshwater Decapods, and their origin, as is very

likely also according to their morphological characters, is to be

sought for possibly in Jurassic times, although fossil formxS are not

positively known. The chief features of their distribution are

excessively abnormal and even confusing, and therefore the extreme

age of the group is again confirmed. On the other hand, there are

smaller groups within this family, the distribution of which was

apparently formed in later times. Since there is every reason to

believe that our knowledge of the actual distribution of the AtyidcF.

is still more or less defective, we shall refrain from discussing it and

refer only to the latest summary given by the present writer.'

In the family of the PalcemomdcB the genus PalcBmon forms a

group that possesses numerous species which are found chiefly in

fresh water. Their distribution, which has also been previously

investigated by the present writer,* points distinctly to the fact that

this genus is a very recent one, which is at the present time just in

the act of immigrating into fresh water, and that this process is by

no means completed. The different species depend in their dis-

1 Compare Ortmann, A. E., in Bronn's Klassen und Ordnungen des Thier.

reichs. Vol. v, 2, 1899, p. 1^85. We leave out of consideration the families

Coenobitidce and Gecarcinida:, which are more properly land animals. See ibid.,

pp. 1 183 and 1 184.

2 Ortmann, in Proc. Acad. Philadelphia, 1894, p. 397 ff.

3 In Bronn's Klassen tend Ordn., I. c, 190 1, p. 1286 f.

^ In Zool. Jahrb. Syst.,NQ\. v, 1891, pp. 744-748, and in Bronn's Klassen tend

Ordn., I. c, 190I, p. 1291 f.
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tribution largely on the conditions prevailing in the littoral waters,

and generally they follow the physical regions which we have pro-

posed for the marine littoral district of the present time. To this

there are only a few exceptions, due to special means of dispersal

(crossing over continental divides, for instance). For the investi-

gation of ancient Geography this genus has no value.

^

In the following we shall treat of the remaining four families

:

PotamobiidcB^ Parastacidce^ yEgleidce and Fotamonidce.

PART I. CHOROLOGICALMATERIAL.

A. Chorology of the Families Potamobiid^ and Para-

STACiDiE. (See Fig. i.)

BIBLIOGRAPHY.

(a) General Discussions and Systematic Revisiofis.

Huxley, Th. : The Crayfish, London, 1879.

Faxon, W. : "A Revision of the Astacidne " {Mem. Mus. Harvard, Vol. 10,

1885).

^ Couti^re, H. (" Sur quelques Macrures des eaux douces de Madagascar," in

C. R. Acad. Sci. /'aris, Vol. cxxx, 1900, pp. 1 266-1 268), discussing the Palse-

mons of Madagascar, has advanced some views as to their distribution and con-

cludes by putting the (unanswered) question whether this distribution has

formed under conditions similar to the present ones or not. This question, how-

ever, has been answered in detail by the present writer in the paper quoted above

(1891), with which Couti^re seems to have been unacquainted. This is also evi-

denced by the fact that some of the peculiarities of distribution in this genus,

emphasized by the present writer, are not mentioned by Coutiere —for instance,

the relation of the West African species to those of America. Coutiere holds that

the West African (not South African) ralcemon vollenhoveni Herkl. is most

closely allied to P. brevicarpus Haan from Japan, while I regard the relationship

to the American P. jamaicensis (Hbst.) as more important.

As regards Bithynis hildebrandti Hlgdf (1893) from Madagascar, I believe

it is hardly possible to connect this species genetically with the type species of

this genus from Chile. I think this is a case of convergency. The opinion of

Coutiere, that the theory of a Posttriassic connection of Madagascar with India

and Africa is to be abandoned, has no support whatever. The distribution of

PalcBnioHy which, according to Coutiere himself, does not go back beyond

Miocene times, is absolutely irrelevant to this question, and even the Miocene

age of Palamon seems to be doubtful. The presence of identical species on the

eastern and western sides of the Cordilleras m South America is no evidence for

this, since this distribution is not discontinuous, and the respective species have

apparently crossed this chain of mountains, and are actually found in the moun-
tains high up in the headwaters of the Anazonas river, for instance.
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Faxon, W. : "Notes on North American Crayfishes, Family Astacidae " (^Pr.

U. S. Mus., Vol. 12, 1890).

Faxon, W. : " Observations on the Astacidae in the U. S. National Museum and

in the Museum of Comparative Zoology, with Descriptions of NewSpecies "

(/>. U. S. Mus., Vol. 20, 1898).

Ortmann, a, E. : «« Ueber Bipolaritaet in der Verbreitung mariner Thiere "

{Zool. Jahrb. Syst., Vol. 9, 1896, p. 588-594).

Ortmann, A. E., in Bronn's Klassen und Ordnungen des Thierreichs, Vol. 5,

Part 2, 1 90 1, pp. 1 288- 1 290.

ib) Special Literature ^
published after Faxon' s Revisions yi88^,

i8gOi ^8g8), or not embodied in them.

Berg, C. : " Datos sobre algunos crustaceos nuevos para la fauna Argentina "

(^Commun. Ahis. Buenos Aires, Vol. i, 1900).

CocKERELL, T. D. A., and Porter, W. : « A New Crayfish from NewMexico "

{Pr. Acad. Philadelphia, 1900).

DOFLEIN, F. : " Weitere Mitteilungen ueber dekapode Crustaceen der k. bayer-

ischen Staatssammlungen " (6". B. Ak. Muenchen, Vol. 30, 1900, p. 132),

Hay, W. P. :
*' Description of Two New Species of Crayfish " (^Pr. U. S. Mus.,

Vol. 22, 1899).

Hay, W. p. :
«' Synopses of North American Invertebrates —6. The Astacidae

of North America" (^Ajueric. A^atural., 1899).

Lenz, H. : " Die Crustaceen der Sammlung Plate " (^Zool. Jahrb. Syst., Suppl.

5, 1902, pp. 736,737)-

NoBiLi, C. : " Contribuzioni alia conoscenza della fauna carcinologica della

Papuasia, della Molucche e dell' Australia" (Ann. Mus. Genova, Ser. 2,

Vol. 20, 1899).

Philippi, R. a.: (Descriptions of Three Species of Crayfishes from Chile)

{^Annates Umvers. Chile, Vol. 61, 1882, pp. 624-628, with plate).

^

Philippi, R. A. : " Dos palabras sobre la sinonimiade los Crustaceos, Decapo-

dos, Braquiuros o jaivas de Chile" (Ann. Univers. Chile, 1894).

For the intended publication of the Decapods in the ^'Thier-

reich," edited by the German Zoological Society, the present

writer was obliged to make a complete collection and a critical

review of the systematic literature of these two families. Of course,

the results of these studies are embodied in the following portion of

this article, although it is not possible to refer to this work, the

manuscript of which has just been finished.

I. Family: PoTAMOBiiDiE HuxL'

The family Potamobiidce. is divided into two genera : Potamobius

Sam. and Cambarus Er. The latter is no doubt the more special-

^ Of this rare paper I possess a handwritten copy and sketches of the figures,

through the kindness of Dr. F. Philippi, of Santiago.

2 Those authors (Faxon, Rathbun) who retain for the European crayfish the
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ized one, and its distribution is more sharply limited than that of

Potamobius^ it being found only in the eastern parts of North

America, Mexico and Cuba.

Genus : Caryibai'us Er.

The genus Cambarus contains at present sixty-six well-known

species ; of a sixty-seventh, the group to which it belongs is doubt-

ful {C. clypeatus Hay, Missouri). The species form five groups

within the genus.

Sixteen species belong to the first group, namely :

1. blandingi {Yi2C[\.). 9. versuiiis l^d.g.

2. hayiYz.yi. 10. spicu/ifer (Ltc).

3. fallax Hag. 11. pellucidus (Tell.).

4. clarki 0\x. 12. acheroniis\^o^Vivi}o.

5. troglodytes (Lee). 13. wiegmanni^x.

6. lecontei Hdig. 14. alleniYd^y..

7. angustatus (J-,Qc.). 15. evermanni YdiX.

8. piibescens Fax. 16. penicillatus (Lee).

Eight species belong to the second group :

1. cubensis Er. 5. gallinus Cock, and Port.

2. carinatus Fax. 6. gracilis Bund.

3. ?nexica7ius Er. 7. carolinus Er.

4. simulans Fax. 8. advena (Lee).

To this group possibly belongs clypeatus Hay.

Thirteen species belong to the third group

:

1. acuminatus YdiX. 8. tihleri Ysiyi.

2. bartoni (Fabr.). ' 9. setosus Fax.

3. longulus Gir. 10. extraneus Hag.

4. latimanus (Ltc). 11. Jordani YsiX.

5. dubiusYsiX 12. cornutusYd^y..

6. diogenes Gir. 13. ha?nulatus Cope and Pack.

7. argillicola Fax.

generic name of Astactis M. E., claim that Latreille (Consider, gener., etc.,

1810; see Faxon, 1898, p. 662) has made this species, Astacus fluviatilisYz}ox.,

the type of the genus Astactis Fabr. This statement of Latreille, however, is

erroneous, since Astacus of Fabricius is a genus without type, and remained such

until Saniouelle (^The Entomologists'' Useful Compendium, i8i9,p. 95) separated

Astacus and Potamobius (Lobster and Crayfish). See Faxon, 1885 ; Ortmann,

«« Das System der Decapodon Krebse " (^Zool. Jahrb. Syst., Vol. 9, 1896,

p. 430), and Stebbing (in Natural Science, Vol. 12, 1898, p. 239 fif.).
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Twenty-six species belong to the fourth group :

I.
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Mississippi valley to the neighborhood of the Great Lakes. To this

latter extension of the range also belongs C. pellucidus. South-

ward, this group goes through Texas (here it has been found near

the Mexican boundary line), and is found in the neighborhood of

the city of Mexico (C wiegmanm). Whether this latter locality is

connected with the localities in Texas or not is unknown.

The centre of distribution of the second group is to be found in

the Southwest. Weknow two species from Mexico, two from New
Mexico, Texas and Kansas. Another species (C gracilis) extends

from these parts northward (in the prairies), and is found in

Kansas, Iowa, Illinois, as far as Wisconsin. In the South we have,

more or less isolated, C. clypeatus in Mississippi, and absolutely

isolated are C. carolinus and advena in South Carolina and Georgia

and C. ctibensis in Cuba.

Within this group we observe a very striking discontinuity ; not

only the Mexican localities are separated from those in the United

States, but also in the Gulf States, the southern Atlantic States and

in Cuba there are representatives of this group, separated from the

rest in the Southwestern and Central States.

Very different is the range of the third group. Here we have

complete continuity, and the centre is evidently in the system of the

Allegheny mountains and in the East. The species are very

numerous in the mountainous parts of Tennessee, Kentucky, North

Carolina, Virginia and West Virginia, Maryland, Pennsylvania, and

in the adjoining parts of Ohio and Indiana. This group is also

well represented in Illinois, and extends, gradually decreasing in

density, westward into Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri (in the

eastern part only), Arkansas and the Indian Territory. It is very

rare in Texas, Louisiana, Mississippi ; is slightly represented in

Alabama, Georgia and South Carolina, but is wanting in Florida.

In a northeasterly direction, a single species (C bartoni) extends

over New York and New England across the Canadian boundary

into New Brunswick, where it reaches the Restigouche river, a

tributary of the Gulf of St. Lawrence. The same species is found

in the northern affluents of Lake Ontario (Toronto) and the St.

Lawrence river in Quebec (St. John's Lake), where it marks the

northern boundary of the genus. In Michigan this group is repre-

sented in the neighborhood of Lake Huron, but it has not been

found north of the Great Lakes in Canada. The northeastern

extension of the range of this group, on the one hand, is very
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remarkable, while, on the other hand, we have a scarcity of it south

of the Allegheny system and west of the Mississippi. With the

exception of one isolated station of C. argillicola in Texas, this

group is not represented in the Southwest.

The largest number of species is found in the fourth group. In

certain respects it corresponds, in its distribution, to the third,

namely, in its exceeding scarcity in the South and Southwest. It is

wanting in Florida, in the low parts of the Carolinas, of Georgia,

Alabama and Mississippi. It is also wanting in Louisiana, and in

Texas it is found only in the northeastern corner (near the bound-

aries of the Indian Territory and Arkansas). Beginning here, it

extends northward over the Mississippi-Missouri-Ohio basin,

becoming more abundant, the centre being situated, in this region,

in the States of Missouri, Tennessee, Kentucky, Indiana, Illinois,

Iowa and the southern parts of Michigan and Wisconsin. East-

ward this group enters Ohio, Pennsylvania, Virginia, Maryland,

New Jersey and New York, reaching its northeastern limit north of'

Lake Ontario, near Toronto and Montreal. In Wisconsin it extends

to Lake Superior, and one species ( C. virilis) reaches from Minne-

sota, including the northeastern corner of North Dakota, to Lake

Winnipeg and the Saskatchewan river, the most northern locality

known for the genus. Westward, the range of this group includes

Kansas and Nebraska (southern and eastern part only) and the

southeastern corner of Wyoming : this is the most advanced

point for the genus in a northwesterly direction. Entirely isolated

from the range of this group, thus far described, we find a species

(C digueti) in Mexico (Pacific side. State of Jalisco), and another

species (C immunis, known from the prairies of Michigan, Indiana,

Illinois, Wisconsin, Iowa) is said to be present near Orizaba,

Mexico.

Therefore we may say, generally, that the centre of this group is

situated in the central part of the United States, about in that

region where the three large rivers, Missouri, Mississippi and Ohio,

unite. Thence it extends into the eastern and southeastern riioun-

tains, but hardly across them ; northward, it reaches the St.

Lawrence and the Saskatchewan rivers and westward Wyoming.
In a southwesterly direction it hardly reaches Texas, and the Mexican

localities seem to be isolated from the rest.

Of the three species oi\.\\Q fifth group, two are found in Mexico
and one near New Orleans.
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Taking together the distribution of the five groups, we find that

the range of the genus Cambarus extends over the following parts

of North America : In Mexico, the respective species are reported

from the following States : Vera Cruz (near Vera Cruz and
Orizaba), Pueblo, Mexico, Michoacan. This line would represent

the southern boundary of the range.^ Further, the genus has been

found in the States of Jalisco and Sinaloa (Mazatlan) (in the drain-

age of the Pacific Ocean) ; on the central pleateau, in Guanajuato,

San Luis Potosi (Santa Maria) and Coahuila (Parras). This latter

locality forms in a certain degree the connection of the Mexican
part of the range of the genus with that of the United States, since

the Mexican State Coahuila extends northward to the Rio Grande
del Norte, and just across this river, on its left bank, there is, in

Kinney county, Texas, a locality for C. clarki. Thence the range

of the genus is apparently continuous, and reaches eastward to the

sea (Gulf of Mexico and Atlantic Ocean).* Toward the west and

north it is circumscribed by the following line : from Kinney
county, Texas, to New Mexico (including its eastern part), then

receding toward Indian Territory and leaving out Oklahoma,

farther, including Kansas, the southeastern corner of Wyoming
Tpossibly a part of Colorado), the southern and eastern part of

Nebraska, crossing here the Missouri, including Iowa and Minne-

sota and possibly parts of the Dakotas, at any rate the northeastern

corner of North Dakota, crossing over into Canadian territory and

including the region of Lake Winnipeg and Saskatchewan river

(northernmost point). Thence this line recedes in a southeasterly

direction, reaches Lake Superior, and follows the Great Lakes as far

as Lake Erie. At Lake Ontario it advances again northward and

follows at a certain distance the St. Lawrence river, reaching at the

Lake St. John in Quebec the northernmost point in the East.

Then it turns southward, crosses the St. Lawrence and includes, in

New Brunswick, the drainage of the Restigouche and Miramichi

rivers (emptying in the St. Lawrence Gulf) and also the St. John

river (emptying in the Bay of Fundy). Thus the largest part of

New Brunswick seems to belong to the range of this genus, while

^ The genus is said to be represented near Alta Vera Paz, in Guatemala (Faxon,

1885, p. 173). This would advance the range southward beyond the Isthmus of

Tehuantepec. This locality, however, needs confirmation.

2 In Florida, only in the northern half are localities known, southward as far as

Orange, Lake and Hillsboro counties.
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Nova Scotia is excluded. Isolated from the continuous Mexican

and United States ranges is the Island of Cuba, where C. cubensis

has been found.

It is hard to say where the centre of the whole genus is situated.

Judging from the number of species represented in the different

parts, it seems to be more in the East than in the West, but for the

rest the genus is pretty evenly distributed in the Southeastern

States, in the region of the Alleghanies and the central basin, and

decreases markedly only in a westerly direction, disappearing

before it reaches the foothills of the Rocky Mountains. In the

Southwest, in Texas and New Mexico, the genus is less abundant,

and in northern Mexico it is found only near Parras, in the State of

Coahuila ; but then again it becomes more abundant in the central

part of Mexico. Whether this apparent scarcity in northern

Mexico and Texas corresponds to the actual conditions, or whether

it is due to defective knowledge of these parts, cannot be decided.

One result, however, is very evident : the genus is preeminently

characteristic of the central and eastern parts of the United States,

there attaining its highest development as regards the number of

species.

Now, what is the origin of this distribution of Cambarus ? Did

this genus originate in these parts, or whence did it come, and

which are its ancestors ?

In order to answer the first question, we learn much by recalling

to our mind the distribution of the single groups as stated above.

Wehave seen that the centre of the first group is in the Southeast

;

the range of the second group —althougli somewhat discontinuous

—

centres in the Southwest. The third group has evidently its centre

in the mountainous regions of the Allegheny system, the fourth

group in the central basin and the fifth in Mexico.

The second and fifth groups are strongly represented in the

Southwest, the first group has distinct relation to these parts, the

fourth group only a few isolated stations, while the third group is

entirely wanting there.

^

1 Faxon (1885, P- •'7^) expresses this in the following way: in the South

(Mexico, Cuba, Gulf States and Atlantic States south of North Carolina) species

of the first, second and fifth groups prevail, while comparatively few species of

the third and fourth groups are present; in the North (Atlantic States north of

South Carolina, Central States and Canada) species of the third and fourth

groups prevail, whilt only a few species of the first and second advance into the

northern provinces.
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As regards the morphological relations of the five groups, we are

to consider first Faxon's view (1885, p. 19), that the species of the

first group are morphologically the most primitive ones. He draws

this conclusion chiefly from the shape of the male copulatory

organs. If we compare, however, certain species of the second

group {^simulans, viexicanus, cubensis) with those of the first group

in this respect, we see that they chiefly differ from the latter only

in the smaller number of hooks on the pereiopoda of the male (only

on the third pair, not on the third and fourth, as in the first group).

On this account I should prefer to regard the species named as the

most primitive forms of the genus, although, on the other hand, I

agree with Faxon (1885, p. 47) in believing that the other species

of the second group more nearly approach the third group. That

the third and fourth groups, compared with the others, are more

advanced forms is also my opinion. As the most specialized

species I regard those of the third group which have acquired

burrowing habits {dioge?ies, argillicola, dubius). The species of the

fifth group differ from ail the rest in the presence of hooks in the

second and third pereiopods of the male, and thus I think they

represent an early separated side branch. The copulatory organs

of the male in this group resemble in certain respects more those of

the first and second groups than those of the third and fourth, and

the more primitive character of these species is also suggested by

the general shape of the body.

Thus we see that the more primitive forms of the first, second and

fifth groups belong chiefly to the South and point distinctly to a

connection with Mexico, while among the more advanced and

specialized forms of the third and fourth groups this latter connec-

tion is hardly expressed or not at all. Their origin and main dis-

tribution belong to the more northern parts.

This points to an origin of the genus in the Southwest, and we

believe that the genus came from Mexico and immigrated into the

United States in a northeasterly direction.

A few additional distributional facts tend to support this conclu-

sion. It seems that in those groups which possess a large represen-

tation in the Southwest the distribution is rather discontinuous.

This is most evident with the second group. Now discontinuity in

distribution of any animal is very often a sign of the breaking up

of a former continuous range by unfavorable physical conditions.

In the present case it appears that at a certain time the immigra-

PROC. AMER. PHILOS. SOC. XLI. 171. S. PRINTED NOV. 19, 1902.
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tion of Cambarus from Mexico into the United States did not

meet with serious obstacles, but that later in the intermediate

regions (northern Mexico and Texasj more unfavorable conditions

arose which separated the United States more distinctly from

Mexico, and this is possibly due to a more decided development of

the desert character of these parts. Thus the Mexican representa-

tives of the first, second, fourth and fifth groups became more or

less separated from those in the United States, the first and fourth

groups developed more abundantly in the United States, while the

third originated there, possibly out of the second group, which in

these parts did not make any marked progress and was suppressed

and restricted to a few more or less isolated stations, probably on

account of its primitive character. An interesting light is thrown

upon this question by the presence of one species of the second

group (C cubensis) in Cuba. This species is closely related to C.

mexicanus (Pueblo, San Luis Potosi), while it has no closer rela-

tions in the United States, and thus its Mexican origin is most dis-

tinctly indicated. Therefore we may safely say of the second

group that it is a very primitive one and that Mexico, not the

United States, is to be taken as its centre of origin.

The character of discontinuity is more or less noticeable also in

the southwestern part of the range of the first, fourth and fifth

groups. The first possesses an isolated species {wiegmanni) in

Mexico, and the stations of C. blandingi and clarki in Texas are

very scattered. In the fourth group we have an isolated species

{digueti) in Mexico (Jalisco), while C. immmits, a species found

elsewhere in the northern central basin, has been reported from

Orizaba, in Mexico.^ The fifth group has two species in Mexico

and, widely separated from them, a third near New Orleans. If

we compare with this the northern part of the ranges of the first,

third and fourth groups we see everywhere perfect continuity. In

every direction from the centre, except toward the Southwest, the

intensity of distribution decreases gradually. This is especially

true for the first group, the centre of which is in the Southern

States, in the directions northward along the Atlantic coast and

upward in the Mississippi Valley. In the third group, whose centre

is in the Allegheny system, there is a regular decrease in intensity

in all directions, and in the fourth group a very regular decrease is

^ Wehave to accept this record, however, very cautiously.
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noticeable from its centre in the middle Mississippi basin toward

the East, North and West.

Thus we are to recognize the fact that the different groups,

chiefly the first, third and fourth, express in their distribution a

regular, continuous advance in a northeasterly direction. Toward
the North and East is continuity, which represents a more recent

stage in distribution, while in the opposite direction, toward South-

west, we observe discontinuity, which characterizes generally a

more ancient stage. In the second group we have a very remark-

able discontinuity, and this group is a comparatively primitive one,

and the fifth group, which is also primitive in some degree, is

chiefly found in the Southwest.

All the foregoing considerations tend to justify our conclusion

that the migration of the genus Cambarus into the United States

started in the Southwest, on the Mexican plateau, and advanced in

a northeasterly direction.

Taking up now the second point to be considered, the question

of the origin and the ancestral forms of the genus Cambarus, we

shall be satisfied —for the present —with the opinion of Faxon

(1885, p. 16), which is also that of the present writer, that this

genus is the most highly specialized within the family Potamobiidce,

a corollary of which is that it must have originated from forms of a

lower type, which probably corresponded to the genus Potamobius

;

in fact, it is easy to imagine that Cambarus is derived directly from

Potamobius by the suppression of the single posterior pleuro-

branchia and the high specialization of the copulatory organs.

However, before entering into a more detailed discussion of the

relation of Cambarus and Potamobius, we shall give a sketch of the

chorology of the latter genus.

Genus Potamobius}

It is advisable here to go more into detail, since, on the one

hand, a synopsis of the more recent publications in this group is

desirable, and since, on the other, the number of species in this

genus is comparatively small and our knowledge of them excellent.

The genus is divided into two subgenera : Potamobius sens, strict.

Ortm. (^Astacus sens, strict. Fax.) and Cajubaroides Fax.

^ The following facts have not been put together since Faxon's review (1885).

I shall use here chiefly the revision of this group which I have prepared for the

" Thierreich."
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Subgenus Potamobius —twelve species

:

European group

:

\. palHpes (Lereb.)- South and West Europe: Central Spain,

France, England, Ireland, Southwest Germany, Italy south-

ward to Naples, Dalmatia, Greece.

2. torrentium (Schrk.). Central Europe: Switzerland, South Ger-

many, Bohemia.

3. astacus (L.). West Russia (northward to Finland), Austria,

Germany, Denmark, South Sweden and Norway (possibly in-

troduced), France, southward to Northern Italy.

4. leptodactylus{E,sc\\z.). Ponto-Caspian basin : Hungary (Danube,

Theiss), South and Central Russia, northward to the White

Sea ] in Siberia in the region of the Caspian Sea. Further, in

West Siberia in the basin of the rivers Obi and Irtish, intro-

duced, as reported, but possibly indigenous (see Faxon, 1885,

P- 151).

5. pachypus (Rthk.). Estuaries of the Black and Caspian Seas.

6. colchicus (Kessl.). Transcaucasia (upper Rion river).

7. /^^j^/m (Schimk.). Turkestan (Sir Darja).

American group

:

8. lenmscidus (Dan.). Washington, Oregon (lower Columbia

river), California (San Francisco).

9. trowbridgei (Stps.). Washington, Oregon (lower Columbia

river).

10. nigrescens (Stps.). California (San Francisco), Washington,

Alaska (Unalaska).

11. klamathensis (Stps.). British Columbia (east of Cascade Moun-

tains), Idaho, Washington, Oregon, Northern California

(mountain rivers).

12. gambeli (Gir.). In the Rocky Mountains: on the Pacific slope

in Utah, Idaho, Wyoming and Yellowstone Park ; on the At-

lantic slope; mouth of Yellowstone river (eastern State line of

Montana).

Subgenus Cambaroides —four species :

i.jchr'enki{Y^t.%'A?). Lower river Amur.

2. daiiricus (Pall.). Upper river Amur. \

'

3. japo7iicus (Haan). North Japan : Yesso.

4. siiiiilis (Koelb.). Korea.
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Generally speaking the range of the genus Potamobius exhibits a

striking discontinuity, which has often been discussed. One group

of species occupies a continuous area in Europe (and Western

Asia); another in East Asia ; a third in Western North America}

It has been said that it is another remarkable fact that the American

species resemble the European more than they do the East Asiatic,

and that the latter more approach Cambarus, which idea is ex-

pressed by their position in a separate subgenus named Ca^nba-

roides. But as regards the gills and the general form of the body,^

Cambaroides belongs without question to Potamobius. The male

copulating organs are as different from those of Cavibarus as they

are from those of the typical species of Potamobius, and the only

character that points decidedly to Cambai'us is the presence of

copulatory hooks on the ischiopodites of certain peraeopods. But

also in this respect Catnb'aroides is rather peculiar, since these hooks

are found on the second and third pair, which case is represented

among Cambarus only in the fifth group (containing only three

species), while all the rest of the numerous species of this genus

possess these hooks either on the third and fourth or only the third

pair.

1 am of the opinion that the resemblance of Ca?tibaroides to

Cambarus does not express very close blood relationship, but is due

to convergency. The development of hooks on the peraeopods of

the male, which serve, as is now known, the purpose of taking hold

of the female in copulation, is easily understood, if we remember

the manner in which copulation is performed, and it is also easily

intelligible that this device has possibly developed independently

in Cambaroides and Canibarus. The shape of the copulating

organs, which shows no doubt in Cambaroides a certain similarity

to the Cambarus type, can be explained in the same way, since it

is quite clear that if they are used in the same manner they may

1 To the latter area belongs an isolated locality of P. nigrescens in Alaska.

According to Hay (1899) this species is found all along the western coast of

North America, from California to Alaska, To my knowledge intermediate locali-

ties between Washington and Alaska have not been published.

2 Faxon (1885, p. 126) calls the shape of the body " subcylindrical," and says

that it resembles that of Cambarus. I cannot concur with him in this opinion;

the form of the carapace in Cambaroides is decidedly rather oval, as in Potamo-

bius, and besides there are variations also in this respect within the genus Ca??i-

barus.
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assume the same or a similar form. If, finally, Faxon says that the

shape of the chelae in Cambaroides resembles those of Cambarus, he

means apparently only the general weak development of them, and

we must bear in mind that many Cambari are more like typical

Fotamobii in this respect.^

Thus the view seems supported that Cambaroides is not so very

closely related to Cambarus , as has been hitherto supposed, and

that the similarities which were emphasized are due only to con-

vergency. If we peruse the comparison of the characters of Camba-

roides, Potainobius and Cambarus given by Faxon (1885, pp. 126,

127), we find that Cambaroides is in some of them more isolated,

and that it resembles in others even more the West American

species of Fotatnobius. (For instance, the lack of a transverse

suture of the telson ; the shape of the second male abdominal ap-

pendage ; the lack of the first abdominal appendage in the female.)

The conclusion drawn from the foregoing is that in certain

respects (telson, second pleopods of male, first pleopods of female)

Cambaroides represents a type that points to the West American

Foiamobii, while the European species are more divergent from it,

and there is nothing that opposes the view that this subgenus-

(which might as well be regarded as a separate genus) forms the

starting point on the one side for the European Foiamobii and on

the other for the American Foiamobii, while subsequently it has

changed itself and become different from both (in the male copula-

tory organs).

The subgenus Cambaroides is restricted to the northeastern parts

of Asia (region of Amur river, Korea, North Japan). The exact

boundaries of its range have nowhere been located positively, and

it is not impossible that in the Siberian and northern Chinese

mountains other representatives of it may exist. For the present

the area from which species of Cambaroides are known is absolutely

separated from the European area of Fotattiobius.

As regards the latter, its centre is apparently in Southern and

Central Russia. From these parts the different species extend into

Western Europe, southward to Central Spain, Middle Italy and

Greece, and in Russia one species passes southward across the

Caucasus Mountains. Eastward a species is found as far as Turke-

1 Some other characters of Cambaroides indicate that this subgenus differs-

from Potamobius as well as from Cambarus^ and these are characters Avhich

approach it to the crayfishes of the southern hemisphere. Compare below.
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Stan, and northward the area reaches the White Sea. East of the

Ural Mountains the genus is said to be lacking, but it is found (the

widely-distributed species P. leptodaciylus) introduced in the river

Obi and its affluents. Some observations, however, have been

made which render it possible that F. leptodaciylus is an original

inhabitant of these parts.

As Huxley (1879) and Faxon (1885, p. 140) believe, thedifferent

forms of Potamobiiis have immigrated into Europe from the East,

and we can distinguish an older immigration on the part of the

group formed by the species P. pallipes and toi-reniium and a more
recent one on the part of P. astaciis and its allies. And even

within the latter group it seems that P. astaciis is older than the

other species and that it is pushed gradually westward by P. lepto-

daciylus, which is spreading in a westerly direction. The writer is

of the same opinion, and we shall see below that this is the only

theory that is admissible, if we consider the origin of Europe as a

continental mass. The occupation of Europe, after it had lost the

character of an archipelago and become part of the Eurasiatic con-

tinent, was possible for these animals only in a west-easterly direc-

tion. This corresponds also to the fact that those forms allied to

the European Potamobii, which are the nearest geographically, are

found to the east of them. They are the forms of Ca77ibaroides in

Eastern Asia, and we can readily imagine that from the area of dis-

tribution of Cambaroides an extension existed formerly in a westerly

direction across Central Asia, which connected with the European

area of Pota7?iobius, and this connection represents the direction of

the migration.

The forms of Potamobiiis which are found in Western North

America possess a continuous area of distribution ^ which is separated

from the rest of the genus. Huxley and Faxon, as has been men-

tioned above, believe that these American species are more closely

related to the European, but I think we have reason to accept a

different view.

My opinion is that a primitive group, which was ancestral to all

three of the living groups, formerly existed in Eastern Asia, which

is to be regarded as the centre of origin of the Potamobudce. This

group sent out a branch in a westerly direction, which finally

reached Europe, and it also sent out a branch in an easterly direc-

tion, which migrated apparently along the northern shores of the

1 Possibly with the exception of the isolated station near Unalaska.
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Pacific Ocean and finally immigrated into Northwestern America.

A trace of the direction of this route is preserved in the presence of

Potamobius nigrescens near Unalaska. After the final geographical

separation of the European and American descendants from the

original group in Eastern Asia each of the three groups developed

independently, and the Asiatic group acquired several more advanced

characters (copulatory organs and hooks) which otherwise are

found only in Cambarus, but which do not point to a closer affinity

to the latter genus, but are only due to parallelism.

Further, the West American Potamobii possess a character that is

found also in Cambarus. Faxon mentions that the second pleopods

of the male resemble not only those of Cambaroides, but also those

of Cambarus, while the European species are different in this

respect. This would bring the genus Cambanis into closer relation

to the West American Potamobii, and although this similarity

would hardly be of much value by itself, we have to regard it as

significant, since it agrees well with the distributional facts. The

tracing back of Cambarus to Cambaroides is geographically impos-

sible, and just this latter difficulty has induced the writer to exam-

ine more closely the supposed resemblance of both, and the result

is as has been discussed above. A closar connection of the Euro-

pean species of Potamobius with Cambarus is out of the question,^

and thus only the third group is left, the West American Potamobii.

From the latter group Cambarus is very sharply distinguished

though and no transitional forms are known. Probably this is due

to the fact that the connection of the area of both is far remote

geologically —that is to say, that the migration of Potamobius into

Mexico is very old and that the separation of both genera took

place in very early times, the one becoming restricted to North-

western America (southward to California), the other developing

on the Mexican plateau out of the old Potamobius stock that origi-

nally immigrated thither from the North. Thus the diff'erential

characters of Cambarus became well fixed and no transitions to the

old stock are found any more.

Thus for the family of the Potamobiidoi we may express the fol-

1 Faxon (1885, p. 176) thinks that in former times Cavibai'us and Fotamodius

occupied about the same area, and in order to support this he mentions the sup-

posed existence of a blind Cambarus in the caves of Carniola, Austria. How-
ever, this latter record is entirely erroneous. There exists no Cambartts in the

caves of Carniola (see Haman, Europ(sische Hoehlenfaima^ 1896).
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lowing opinion as to the origin of its distribution, founded exclu-

sively upon systematic and chorological studies.

The oldest home of the PotamobiidcB and their centre of origin is

somewhere in Eastern Asia. This ancestral stock spread chiefly in

two directions : a western extension of the range crossed Central

Asia, finally reaching Europe, while an eastern extension went

across Bering Strait and reached the western parts of North Amer-

ica. The continuity of this wide area, which was once wholly

occupied by the genus Pota??iobms, was interrupted subsequently in

Central Asia and where there is now Bering Sea, and thus three

isolated areas were formed —in Europe, in Eastern Asia and North-

west America. In each one of these parts the genus Potaniobius

continued to develop separately. From the West American stock

of Potamobius finally issued the genus Cambarus, which probably

originated in Mexico and thence invaded the central and eastern

parts of North America. The origin of Ca7fibarus probably lies far

back in time, since it shows no marked special affinities to any of

the three groups of Potamobius, and probably it was separated from

the latter genus before it was divided up into those three groups.

2. Family Parastacidce Huxl.

A systematic revision of this family has not been published hith-

erto. The present writer has tried to collect the necessary data for

a review in the ^' Thierreich," and although it is not possible to

give a complete synopsis, based upon careful criticism of the existing

descriptions as well as upon actual specimens, he has obtained a

fair general idea of the various forms which make up this family.

According to these studies the present state of our knowledge of

the distribution of this group is the following

:

I. Genus Cheraps Er. em. Huxl.

Species :

1. quinquecarinatus {Qxx.^. West Australia : Swan river.

2. qtiadricarinatus Mrts. North Australia : Cape York.

3. bicarinatus (Gr.). North and East Australia: Port Essington,

Cape York, Rockhampton, Burnett river, Sydney, Melbourne,

Murray river.

4. preissi Er. Southeast Australia : Victoria.
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Doubtful species : ai/s^raliensis (WL.-E.). Sydney.^

2. Genus Astacopsis Huxl.
Species

:

1. franklini (Gr.). N. S. Wales and Tasmania.

2. serratus (Shaw). N. S. Wales : Murray river, Murrumbidgee

river, Richmond river, Brisbane Water and Paramatta river

near Sydney.

The following species represent probably young stages of A.

serratus : paramattensis Bate and sydneyensis Bate, both from

Sydney.

Doubtful species : fasf?tamcus Er. Tasmania.

3. Genus Engceus Er.

Species

:

1. fossor Er. Tasmania.

2. cunicularius Er. Tasmania.

4. Genus Paranephrops White.
Species :

1. planifrons White. New Zealand, North Island and northern

part of South Island.

2. zealandicus (White). New Zealand, South Island: Dunedin,

Oamaru (Otago).

3. setosus Hutt. New Zealand, South Island : Canterbury.

This genus possibly is also represented in the Fiji Islands

(Huxley).

A doubtful genus, which perhaps belongs in this neighborhood,

is genus Astaconephrops Nobili.

Species

:

I. albertisi^o\y\)\. Southern New Guinea : Katau.

5. Genus Parastacus Huxl.
Species

:

I. pilimanus (Mrts.). Southern Brazil : Rio Grande do Sul.

Northern Argentina : Provinces Corientes, Entrerios, Cata-

marca.

1 By Nobili (1899, p. 246) this species is classified with Astacopsis, and is

recorded from the Island of Sorong, west end of New Guinea. It is very doubt-

ful whether this is correct.
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2. brasiliensis (Mrts.). Southern Brazil: Rio Grande do Sul.

3. hassleri Fax. Chili : Talcahuano, Tumbez.

4. defossus Fax. Uruguay. Brazil : Rio Grande do Sul.^

5. saffordiYdiX. Uruguay. Brazil: Rio Grande do Sul.*

6. varicosus Fax. Reported from Colima, Mexico.'

7. mcoleti (V\-\i\.^. Chili: Tumbez.

8. agassizi YdiX. Chili: Talcahuano, Llanquihue (Puerto Montt),

Tumbez. Argentina : Lake Nahuel Huapi.'

Doubtful species: chiletisis (M.-E.), spinifrons (Phil.), biinacu-

latus (Phil.), all three from Chili.

This genus is also found in Sta. Catharina, Southern Brazil,

according to Fr. Mueller.

6. Genus Asiacoides Guer.
Species

:

I. niadagascarie7isis (M.-E.). Madagascar.

As regards the detailed limits of the range of the single species

and genera we are very poorly informed, and, further, it is quite

possible that our knowledge of the Australian and South American

crayfishes is very incomplete also on the systematic side, and it is

very likely that there are many unknown species.

It is evident ai, the first glance, however, that the distribution of

the ParastacidcE- is divided into four absolutely isolated areas

:

Australia (including Tasmania and possibly New Guinea) ; New
Zealand

;
part of South America ; Madagascar. Within each of

these areas are peculiar genera: in Australia, Cheraps, Astacopsis,

^ I have received these two species, defossus and saffordi, from Rio Grande do

Sul through Dr. H. von Ihering.

2 This locality most emphatically needs confirmation. It is very surprising that

this species has never been rediscovered anywhere in Mexico, although large col-

lections of freshwater Crustaceans from these parts have lately reached the

United States Museum.
3 Through Prof. W. B. Scott, of Princeton, I have received from the La Plata

Museum two males and one female of this species from this locality which agree

well with the description, with the exception that in the larger (adult) male the

right (larger) chela is more elongate, with almost parallel margins, and that the

squamif jrm granules of it are more strongly marked. The smaller male and the

female agree perfectly with P. agassizi.

The lake Nahuel Huapi is situated in the Cordilleras, at the southern extremity

of the Argentinian province Neuquen. It drains into the Atlantic through the

river Limay Leofu, which finally forms the Rio Negro. This locality is

directly east of Llanquihue, in Chili, but on the opposite slope of the Cordilleras.
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Engceus ; in New Zealand, Paranephrops ; in South America,

Parastacus ; in Madagascar, Astacoides. All these forms are more

or less closely related to each other, only Astacoides from Mada-

gascar is rather isolated morphologically, since its branchial formula

shows peculiar reductions (only one pleurobranchia on the fifth seg-

ment of the thorax, while in all the rest four pleurobranchiae are

present). In this respect Astacoides resembles the Potamobiidce of

the northern hemisphere.

If it should prove to be correct that the genus Astaconephrops of

Nobili, from Southern New Guinea, as its author believes, is most

closely related to the New Zealandian Paranephrops, this, together

with the occurrence oi Paranephrops in the Fiji Islands reported by

Huxley, would indicate a distinct direction of the communication

between New Zealand and the rest of the world. This would have

been over the Fiji Islands in the direction toward NewGuinea. As

to the connection of the South American Parastaci with the rest of

the family, we have hardly any systematic or chorological facts

which permit more detailed conclusions. Wecan only venture to

express the opinion that some kind of a connection between South

America on the one side and Australia or New Zealand on the

other must have once existed.

In order to get an adequate idea as to the geographical relations

of the genus Astacoides we have to recall to our mind a few facts

concerning the morphological relations of the Parastacidcv and the

Potamobiidce (see Ortmann, 1901, p. 1289J. According to Faxon

(1885, p. 126 f.), among the crayfishes of the northern hemisphere

it is only the subgenus Cambaroides which approaches those of the

southern. Not only the characters mentioned above, the absence

of a suture on the telson and the absence of the first pleopods in the

female, are common with the southern forms, but there is also a

peculiarity in the arrangement of Leydig's olfactory organs on the

external flagellum of the antennules which is found in Cambaroides

as well as in the Parastacidce. Moreover, if we consider the fact

that among the Parastacidce it is just the genus Astacoides^ from

Madagascar which shows, in the branchial formula, a similarity to

the Potamobiidce (although in other respects the gills are peculiarly

developed), it is easy to imagine, in trying to construct a connec-

tion between both families —and such a connection must have once

existed —that this was located between the area of Cambaroides

(Northeast Asia) and that o{ Astacoides (Madagascar). This v/ould
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be over India and China, generally over Southern and Eastern

Asia. Under this assumption, that crayfishes formerly existed in

Southeastern Asia, it also becomes clear by which way the rest of

the Parastacidce were geographically connected with the Potamo-

biidcB, namely, by way of the Indian Archipelago, from the conti-

nent of Asia over the Sunda Islands, New Guinea to Australia.

Looking over the various connections between the different

isolated areas of distribution of the different groups of crayfishes,

which have been suggested by the above chorological and system-

atical discussions, we may itemize them in the following way

:

1. A connection of East Asia with North America by way of

Bering Sea.

2. A connection of Cuba with Central America (Mexico).

3. A connection of New Zealand with Australia, possibly over the

Fiji Islands and New Guinea.

4. A connection of Australia or New Zealand with South Amer-

ica.

5. A connection of Southeastern Asia with Madagascar and with

Australia.

Weneed further explanation of the following remarkable facts:

1. The absence of Potajnobiidce in Central Asia.

2. The absence of crayfishes in Southeastern and Eastern Asia.

3. The remarkable geographic restriction and isolation from each

other of the crayfishes of the genera Potamobius and Cambarus in

North America.

4. The remarkable boundaries of the area of Parastacus in South

America.

B. Chorology of the Family ^gleid^^ (See Fig. 2).

Here we shall leave for the present the crayfishes of the families

of the PotamobiidcE and Parastacidce and shall take up the small

group formed by the yEgleidce of Dana. This seems to be a mono-

typic family, consisting only of one genus and one species, ^glea

Icevis (Latr.). The following localities are recorded for it

:

Chili : Valparaiso, and between Valparaiso and Santiago ; Lake

Llanquihue, near Puerto Montt.^ Argentina : Provinces Jujuy

1 See Ortmann, 1901, p. 1290.

2Doflein, F. SB. Akad. Muenchen, V. 30, 1900, p. 135.
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(this is the northernmost point, near the Bolivian boundary), Tucu-

man, San Luis/ Buenos Ayres.^ Uruguay. Southern Brazil : Rio

Grande do Sul and Santa Catharina,

As may be seen, the extremities of

the range on the Atlantic side, Sta.

Catharina and Uruguay, and the

southernmost locality in Chili, near

Puerto Montt, are also mentioned

for the genus Farastacus, and in fact

the distribution of Farastacus and

yEglea are almost identical (see figs.

I and 2), only y^glea seems to ex-

tend a little more to the north

(Jujuy). This similarity is the more

striking, since in both cases the chain

of the Cordilleras, which crosses the

area of distribution from north to

south, has absolutely no effect ; both

genera are found on either side of this mountain range, and in

the case of yEglece Icevis and Farastacus agassizi the identical spe-

cies is found east and west of the Cordilleras. This fact is very

significant, and important conclusions may be derived from it.

Fig. 2, Distribution of ^glea
Icevis (Latr.).

C. Chorology of the Freshwater Crabs of the Family

PoTAMONiD^ (See Figures 3 and 4.)

bibliography.

(^) Revisions, more or less coiiiplete.

Milne-Edwards, A. : «< Revision du genre Thelpbuse " {N'ouv. Arch. Mus,

Paris, V. 5, 1869, pp. 161-191).

Henderson, J. R. : "A Contribution to Indian Carcinology "
( Tr. Linn. Soc,

London, Ser. 2, Zool., V. 5, 1893, P- 3^0 ff.)-

Here a revision of the Indian species.

Ortmann, a. E. : " Carcinologische Studien " {Zool. Jahrb. Syst., V. 10, 1897,

pp. 296-329).

Revision in part, chiefly for the subgenera Potainonatites, Geothelphusa, and

the subfamilies Potamocarciniua; and I'richodactyiince.

iNobili, G. Boll. Mus. Torino, V. ii, No. 265, 1896.

2 I have received Irom the Museum in La Plata specimens that are labeled

Ensenada, Rio de la Plata,
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Rathbun, M. J. : "A Contribution to a Knowledge of the Freshwater Crabs of

America. The Pseudothelphusinse " (^Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.,Yo\. 21, 1898,

PP- 507-537)-

Revision of the subfamily PsetidothelphusincB = Potamocarcminoe.

DE Man, J. G. : " Notes sur quelques esp^ces des genres Parathelphusa et

Potamon, recueillies par M. Leonardo Fea pendent son voyage en Birmanie "

{Ann. Miis. Genova,Sex. 2, Vol. 19, 1898, pp. 384-440).

Here a nominal list of the described species of Potamon^ with localities.

{h) More recent sysfe?natic papers, not included in the above revisions.

BORRADAILE, L. A. : *' On a Small Collection of Decapod Crustaceans from

Fresh Waters in North Borneo " {Tr. Zool. Soc. London, I900, pp. 93-95).

DOFLEIN, F. : " Amerikanische Dekapoden der k. bayerischen Staatssamm-

lungen" {SB. Akad. Muenchen,No\. 29, 1899, pp. 187-188).

" Ueber eine neue Suesswasserkrabbe aus Columbien " {Ibid.y Vol. 30,

1900).

" Ostasiatische Dekapoden " {Abh. k. bayerischen Akad. IViss. ,Yol. 21,

1902, pp. 626-628, 662-663).

HiLGENDORF, F. : " Die Land- und Suesswasser-Dekapoden Ostafrikas " (in

Moebius, K. DeniscJi Ostafrika, Vol. 4, 1898).

Lanchester, W. F. :
" On Some Malacostracous Crustacea from Malaysia in

the Collection of the Sarawak Museum" (^Ann. Nat. hist., Ser. 7, Vol. 6,

1900, pp. 255-257).

DE Man, J. G. :
*' Note sur quelques Thelphusides recueillies par iSL Pavie dans

I'Indo-Chine " {Bttll. Soc. Philom. Paris, Ser. 8, Vol. 10, 1898, pp.

36-52).

. " Description d'une espece nouvelle du genre Potamon Sav. provenant du

pays des Somalis " {Ann. Mits. Geneva, Ser. 2, Vol. 19, 1898).

" Zoological Results of the Dutch Scientific Expedition to Central Borneo.

The Crustaceans. Part 2" {Not. Leyden Mus., Vol. 21, 1899, PP- 67-132).

"Description of a New Freshwater Crustacean from the Soudan" {Pr.

Zool. Soc. London, 1901, pp. 94-104).

NoBiLi, G. : " Viaggio del Dott. A. Borelli nella Republica Argentina e nel

Paraguay. Crostacei Decapodi " {Boll Mus. Torino, Vol. il. No. 222,

1896).

" Di uma nuova varieta della Thelphusa dubia racolta a KazunguU "

{Ibid.,^o. 262, 1896).

"Viaggio del Dr. Enrico Festa nella Republica dell' Ecuador. Decapod^

terrestri^e d'acqua dolce " {Ibid., Vol. 12, No. 275, 1897).

"^Decapodi e Stomatopodi racolti dal Dr. Enrico Festa nel Darien, etc."

{Ibid., No. 280, 1897).

" Supra alcuni Decapodi terrestri e d'acqua dolce" {Ann. Mus. Genova,

Ser. 2, Vol. 19, 1898, pp. 9-14).

" Intorno ad alcuni Crostacei Decapodi del Brasile " {Boll. Mus. Torino,

Vol. 14, No. 355, 1899).

•• Contribuzioni alia conoscenza della fauna carcinologica della Papuasia,
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delle Molucche e dell' Australia" [Ann. Mus. Geneva, Sen 2, Vol. 20,

1899, pp. 261-264).

NoBiLi, G. : " Decapodi e Stomatopodi Indo-Malesi " [Ibid., Ser, 3, Vol. 20,

1900, pp. 499-504).
" Decapodi raccolti dal Dr. Filippo Silvestri nell' America meridionale "

{Boll. Mus. Torino, Vol. 16, No. 402, 1901).

" Viaggio del Dott, Enrico Festa nella Republica dell' Ecuador.

Decapodi e Stomatopodi " {Jbid., Vol. 16, No. 415, 1901),

Rathbun, M. J. : " Descriptions de nouvelles especes de Crabes d'eau douce

appartenant aux collections du Museum d'histoire naturelle de Paris " {Bull.

Mus. Paris, 1897, pp. 58-61).

" Descriptions of Three New Species of Freshwater Crabs of the Genus

Potamon " {Pr. Biol. Soc. Washington, Vol. 12, 1898, pp. 27-30).

"The Decapod Crustaceans of West Africa" {Pr. U. S. Mus., Vol. 22,

1900, pp. 282-285).

" The Brachyura and Macrura of Porto Rico " {Bull. U. S. Fish Conwi.

for 1900, Vol. 2, I901, p. 23).

« Description des nouvelles especes de Parathelphusa appartenant au

Museum de Paris " {Bull. Mus. Paris, 1902, p. 184 ff.).

Weber, M. : "Die Decapoden Crustaceen des Suesswassers von Sued-Afrika "

{Zool. Jahrb. Syst., Vol. 10, 1897, p. 156).

According to Ortmann (1897) the family of Fotamonidce Ortm.

(= Thelphusidte Dan.) is divided into four subfamilies : PotamonincB

Ortm., DeckenimcB Ortm., PotmriocarcinincB Ortm.,^ and Tricho-

dactylmce Ortm. The first two belong to the Old World, the last

two inhabit the New World.*

I. Subfamily : Potamonin^.

The subfamily Potamonince. is in very poor condition, systemati-

cally. Not only our knowledge of the very numerous species is

rather incomplete, but also their arrangement into genera and sub-

genera is by no means satisfactory. Generally, it seems that we can

distinguish two genera: Parathelphusa M.-E. and Potamon Sav.

(= Thelphusa Latr. j, to which possibly a third one is to be added,

^ = Pseudothelphusina Ortmann and Rathbun (1898, p. 508). The division

into genera varies considerably with Ortmann and Rathbun respectively (see

below), and the name of the subfamily depends on the classification accepted.

2 According to Alcock {Journ. Asiat. Soc. Bengal, Vol. 69, 1900, p. 279),

also Gecarcinuc7is (one species in the peninsula of India), which was placed

hitherto with the family Gecarcinidce, belongs to the Thelphusidce (= Pota-

monidce). If this is so, we ought to create, possibly, a separate subfamily for

this genus.

PROG. AMER. PHILOS. SOC. XLI. 171. T. PRINTED NOV. 21, 1902.
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the very incompletely known Erimetopus of Rathbun. The value

of a few other genera, created by various authors, is extremely

doubtful.

Parathelphusa is represented by typical species in the northern

parts of India, in Burma, Siam, Anam, Malacca, Southern China

(Hongkong and Canton), and in the Sunda Islands: Sumatra,

Borneo, Java, extending to Timor and New Guinea. With the

same genus some other forms have been classified which are found

in certain parts of Africa (Congo basin and Nile river; ; but these

have been placed by the present writer in a subgenus {Acanthothel-

phusa) of Fotamon, since they differ in their general shape very

strikingly from the Asiatic species oi Parathelphusa. Unfortunately

these African species are very poorly known ; only of the Nile

species figures have been published (Milne-Edwards and Hilgen-

dorf), and according to these it is impossible to unite this species

and its supposed allies with Parathelphusa}

As regards the genus Potamo?t, it is divided into several sub-

genera, which, however, are not very sharply defined. Aside from

the doubtful subgenus Acanthoihelphusa just mentioned, there are

three of them which are generally recognized : Potamon (sens.

strict.), Potamonautes Macl., and Geothelphusa Stps."^

The centre of the subgenus Potamon is, no doubt, in India and

Farther India. Thence it extends eastward to the greater Sunda

Islands (Sumatra and Java) ; it is found in the Philippine Islands,

but does not advance any farther in this direction. Northward it

enters China, where it is known from the Yang-tse-Kiang (see

Doflein, 1902, p. 662). It does not seem to pass beyond the

Himalaya Mountains to the north, but extends considerably west-

ward (possibly in a single species), going through Persia to the

Transcaspian countries, crossing the Caucasus Mountains and

extending to the Crimea ; from Mesopotamia it extends to Syria and

Asia Minor, where it reaches the Mediterranean countries, and here

it is found in Northern Egypt, Turkey, Greece, Italy, Sicily, and

^ Possibly Platythelphusa A. M.-E. (see Hilgendorf, 1898, p. 21) from Lake

Tanganyika also belongs here.

2 1 disregard, for the present, the subgenus Perithelphusa de Man (1899,

p. 70), which contains apparently rather primitive forms of Geothelphusa, and,

on account of its exclusive occurrence in Borneo, may be left united with

Geothelphusa. As to Platythelphusa, see the last note. As to Hydrothelphusa

A. M.-E., see below.
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farther in Algiers as far as Oran.^ It is a remarkable fact that this

subgenus is entirely absent from Africa proper, i.e., the part of it

that lies to the south of the Sahara Desert.

The subgenus Potai?ionautes, on the contrary, has its chief centre

of distribution in tropical Africa. It has been found, beginning at

Liberia, all along the western coast as far as Mossamedes. It is

found in the interior, in the region of the upper Zambesi (Kazun-

gula), extends over Transvaal to the Cape Colony, and northward

all along the eastern coast (Natal, Mozambique) to German East

Africa. Also in the eastern part of the interior it is represented,

for instance, in the headwaters of the Nile (Victoria Nyanza) and in

the Somali country. From the upper Nile it extends down the

Nile valley as far as Bahr-el-Gebel in the Egyptian Soudan. It is

also found on the Island of Socotra and in Madagascar, although

the species of the latter island do not seem to belong to the typical

form of this subgenus.^

^A. Milne-Edwards reports a species that is identical with an Indian (P. le-

schenaudi (M.-E.)) from i^Iauritius : this locality, however, lacks confirmation.

As regards the Madagassian species of Potamon, their systematic position is

doubtful, and they possibly do not belong to this subgenus. Compare next note.

2 Three species of Potavion are known from Madagascar. P. goiidoti (M.-E.)

(see A. Milne- Edwards, 1869, p. 172, PI. 8, Fig. 4) is a pecuhar form, but its

postfrontal crest distinctly points to Potamonautes, A. Milne-Edwards compares

it with P. obestim A. M.-E. from Zanzibar, and indeed it seems to be closely

related to it. The latter species is also an abnormal type of Potamonautes, and

forms with several others a group that is peculiar to East Africa; but there is

no reason to separate this group from Potamonautes, and thus we may safely

regard P. goudoti as a Potamonautes. The second species is P. madagas-

cariense (A. M.-E.) (^Ann. Sci. Nat. Zool., Sen 5, Vol. 15, 1872). As to this

form, the diagnosis of which is very brief, and which has not been figured, its

author says that it is a true Ihelphusa {i.e., subgenus Potamon'^, but this seems

hardly correct according to the descripion of the postfrontal crest, which is said

to be simply interrupted in the middle, while the median parts of it are not

advanced beyond the rest. This would better agree with Potamonautes. The

third species is regarded by A. Milne-Edwards {Ibid., 1872) as the type of a

separate genus, HydrothelpJmsa {^H. agilis A. M.-E.). This genus is said to be

characterized by the flat carapace, which is scarcely dilated and almost quad-

rangular, and by the horizontal front. The postfrontal crest is distinct and

interrupted. Since no figure is given, it is hard to form an opinion as to the

relation of this form to others, but it seems to be very peculiar.

Thus it seems that the Madagassian species of Potamon shoiv, in some

respects, a distinct relation to East Africa and the subgenus Potamonautes,

while in others they appear quite peculiar. (This is opposed to the opinioii

expressed by myself in 1901, p. 1290, footnote.)
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The main range of Potamonautes in Africa seems to be almost

continuous, but absolutely isolated from it is a secondary centre in

South Asia. Here this subgenus is represented in India, and

thence it extends to Farther India, and reappears on some of the

islands : Pulo Condore on the coast of Cochin China, in the Philip-

pine Islands, Celebes and New Guinea. These latter localities are

distinctly discontinuous.

The third subgenus, Geothelphusa, undoubtedly has its centre in

the extreme East, and it is most characteristic for the Malaysian

Islands. On the Asiatic continent it seems to be absent ; but it is

found abundantly in Sumatra, Java, Borneo, and extends eastward

over Aru Island and New Guinea to North Australia, where it is

found on the Cape York Peninsula, and in Queensland as far as

Port Mackay.^ Northward this subgenus ranges over the Philippine

and Loo-Choo Islands to Japan, where it reaches its northernmost

station in the neighborhood of Tokyo.

On the continent of Asia typical species of tliis subgenus have

not been found ; indeed a few small species from India have been

described which might be united with this subgenus, but this is by

no means sure.

But this identical subgenus, Geothelphiisa, is apparently found in

another locality isolated from the rest of the range : this is

P. berardi (Aud.) from Egypt (Nile river). This species, however,

is also morphologically isolated from the rest ; and further, this

subgenus is recorded by Rathbun from Liberia (/*. w^^r^/^/j- Rthb.,

1898), and some species from East and Central Africa, related to

P. obesum, mentioned above, resemble, in the reduction of the

postfrontal crest, the subgenus Geofhelphusa,'^ while on the other

hand they are undoubtedly relited to the subgenus Poiatnonautes.

It is quite possible also that P. berardi from Egypt (Kairo south-

ward to Mount Elgon) belongs to this East African group. In my
opinion, all these species do not properly belong to Geothelphusa,

and we have to deal here again with a case of convergency : the

1 According to de Man, an Australian species i^P. transversum (Mrts.)) is also

found in the Fiji Islands ; but this lacks confirmation.

2 These are P. obesiim (A. M.-E ), Zanzibar; P. emini Hlgdf., P. new-

manni Hlgdf., P. pilosum Hlgdt. (Hilgendorf, 1898), all three from East

Africa and the region of the Great Lakes. Possibly P. socotrense Hilgendorf

(1883, Zeitschr. d. Natiirw.^ Ser. 4, Vol. 2) == P. granomm Koelbel i^SB.

Akad. Wien, Vol. 90, 1885) belongs here.
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tendency to reduce the postfrontal crest has developed in the East

African forms independently from the typical GeothelphuscB^ and

the East African (possibly also the Liberian) species form a pecu-

liar branch of Potamonautes.

The genus Erimetopus of Rathbun is found so far only in the

Congo basin.

Considering the distribution of the subfamily Potatnonince

in general, we see that it is continuous over the whole of

tropical Africa, then it extends through the Nile valley into the

Mediterranean regions and connects with the Asiatic range, which

goes from Syria over Mesopotamia, Persia to India, China and the

Malaysian archipelago, over which it finally reaches Northern Austra-

lia and Japan. This whole range is practically continuous, only

the larger continental islands (disregarding the smaller ones), Mada-

gascar and the Sunda Islands, the Philippines, New Guinea and

Japan, constituting breaks in the continuity.

V/ithin this large area, however, we are able to distinguish two

main divisions : an African, characterized by the prevalence of the

subgenus Pota?fwnautes, the complete lack of the subgenus Potamoii

(and possibly of Geothelphusa), and an Asiatic-Australian division,

characterized by the prevalence of the subgenus Potawon, the pres-

ence of Geothelphusa (in its eastern part), and the scarcity of

Poia77ionautes. Both divisions are practically connected by the

Nile valley ; this connection, however, does not seem to represent

the original condition, but suggests a secondary one, since different

types are here associated which are not at all related to each other.

Species of Potamonautes, to which subgenus, according to our opin-

ion, P, berardi also belongs, migrating northward from the Soudan,

have met here in Lower Egypt a species of the subgenus Potamon

{P. Jluviatile), which had migrated westward from India. Both

subgenera entered the Nile valley from different directions and

accidentally became occupants of the same territory, but the Nile

valley is not the route of migration by which African species

migrated into Asia or vice versa.

Aside from this narrow connection, the fauna of freshwater crabs

of tropical Africa is very sharply characterized and isolated from

Asia,^ and the fact is worth special mention that North Africa

1 The peculiarity of the African fauna is emphasized by the doubtful forms of

ParathelpJmsa (or Acanthothelphusa), and by Erimetopics.
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(Lower Egypt and Algiers) points, like the whole of the Mediter-

ranean region, to India, from which locality the species present there,

P. fluviatile (Latr.), has apparently migrated in an east-westerly

direction over Persia, Mesopotamia and Syria. P. fluviatile has

been actually recorded from western India; at any rate the most

closely allied species to this one are found in India and China.

Other remarkable facts in the distribution of this subfamily may

be summed up thus :

1. The Asiatic as well as the African part of the range is occu-

pied by the subgenus Potamonatites. It is impossible to say which

was the original home of Potamonautes, but this much is evident,

that it must have been present in both parts at a comparatively

early time, it being probably older than Potamon sens, strict. In

Africa Potatnonautes attained its highest development, being the

prevailing type there and showing great variety.

2. Madagascar, while belonging distinctly to Africa in its fauna,

possesses some rather peculiar types.

3. The subgenus Potamon originated in Asia, apparently at a time

when there was no connection any more with tropical Africa or

Madagascar. The immigration oi Potamon into the Mediterranean

countries, across Persia, etc., is probably a comparatively recent

one, since the route of immigration is easily traced and occupied

by one single species.

4. The Malaysian and Philippine Islands, Japan and North Austra-

lia possess in Geothelphusa a very peculiar group. This distribution

of GeotJielphusa does not correspond to that of ParathelpJiiisa^

Potamonautes and Potamon sens, strict., which are also found in the

Malaysian Islands. Potamo?iautes and Parathelphusa are similar in

this respect, possessing on the Sunda Islands only scattered stations

(as far as New Guinea), which by their discontinuity express an

ancient condition. Potamon points directly to an Indian origin,

extending only to Sumatra, Java and the Philippines, but going not

any farther to the east.

5. The position of Parathelphusa is hard to understand. If it

is really absent in Africa, as we believe, its distribution in Asia is

rather eastern than western, being chiefly found in Farther India.

Its extension over the Sunda Islands to New Guinea points to old

conditions. Since the morphological relations of Parathelphusa to

the rest of the subfamily are not well understood, it is better to

exclude it from our further consideration.
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Supposing that this subfamily must have had once a more or less

continuous distribution, we are to draw from this the following

conclusions as to the geographic conditions of the past

:

1

.

Africa and India ?nusi have been connected once. This connec-

tioHj however
J

was not by way of North Africa, Arabia and Persia,

and is possibly identical with that from Africa over Madagascar to

India, discussed above (see No. 5, p. 295).

2. Madagascar must once have been a part of Africa.

3. TJie Indo-Malaysian Islands, including the Philippine Islands,

Loo- Choo Islands and Japan, must have been once connected not only

between themselves, but also with New Gui?iea and North Australia

(as indicated by Geothelphusa). On the other hand, the distribution

of the typical forms of Potamon indicates that some of these islands

(Sumatra, Java, Philippines) were once connected with the continent

of Asia. Then, again, by Poianionautes (and Parathelphusa) the

former continuity of the whole region fro^n India to New Guinea is

indicated (see p. 295). It is evident that here repeated and important

changes of the mutual connections have taken place at different

periods of the past.

The history of the subfamily of Potayjionince would then be this

:

Its centre lies in an Afro-Indian continental mass, which was divided

subsequently into two parts, tropical Africa and India. From India

the subfamily extended at a very early period over the Sunda

Islands, Philippine Islands, which consequently must have formed

a part of the continent, and this continental connection extended

as far as New Guinea and Australia, but not without repeated inter-

ruptions and changes. In the region of unstability and change lies

the home of the subgenus Geothelphusa, which was able at a certain

time to go as far north as Japan. A separate branch of the sub-

genus Potafnon was sent out from India westward, which finally

reached the Mediterranean countries, where it met in the lower

Nile valley a branch of the African subgenus Pota?nonautes which

came down the Nile from the south.

2. Subfamily: Deckeniince.

The second subfamily of the Old World, the Deckeniince, contains

only one genus, Deckenia Hlgdf. (see Ortmann, 1897, p. 3i4)> of

which three species have been described :

D. imitatrix Hlgdf. Interior of British East Africa : Taro (Hil-
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gendorf, 1898, p 23) and Somali country (de Man, 1898,

p. 270).

D. mitis Hlgdf. (1898, p. 24). German East Africa and British

East Africa (Mombas).

D. alluaudi A. M.-E. and Bouv. (^ cristata Rthb.). Seychelle

Islands.

The Deckeniina: are, as is expressed by their morphological char-

acters (Ortmann, 1897, p. 297), a highly specialized group of the

family which may be connected without hesitation with the genus

Fofamon, and possibly with the African branch of it. This sub-

family is a group localized in East Africa, and the presence of one

of the species in the Seychelles indicates a former connection of

these islands with East Africa. It is quite probable that this con-

nection is an additional proof for that old Afro-Indian landbridge

discussed above, which included Madagascar (see No. 5, p. 295,

and No. i, p. 305).

3. Subfamily : PotamocarcinincB.

The subfamily Potamncarcinince (= Pseudothelphusince) is re-

stricted to America and is wanting in the Old World. The syste-

matic arrangement of it is a matter of discussion, since the two

revisions published by Rathbun and Ortmann do not agree as to the

principles of division.

Regarding the subfamily as a whole, its range comprises the

following parts : West Indies —Greater Antilles : Cuba (including

the Isle of Pines), Hayti, Porto Rico (including Santa Cruz) ; Les-

ser Antilles: Guadeloupe, Dominica, Martinique, Sta. Lucia. On
the continent its range begins in Mexico ; the northern boundary

is marked by a line beginning in Tepic Territory, running through

the States Jalisco and Guanajuato to Vera Cruz. Thence the range

covers the southern parts of Mexico, Guatemala, Nicaragua, Costa

Rica and Colombia, and extends eastward over Venezuela (includ-

ing Trinidad) and Guyana. In a southerly direction it passes from

Colombia into Ecuador, Peru and to Northern Bolivia. In the lat-

ter region it is found in the Cordilleras and the tributaries of the

upper Amazonas river. An isolated locality is Para, on the southern

side of the mouth of the Amazonas river {Pseudothelphiisa agassizi

Rthb.).

In order to get an idea of the distribution of the different genera
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of this subfamily, it is necessary to discuss the systematics of it.

Ortmann distinguishes four genera: Potamocarcinus, Epilobocera^

Hypolobocera and Kingsleya, while Rathbun accepts the following :

Epilobocera, Foia?nocarcinus, Pseudothelphusa and Rathbunia.

Generally, Ortmann 's Pota7nocarcinus corresponds to the genera

Poiamocarcinus and Pseudothelphusa of Rathbun, and the close

affinity of these two is also admitted by Rathbun, so that their

union (under Poiamocarcinus') is well supported. But in this case,

we are to exclude from Potamocarcinus the species sinuatifrons

Kgsl. (and Ortm., nee A. M.-E.) == haytensis Rthb., which be-

longs to Epilobocera. If we add this latter species to Ortmann'

s

Epilobocera, this genus corresponds exactly to Epilobocera Rath-

bun. Hypolobocera of Ortmann is classed by Rathbun with Pseudo-

thelphusa {Potamocarcinus of Ortmann), and rightly so, as we now

believe. Kingsleya Ortmann is put by Rathbun with Potamocar-

cinus (sens, strict.); this, however^ does not seem to be justified,

since then the very peculiar shape of the orbita is neglected. While

in all other forms of the subfamily the lower orbital margin pos-

sesses on the inner end a suborbital lobe, which may unite with the

front, in Kingsleya the lower orbital margin itself joins the front,

while the suborbital lobe is hidden. This character, connected

with the extremely reduced condition of the exopodite of the third

maxilliped, which also does not find its like in the whole subfamily,

fully warrant, in our opinion, the creation of a separate genus. The

genus Rathbunia of Nobili is founded upon a single species, and

its chief character is taken from the shape of the meropodite of the

third maxilliped, which is narrower than usual at the proximal end.

In all other respects this genus agrees absolutely with Pseudothel-

phusa (resp. Potamocarcinus of Ortmann), and a generic separation

does not seem to be necessary.

As a compromise between both generic divisions I should like to

suggest the following:

Genus: Epilobocera Stps. (corresponding fully to Epilobocera

Rathbun).

Genus: Potamocarcinus M.-E. (= Potamocarcinus Ortm. (ex-

cluding sinuatifrons Ortm. = haytensis Rthb.) -f Hypolobo-

cera Ortm.).

I. Subgen. Potamocarcinus M.-E. (genus, according to

Rathbun, excluding the species latifrojis Rand.).
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2. Subgen. Pseiidothelphusa Sauss. (= genus Pseudothel-

phusa Rthb.).

3. Subgen. Rathbunia Nobili (= genus Nobili and Rathb.).

Genus Kingsleya Ortm.

It is entirely a matter of taste whether one prefers to regard

Potamocarcinus , Pseudothelplmsa and Rathbunia as genera or sub-

genera. This much, however, is evident, that they are much more

closely allied to each other morphologically than to either Epilobo-

cera or Kingsleya. Judging from the third maxillipeds (which

furnish a good criterion in this respect), Epilobocera should be re-

garded as the most primitive form, Pota7nocarcinus (in the largest

sense) would be typical and Kingsleya the most specialized.

This division into three genera corresponds well to the geographi-

cal distribution of the different forms (see Rathbun, 1898, pp.

532-537)-

Epilobocera contains six species which are restricted to the Greater

Antilles: Cuba, Isle of Pines, Hayti, Porto Rico and Santa Cruz

Island.

Potamocarcinus (in the widest sense) contains 47 species*, which

cover the whole continental range of the subfamily from Mexico to

Bolivia and Para, the Lesser Antilles and of the Greater Antilles,

Cuba and Hayti. The subgenus Pseudothelphusa has the same

range, while ot the two species of Potamocarcinus (sens, strict.)

one is found in Guyana, the other in Costa Rica. Rathbunia is

known only from Darien. Kingsleya is so far known only from

Guyana.

The range of the subfamily on the continent seems to be perfectly

continuous ; only P. agassizi from near Para appears to be more or

less isolated. The most closely allied forms to this one {reflexi-

frons Ortm. and denticulatus M.-E.) are found in the region of

the upper Amazonas and in Guyana respectively, so that this

locality (Para) is possibly connected with Guyana. There is, how-

ever, the other possibility, that along the course of the Amazonas

river a connection exists between its lower part (Para) and its

upper (upper Amazonas). A very important fact is that Para is

^ Forty-two species mentioned by Rathbun, one described subsequently by

Doflein (1900, P, principessce, Colombia), one described by Nobili (1901, P.

caputii, Ecuador) ; these forty- four belong to Pseudothelphusa. Two species

belong to Potamocarcinus and one to Rathunia.
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the only locality known for this subfamily to the south of the Ama-

zonas river, at least in Brazil. Generally, we may call this river

the southern boundary of the range of the subfamily, although in

the Cordilleras of Peru and Bolivia Poiamocarcinince are found more

to the south.

The localities of this subfamily in the West Indian islands are

now separated from the main range on the continent. Here we

can distinguish two groups : the Greater Antilles possess as a charac-

teristic type the genus Epi/oboce?'a, which is found nowhere else.

At the same time we have in Cuba three species of Pseudothelphusay

of which one {americana) is also found in Hayti. This same spe-

cies, F. americana Sauss., is found largely distributed in Mexico

(States of Guanajuato, Morelos, Puebla, Guerrero, Oaxaca), and,

further, another Cuban species {terrestris Rthb.) has also been

reported from Mexico (Jalisco and Tepic), while the third species

{affijiis Rthb.) is restricted to Cuba.^

The second group within the West Indies is formed by the islands

of Gaudeloupe, Dominica, Martinique, St. Lucia, where one species

{^P. dentata (M.-E.)) is found. According to Rathbun (1898, p.

524), the most closely allied forms to this 2.xq P. garjtiani Rthb.

from Trinidad and Venezuela, and P.fossor Rthb. from Venezuela.

The above chorological and systematic facts justify the following

conclusions

:

1

.

The distribution of the PotamocarcinincE in Central and South

America is remarkable, in so far as it does not go southward beyotid

the Amazonas river.

2. The West Indian islands must have been once connected with

Central and South America. The freshwater crabs of the Greater

Antilles poi7it to a connection with Mexico, as well as to a connection

between themselves, after they were separated from the mainland

{Epilobocera). The freshwater crabs of the Lesser Antilles point

to a connection with Tri?iidad a fid Venezuela.

Connection of the Poiamocarcinince and Potamonince.

As is accepted by all authors, the affinity of the PotajJiocarcinince

of the New World with the Potamonince of the Old World is

beyond question, and this affinity is expressed by their position as

1 This locality, given for a specimen from the old collection of Guerin in

Philadelphia, needs confirmation.
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two subfamilies within the same family, Potamonidce, which has

never been disputed.^ Consequently the idea suggests itself that

both subfamilies have a common origin, or have descended the one

from the other. Transitional forms between them are not known
;

this, however, is not astonishing if we consider their geographic

isolation.

The present writer has called attention to the presence in Cen-

tral Africa of a group of Potamon, v*^hich he has designated as the

subgenus Acanthothelphusa. These species have been united by

others with Parathelphiisa, which classification we do not consider

to be correct. Although these species are very poorly known, it

seems impossible to unite the type-species of Acantliothelphusa

(from the Nile) with Parathelphusa^ and it would be well to

examine the other species more closely with a view to their possible

relation to the American Potamocarcinince.

Whether this prove to be so or not, this much is unquestionable,

that the West African PotamonincB are geographically most closely

approached by the South American PotaiJiocarcinitue^ and thus a

former connection of the respective parts ^ West Africa and npi'thern

South America, is suggested (see Ortmann, 1901, p. 1291).

4. Subfamily: Trichodactylince. (See Fig. 4.)

Finally, we are to consider the subfamily Trichodactylince, Ortm.,

which is divided, according to Ortmann (1897, p. 298), into two

genera, Trichodactylus Latr. and Orthostoma Rand., which latter

generic name, however, is to be abandoned as preoccupied. Its

place is to be taken by Sylviocarcinus or Dilocarcinus M.-E,, 1853.

But even Trichodactylus and Dilocarcinus (in its largest sense in-

cluding Sylviocarcinus, according to Ortmann, and being identical

with Orthostoma^ are not always sharply defined, and, further, the

^ According to Ortmann {Zool. Jahrb. Syst„Vo\. vii, 1893, p. 430), the Thel-

phusidcB {Pot a VI 071 idee) are possibly derived from MenippidcB —i.e., primitive

Xanthida (in Alcock's sense). They are primitive Cyclometopa, which, how-

ever, in certain characteristics, probably connected with their liabits^ are more

highly and abnormally developed, and exhibit (due to convergency ?) similarities

to the Catometopa.

Alcock {Jour. Asiat. Soc. Bengal, V. Iviii, Part 2, No. i, 1899, p. 3) is inclined

to regard the Thelphusidce as descendants of the Oziince or Eriphiince (higher

Xanthidce'), and takes them for very highly specialized Cyclometopa.

Both views agree in that the family Xanthiidce is supposed to be the ancestral

stock of these freshwater crabs.
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Nicaragua. It is to be remarked that none of the localities is

situated in the drainage of the Pacific Ocean, but all are in that of

the Atlantic.^

This distribution does not offer any remarkable facts. The
TrichodactylincR seem to belong to the tropical parts of the

Atlantic slope of South America, and their centre is somewhere in

Brazil; from Brazil they extend in every direction until, in the

east the Atlantic Ocean, in the west the Cordilleras, in the

south the climate of Argentina form barriers. To the north the

most advanced station is in Nicaragua ; here no natural boundary

(climatic or topographic) is marked.

Further speculations as to the distribution of this subfamily do

not seem to be very promising until we are better acquainted with

the chorological facts. The whole appearance presented by the

distribution is a recent one
;

probably it is continuous and, in

most directions, limited by natural boundaries. In this respect it

is strikingly distinguished from the other groups of the family

Fotamonidce discussed above,

I have the impression that the TrichodactylincB are not so closely

connected, systematically, with the other subfamilies of the Fota-

monidce as was believed hitherto. In fact, transitional forms to any

of the other subfamilies are not known, and the Trichodactyli7ice

are morphologically isolated and sharply defined. Moreover, the

whole *' habitus" of these crabs is so entirely different from that

of the PctamocarcinincE that it is worth while to revise the syste-

matic relations of these groups. As I venture to imagine, it will

be found, possibly, that the Tj-ichodactylincE form a group that is

much more sharply isolated, systematically, and that has little to

do with the family Potainonidce. This much is evident : according

to its morphologic isolation, we ought to expect that the Tricho-

dactylijice are a comparatively ancient group ; but this is contra-

dicted by their distribution, which possesses a remarkably recent

character.

These are the reasons why we shall exclude the Trichodaciylince

from our further discussions.

^ This is contrary to what we have in the PotamocarcinincE, which are found

also on the Pacific slope in Ecuador, and especially in Central America and

Mexico.
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PART II. RECONSTRUCTIONOF ANCIENT GEOGRAPHICCON-
DITIONS.
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1 Only the more important papers are given in the following list. Others,

quoted only incidentally, shall find their place in footnotes.

2 I quote only the following two papers of von Ihering, although he has pub-

lished several more on these and kindred subjects. But these two contain the

essence of his theories.
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North American Geographic Development" {Amer. Jotirn. Sci., Vol. xlv,

1893)-

Hill, R. T. " The Geological History of the Isthmus of Panama and Portions

of Costa Rica" (Bu//. Mus. Harvard, Yo\. xxviii, 1898).

KoKEN, E, Die Vorwelt t*nd ihre Entwicklungsgesc/iichtey l?>g-^.
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Kreidezeit" {Jahrb. k. k. Geol. Reichanst., Vol. xliv, 1895).
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"Beitraege zur Stratigraphie Central- Asiens " {Denksckr. Akad. Wiss.
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In the following we shall endeavor to answer the questions

:

What con7tections are suggested by the distribution of the freshwater

Decapods^ and Is there any other evidence, in the first place, of a

geological character to support them ? The solution of these ques-

tions will furnish us the key for the reconstruction of the old geo-

graphic conditions.

If we recall the connections suggested by the distribution of the

freshwater Crustaceans, we can collect them in the following list

:

1. Connection of nortlieast Asia with 7iorthwest America across

Bering Sea (see pp. 290, "291, 295).

2. Connection of east Asia with Australia (see pp. 295, 305).

3. Connection of south Asia with Madagascar a?id Africa (see

pp. 295, 305, 306).

4. Connection of NewZealand with Australia (see p. 295).

5. Connection of Australia {resp. New Zealand^ with South

Ai7ierica (see p, 295).

6. Connectioti of the West Lidies with Ce?itral, resp. South

America (see pp. 295, 309).

7. Connection of South America witli Africa (see p. 310).

Other important questions arose out of the distributional facts,

which may be classified under the following heads

:

8. General relations of North, Central and South America (see

pp. 295, 309).

9. Relations of Africa to the rest of the world (see pp. 303, 304).

10. Relations of Europe to Asia {and Africa) (see pp. 291,

295. 304).

Weshall take up these different items in the order here indi-
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cated. But before we do so, we have to say a few words by way

of explanation and introduction, characterizing the value of the

study of the freshwater Decapods for these purposes.

In all the following discussions, the fundamental supposition has

been made that freshwater crayfishes, as well as freshwater crabs,

do not possess any exceptional means of dispersal ; that is to say,

that they are restricted to fresh water and cannot exist in salt water

;

that they cannot leave the water for any continued period, and con-

sequently cannot migrate over land to any extent ; and, finally,

that they do not possess in any stage of their life, and especially not

in the egg or larval stage, any means or devices which permit their

passive transport. Wemay specify these three points in the follow-

ing way

:

1. The restriction to fresh water is not absolute. There are a few

exceptions, namely

:

Potamobius pachypus (Rthk.) is found in the Black and Caspian Seas

in brackish and salt water.

Potamobius trowbridgei (Stps.) has once been collected in salt water

at Monterey, California (Faxon, 1898, p. ddd).

Cambarus uhleri Fax. is characteristic for the marshes of the coast

of Maryland, and lives in fresh, brackish, and salt water.

Cambarus montezumcz Sauss. has been found, in one case, in a salt

lake in Mexico (Lake Tezcoco, near City of Mexico; see

Faxon, 1885, p. 123).

Potamon fluviatile var. ibericum (Bisb.) is found in fresh water and

salt water of the Caspian Sea (see Ortmann, 1897, p. 302;.

On account of the small number of these cases, we have to re-

gard them as exceptional, and they are, no doubt, secondary

adaptations. In fact, none of these species is a true saltwater

form, they being always more or less euryhalin, and frequenting

also brackish or freshwater. Thus we may say, generally, that

both, crayfishes and crabs, discussed here, are true freshwater ani-

mals, and preeminently so, and that a migration across oceans or

parts of oceans is practically excluded.

2. Being animals breathing by gills, crayfishes and freshwater

crabs cannot leave the water. This rule is without exception with

the Potamobiidce and Parastacidce ; they may leave the water for a

short time, but a prolonged stay outside of it is always fatal. There

are only a few species in North and South America, and in Aus-

PROC. AMER. PHILOS. SOC. XLI. 171, U. PRINTED NOV. 22, 1903.
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tralia, burrowing in mud, which leave the water habitually; but

they always have to return to the water to moisten their gills, and

their burrows end in water. The forms most adapted to a subter-

restrial life are probably the two species of Engceiis in Tasmania. In

general, yi?r the crayjishes, tracts of land without water {^deserts) are

absolute barriers.

The PotamobiidcE lead a rather amphibic life and leave the water,

in many cases, habitually. Yet they always depend on the presence

of water and cannot go far out of easy reach of it. Some of the

species (^Potamon fluviatile in Persia, etc.) live in steppes, where

there is a scarcity of water, but here they always are found near

some kind of water supply. In general, they also cannot exist in

deserts.

3. As in all other Decapods, also in crayfishes and freshwater

crabs the eggs are carried and hatched under the abdomen of the

female. There is, as far as we know, no free metamorphosis of the

young (known in PotamobiuSj Camba^^tis, Potamon), and the young

hatch in a stage similar to the parents. Thus there seems to be no

means which effect, under normal conditions, an increased facility

of dispersal in an active or passive way among the young ones.

There may be, occasionally, a passive transport by other animals

(water fowl), but such cases can only be exceptions and have never

been observed. The whole character of the distribution of the

different species is against the assumption of exceptional means of

dispersal.

I. CONNECTIONOF NORTHEASTASIA WITH NORTHWESTAMERICABY

WAYOF BERING SEA.

A connection of northeast Asia with northwest America is pos-

tulated, as we have seen above, by the presence of Potamobiidoi in

the region of the Amur river, Korea, and north Japan on the

one side, and in western North America on the other ; the direc-

tion of this connection is indicated by the presence of Poiamobius

nigrescens (Stps.) in Unalaska.

This connection is mentioned by Jacobi (1900) under his

"regions of dispersal " (" Ausbreitungsgebiete "), and is called

by the name of *' Berings-Strassen-Ausbreitungsgebiet." This is

well known among zoogeographers. In fact, for an explanation of

the very peculiar conditions of distribution of many animals of the

northern hemisphere, a former connection of the northern land
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masses of the Old and New Worlds is absolutely necessary, and the

similarity of the land faunas of both parts, which is not explained

by the present conditions, is so strong that these regions (northern

Eurasia and North America) have been united by certain authors

into one zoogeographical region, the Holarctic. As to the location

of this connection, two ways are possible : either from Siberia to

Alaska, or from Labrador over Greenland to Scandinavia. The
latter connection, which has been discussed, from a geological

standpoint, chiefly by Suess and Neumayr (for older times, Meso-

zoic and Tertiary), and, from a zoogeographical view by Scharff

(for the Pleistocene), may be disregarded for our present purpose
;

there is no indication for its existence among the crayfishes. But

the latter support strongly, as has been said, the other connection

over Bering Strait.

Viewed from the tectonic side, this connection is quite possible.

The old rocks of northeast Asia are continued into northeastern

Siberia (east of the rivers Lena and Aldan) to the river Kolyma, ^

and farther, toward the Arctic Ocean and Bering Sea, and similar

rocks are found in Alaska ; and further, the chain of the Aleutian

Islands is, according to Suess, another proof for the tectonic unity

of the lands east and west of Bering Sea.

As regards the time of existence of this land bridge, we have to

assume it during almost the whole of the Tertiary period. Osborn

(1900) takes its existence for granted and demonstrates (p. 568)

that during Eocene, Miocene and upward to the Pliocene, a regu-

lar exchange of the faunas of Eurasia and North America took

place. In the older Pleistocene (p. 571) this connection still

existed, but was interrupted in the middle Pleistocene (p. 572).

If we put the question, whether and how far this land bridge goes

back in Pretertiary times, we have to consult first Neumayr's opin-

ion as to the distribution of the Jurassic oceans and continents

(1890, map, p. 336). It is true, in Siberia, deposits of Lower

Jurassic age are not known, and possibly Siberia was land during

this time ^ There are found here, however, deposits belonging to

iSee Tscherski, Sap. Akad. St. Petersb., Vol. 73, Append. 5, 1893 (Russian)
;

Review in N. Jahrb. Mineral., etc., 1896, Vol. 2, p. 318.

2 Land and freshwater deposits of Jurassic age are largely distributed in Sibe-

ria as coal-bearing strata. Compare the geological investigations connected

with the great Siberian railroad, by Obrutchew, Gerassimow, Gedroiz, Jawor-

owksy. Reviews in AL Jahrb. Mineral., 1899, Vol., 2, p. 111-116.
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the Upper Jurassic (Neumayr, 1890, p. 329), which reach the

Pacific Ocean. Beds of the same age are known on the Aleutian

Islands and in Alaska. These deposits exhibit a peculiar chaiacter,

which has been called the boreal or arctic type, and in this respect

the Jurassic beds of the western coast of North America are very

important, since they agree with the boreal type. Neumayr con-

cluded from this that the Upper Jurassic Polar Sea sent an exten-

sion southward along the western coast of North America into the

North Pacific, and its fauna also extends in this direction; by this

extension of the Polar Sea, east Asia was separated from North

America. Consequently there was no land bridge.^

These conditions of Upper Jurassic times continued, according

to Neumayr, into the Lower Cretaceous ; the Wolga stage, with its

characteristic Aucella-beds, belongs in part to the Lower Cretace-

ous, and the Polar basin was also in the beginning of the Creta-

ceous in open communication with the northern Pacific. This is

represented in Koken's map (1893, pi. i), although Asia and

North America approach each other considerably. This same

map, however, expresses, for the Upper Cretaceous, a separation of

the Polar Sea from the Pacific, and this land connection between

Asia and North America is preserved in Koken's map for the older

Tertiary (/. r., pi. 2). The evidence for this disconnection of the

oceans in the Upper Cretaceous time is given by Neumayr (1890,

p. 389-391) ;
palseontologically, we can trace a continuous Upper

Cretaceous ocean, including the northern Pacific from California

to Japan, which was connected with south India. This province

differs strikingly from the American-European (Atlantic) province ;

the Polar Sea was much reduced in size, and, to all appearances,

Siberia was largely dry land and was connected with North

America.

Thus there is some evidence of the existence of a land connec-

tion between Siberia and Alaska, beginning at about the middle of

the Cretaceous period, and continuing up to the end of the Ter-

tiary. Whether this connection was continuous in time, or inter-

rupted at certain periods, is hard to decide ; at all events, it was

of such a character that an easy and free communication was pos-

sible between the respective parts, and this is expressed very dis-

tinctly in the faunas of the northern land masses, although the

1 This Jurassic ocean forms apparently the continuation of the old Triassic

basin, comprising the Pacific and Arctic Oceans (see Neumayr, p. 266).
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geological evidence is very slender on account of our defective

knowledge of the Beringian countries.

For our present purposes, this has the following meaning. The

Potamobiidcc of eastern Asia, the remnants of which are known as

the subgenus Ccmibaroides, had easy access to northwestern America

by way of the Beringian connection, from the beginning of the Upper

Cretaceous to the end of the Tertiary. Since Cavibaroides is to be

taken, as we have seen above (p. 288), for the more primitive group,

the migration must have been in an easterly direction. It cannot

have taken place in recent times, since this way is now rendered

impossible, and just this recent (or Pleistocene) interruption (prob-

ably connected with a change of climate) has separated the Asiatic

and American range of Potamobius. Before the middle of the

Cretaceous it was also impossible for the crayfishes to pass along

this line, since then this connection was not yet formed, and thus

we obtain a very important lower limit for this process in the dis-

persal of the PotainobiidcB about the middle of the Cretaceous period.

Consequently, the Potamobiidce may go back, in their geological

history, at least as far as this time. We shall see later that we are

able to define also an upper limit for the time of immigration into

North America.

2. CONNECTIONOF EASTERN ASIA AND AUSTRALIA.

Another geographic postulate of the distribution of the Potamo-

biidce. and Parastacidce is the connection of east Asia, the region

of Cambaroides, with Australia, the main region of the family

Parastacidce. This same connection, from Farther India and south

China over the east Asiatic islands to north Australia, is suggested

by the distribution of the subfamily of the PotamonincE.

Other zoogeographical facts point the same way. Pilsbry (1894,

p. xlv) says that eastern Asia and China, southward to Australia,

constitutes a great division in Helix distribution, and many other

writers have emphasized the close affinity of the fauna of Australia

to that of southeastern Asia, although this is true only for certain

groups of animals. The opposite opinion, which generally pre-

vails, that Australia is sharply isolated from the rest of the world

in its faunal relations, is founded chiefly on the highest forms of life,

the Mammals. Other groups of animals, which permit us to draw

conclusions in this respect, indicate clearly that a large part of the
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Australian fauna is derived from Asia (see von Ihering, 1894, p.

406, and Hedley, 1899).

This connection between east Asia and Australia (Sino-Austra-

lian) is not well expressed in Jacobi's scheme. The apparent

reason for this is that Jacobi considered chiefly those groups of

animals (Mammals, Birds) which do not bear upon this question.

Nevertheless, some of his *' regions of dispersal " come under this

head, namely, the ninth, tenth, eleventh and twelfth (Papuan, Far-

ther Indian, Philippine, southern Japanese ; see Jacobi, 1900,

pp. 208-210), and discussing the Papuan, he directly mentions the

Oriental origin of certain elements of it, thus indicating its 'rela-

tion to southeastern Asia.

Studying the tectonic configuration of the repective parts, we are

to remember that Australia belongs to the old. Palaeozoic Gond-
wana land of Suess (1888, p. 317 ff.), which also comprised Africa

and India. But we cannot refer to this old connection of Austra-

lia with India, since India in turn was not then united with the rest

of Asia, and since this connection was destroyed in very early

times, possibly in Palaeozoic. For a tectonic connection of Aus-

tralia and eastern Asia (excluding India) we have only evidence to

the contrary.

On the other side, the eastern parts of present Asia, especially

China, northeastern Siberia, and Farther India, form a more or less

complete tectonic unit. Suess (1888, pp. 206-242) has shown that

this whole region consists largely of old archaic and palaeozoic

rocks, which form, in northern China, an old continental mass, in

the south a series of folded mountain ranges (p. 287), which con-

tinue into the mountains of Tonkin and Anam as far as the mouth
of the river Mekong. In this whole region no Mesozoic deposits

(with the exception of Rhaetic beds in Tonkin) are known. Ac-

cording to Koken,^ a Triassic ocean extended from the region of

the Himalaya mountains and Central Asia to the shores of the

present Pacific, covering a large part of China. The latter may
have been land before Rhaetic times; but at present we have only

evidence that it was surely land in the Jurassic period.^

1 Neues Jahrb. f. Mineral.^ etc., 1900, Vol. I, p. 196.

^ See Loczy, L, von, PVissenschaftliche Ergebnisse der Reise des Grafen
Bela Szeche7iyi in Oslasien,Wo\. 2, 1899; the Central-Chinese sea (south of the

Kuen-Lun mountains) disappeared at the end of Triassic and in Jurassic times.
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Thus it is clear that we may assume the existence of this conti-

nent, the Sinic, from the Jurassic upward.

Further, according to Suess, the chains of islands accompanying

this old continent on its southern and eastern sides are tectonically

connected with the latter. One of them is formed by the moun-

tain ranges which form the Japanese and Philippine Islands, con-

sisting of old rocks, and, in the south, we can trace a similar chain

(Suess, 1885, PP- 579-5^^)' which begins with the Burmese ranges,

and extends over Malakka, Sumatra, Java eastward, possibly as far

as New Guinea.

Thus, nothing in the tectonic configuration is opposed to the

theory that at least a large part of the Indo-Malaysian islands belongs

to the continent. But this does not give us any proof for an actual

former connection of these islands with the Sinic continent. This

can only be decided by geological investigation of the respective

parts. Unfortunately, our knowledge in this respect is very

scanty.

Neumayr (1890) constructs in his map, mentioned above, an old

Jurassic continent, the Siiio-Austi-alian, which, with reference to

eastern Asia, is well supported, and the Australian part of which

is also established by the fact that large parts of Australia possess

a very old age (Gondwana land). The connection of both goes

over the present Indo-Malaysian Archipelago, and, according to

the map, this region was largely land during Jurassic times.

Further (Neumayr, 1890, p. 419), Australia became separated from

Asia and the rest of the world before the end of the Mesozoic time,

that is to say, probably in the Cretaceous. This same idea is ex-

pressed by Koken (1893) ^^ ^^s map of the distribution of land in

the latter period. Here we see that Asia and Australia were dis-

connected during the Lower as well as the Upper Cretaceous, but

Australia comprises parts of New Guinea and the Sunda Islands as

far as Java, Borneo and the Philippine Islands. In the older Ter-

tiary, Koken includes Farther India into Asia, but then follows an

archipelago and Australia remains isolated.

This wide connection, drawn by Neumayr between Asia and

Australia during the Jurassic period, does not seem to be well sup-

ported, since marine Jurassic deposits have been discovered in the

region of the Malaysian islands.^ On the other hand, it is settled

1 In Borneo, according to Krause and Vogel {Sainml. geol. Reichsmus. Ley-

den, Vol. 5, 1897). The so-called "old slates " of Borneo are said to belong to
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that a number of these islands possess very old, possibly Archaic

rocks, which are overlaid directly by Tertiary beds, thus giving

evidence of an intervening extended land period, during which

no sedimentation took place. This has been demonstrated for the

Philippine Islands, where an Eocene, Miocene and Pliocene series

follows on top of old crystalline schists.^ Similar conditions are

said to prevail in Java (Martin). This, however, seems to be

doubtful, since Verbeck and Fennema,^ although they do not posi-

tively deny the possibility of the existence of Archaic rocks, pro-

nounce the schists of Java Cretaceous, upon which, unconformably,

Eocene and younger Tertiary beds are deposited. Archaic rocks

are found in the Island of Amboina, where they are overlaid by

Tertiary and Quarternary coral limestones. Between both there

are, locally, older sediments of undetermined age.^

Aside from the supposed Cretaceous schists in Java, we know of

beds of this period in Borneo, and, according to Kossmat (1895,

p. 469 f.), only such that belong to the Upper Cretaceous, corre-

sponding to the Ariyalur group (Senonian) of India. This fact is

the more important, since, as Kossmat points out, it demonstrates

that the Upper Cretaceous of southern India can be traced over

Assam and Borneo to Japan and the Island of Sachalin (and thence

to the western coast of North America). This indicates a contin-

uity of the oceans in this direction, and consequently Australia and

Asia must have bee?! disconnected in the Upper Cretaceous.

From the foregoing, the conclusion may be drawn, that the

geology of the Indo-Malaysian Archipelago is 100 scantily known to

form an adequate idea of the former connection of Australia and

Asia. This much, however, is settled, that large parts of this

archipelago were once land, and the single islands were in many

cases connected with one another. Verbeck (/.r.) has shown that

of the Island of Java, in Miocene time (that is to say, very late), only

the western part existed as a unit, and that it was continued east-

ward by a series of small islands. At the end of the Tertiary these

the Lias (Martin, ibid.^ Vol. 5, 1898; see also MolengraafF, G. A. F., Geolo-

gische Verkennigstochten i7i Central Borneo^ 1900).

1 Martin, ibid.^ Vol. 5, 1896.

2 Geologiske beschryving von Java en Madera, 1897. See also Verbeck, in

Petermanns geograph. Mitteil.^ 1898,

3 Martin, K., Reiseii in den Molukken, in Ambon, aen Uliassern, Seran und
Buru. Geolog., Teil i, Leyden, 1897.
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islands became connected, and tlie whole was united with the conti-

nent of Asia; subsequently, a new (Quarternary) subsidence took

place. According to Weber,^ Celebes was connected in early times

(beginning of the Tertiary ?) with eastern Asia, but was separated

later and dissolved into smaller islands, and assumed its present

form at the end of the Tertiary. If changes of this character took

place during the comparatively short Tertiary period, we are to

expect, in Pretertiary times, much more varied conditions, and it is

by no means impossible that the different islands, of which certain

parts (for instance central Borneo) were never submerged after the

beginning of the Mesozoic era, were variously and repeatedly con-

nected with each other and the Asiatic mainland.^ Such changing

conditions existed probably during the whole of the Mesozoic time,

and it seems, on account of the scarcity of Jurassic deposits, that

during the Jurassic period land-conditions prevailed, although the

land may not have had the extent assumed by Neumayr, It may
have been similar during the Cretaceous period, but it seems that

the land bridge began to dissolve ; at least, in the Upper Cretace-

ous, we have positive indications that the connection between Asia

and Australia was interrupted. This bridge probably was never

again completely restored ; the single parts of it, however, were

not stationary in 1 ertiary times, and communicated with each other

in various directions. These changing conditions are noticeable as

far as New Guinea, and, as regards the latter island, we know
through Haddon, Sollas and Cole,' that it is closely connected,

tectonically, with Queensland. The archaic and palaeozoic rocks

of the '' Australian Cordilleras" continue across the islands of

Torres Straits into the southern part of New Guinea, which belongs

undoubtedly to Queensland, and was separated from it .at a very

recent period. On the other side, the larger Sunda Islands

(Sumatra, Java, Borneo) must have also been united with the

Asiatic mainland in very recent time, as is positively shown by

their fauna of higher land animals.

1 Weber, M., Zool. Ergebn. Reise Niederlaend. Ost-Indien, Vol. 2, 1892 ;

Vol. 3, 1894.

2 According to Molengraaff (^Geologische Verkenningstochten in Central

Borneo, iQco), Borneo was submerged in Precretaceous times, but part of it was

land in the Middle Cretaceous. At the end of the Cretaceous a subsidence took

place, then again an elevation. The different parts of Borneo were subject in

various degrees to these changes, which continued through the Tertiary.

3 Trans. R, Irish Acad., Vol. 30, 1894.
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If the first sharp separation of Australia and Asia belongs to the

Upper Cretaceous, it is consequent, for the Parastacidce and

Potamobiidce, that their area of distribution, which before the

beginning of the Upper Cretaceous extended over the Sino-Austra-

lian continent, was cut in two ; of course, the ancestral forms occu-

pying this old continent could not possibly have been divided into

these two families, and their differentiation was directly connected

with this separation of the geographic range. After that, there

was a chance for either family to develop, since there was no longer

communication between the Asiatic and the Australian stock. This

forces us to the conclusion that the ancestors of these two families

7nust have existed before the beginning of the Upper Cretaceous time,

and that during the Upper Cretaceous the division into Potamobiidce.

and Parastacidce. took place. It is impossible to place the origin of

these families at a later period, since, as we shall see below, any

crayfishes of late Mesozoic or early Tertiary age, in any part of the

world, belong either to the one or the other family. Although

there was at least a partial connection of Asia and Australia in Ter-

tiary times, the two families never came into contact again : with

the cause of this remarkable fact we shall become acquainted

below.

With reference to the Pota77ionince, their distribution over the

Indo-Malaysian Archipelago is only partly explained by the

assumption of a former continuous land bridge. The distribution

of the freshwater crabs is by no means simple, and does not extend

uniform.ly from eastern Asia to Australia, but there are numerous

complications and peculiarities. In the first line, we have to

emphasize the fact that only a single group, which is apparently

highly specialized, the subgenus Geothelphusa, reaches the conti-

nent of Australia, and that this group (in its typical forms) is

restricted to the Indo-Malaysian islands, and is wanting on the

Asiatic continent. This is the more remarkable, since this group is

most abundant just on the large islands of Sumatra, Java, Borneo,

and extends northward over the Philippine and Loo Choo Islands

to Japan. On the other hand, we have seen that the typical species

of the genus Potamon (subgenus Potamon~), which are found in both

India and China, reappear in very closely allied forms in Java,

Sumatra and the Philippines, but do not pass farther to the East.

Then again, the subgenus Potamonautes possesses scattered stations
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(probably strongly discontinuous) as far as New Guinea, and the

same is the case in the genus Parathelphusa.

For the present, these very strange conditions defy explanation,

and especially the eastern boundary of Potamon (sens, strict.) and

the western boundary of Geothelphusa are puzzling. But this much
we may say, that the distribution of the Potamonince over the Indo-

Malaysian Archipelago is apparently due to the varying relations of

the different islands between themselves and to the continents dur-

ing the Tertiary period, and that it furnishes additional proof for

the complexity of the changes that took place during this time in

this region.

Another fact is to be especially mentioned. Among the Pota-

monifice we do not have such a sharp separation of Australian and

Asiatic types as we have found among the crayfishes : on the con-

trary, the species of Geothelphusa, found in northern and eastern

Australia, are all closely related to those found in New Guinea and

on the other islands. Also the different forms of Pofa?non (sens,

strict.), found in Java and Sumatra, are very closely allied to con-

tinental species. All this points to the conclusion that the separa-

tion of the respective parts from each other, which brought about

the present conditions, must be of comparatively recent date, and

that at a time not very far remote from the present the distri-

bution of land and water in this archipelago must have been con-

siderably different from what it is now. Thus it seems that the

causes of the distribution of the PoiamonincR in the Indo-Malaysian

Archipelago are to be sought for in later times, presumably in the

Tertiary, and that during this period, and possibly up to a very

recent time, conditions prevailed here which —although they may

not have amounted to a continuous land bridge —constituted a cer-

tain unstable connection between Asia and Australia. Probably

there was a maze of larger and smaller islands, channels, straits and

the like, which was not permanent in its parts, and changed

repeatedly.^

Our final result on this question would be the following: South-

eastern Asia was" connected with Australia in the Jurassic, and

probably also at the beginning of the Cretaceous period. In the

1 According to von Ihering (1894, p. 406), Australia was connected with Asia

during the Eocene and Oligocene. Hedley (1899) connects New Guinea with

Australia in the later Tertiary ; but a similar connection existed also in the

Eocene, and through the latter Oriental elements were brought to New Guinea.
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Upper Cretaceous, a sharp separation between both continents was

formed, which continued possibly up to the Eocene. Then the

connection was, at least partially, reestablished, but it was of a very

changing character, which is expressed by the great complexity in

animal distribution. These changing and unstable conditions pre-

vailed all through the Tertiary, and up to the present time, and it

is hard to trace them under the present imperfect state of our

knowledge of the geology of the respective parts.

The Upper Cretaceous separation of Asia and Australia is

expressed in the distribution of the Potamobiidce and Farastacidce :

the formerly continuous area of their ancestors, which comprised in

the Lower Cretaceous the Sino-Australian continent, was divided,

about the middle of the Cretaceous, in a northern (East Asia-

Potamobiidce) and a southern {kM'itx2X\2.-Parastacidce) part. The
varying conditions of the Tertiary are expressed in the distribution

of the PotamonmcB ; the detail§, however, cannot be made out, and

further study of the freshwater crabs of these regions, as well as a

more thorough study of the geology of these parts, is very desirable.

3. CONNECTIONOF AFRICA AND INDIA.

The occurrence of crayfishes (genus Astacoides) in Madagascar

has led us, as we have seen above (p. 295), to the assumption that

there once existed a connection of this island with southern Asia

(respectively with the Sino-Australian continent). The same con-

nection is suggested by the distribution of the Potamoni7ice., of

which the subgenus Potamonautes is found in Africa as well as

India. The Madagassian forms of the PotamonincB (see above, p. 301)

indicate a relation of this island to Africa, while a closer connec-

tion with India is not so striking. A genetic connection of the

ranges of this subfamily in Africa and India by way of the Nile

valley and Syria is improbable, although, geographically, this con-

nection actually exists ; this, however, is apparently due to second-

ary migrations, different branches of the subfamily, coming from

India and Central Africa respectively, meeting in lower Egypt.

Thus we have to regard Madagascar as a stepping-stone between

Africa and India, and, with reference to the Poiamonince, its rela-

tion to Africa is closer than that to India.

This supposed connection is well known in zoogeography under

the name of the Leniurian continent. Jacobi (1900, p. 169 ff.)

quite recently has doubted this Lemuria-hypothesis, although he
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introduces among his regions of dispersal, as a seventh, an Indo-

African, which occupies this geographic position. He believes,

however, that it is not correct to explain certain similarities of the

faunas of India and Madagascar by a land-bridge, but prefers to

accept the existence of a chain of islands, which permitted, in later

Tertiary times, a migration of animals possessing the power of

flight (Birds, Bats) in this direction. On the other hand, he grants

a connection of Madagascar with Africa upward to the Miocene.

Jacobi's assumption of a series of islands instead of a continental

connection from Madagascar to India seems to be well founded

only for this particular time, the younger Tertiary. But the simi-

larity of both faunas has apparently been underestimated by him,

even if he takes into consideration only Mammals and Birds, and

there are no doubt numerous relations between both parts among
other animals not possessing the power of flight. This fact has

been urged by Pilsbry (1894, p. xlv) for the Helices, and he says that

Madagascar is much more closely allied to Ceylon and Australia

than to South Africa.^ The present cases offered by the genus

Astacoides and within the family of the PoiamonidcB are also very

important for this question, since the idea of a migration of these

forms over a chain of islands and across parts of the ocean is

entirely out of question. Thus it seems that we have to assume a

continental connection —if not during the later Tertiary —in earlier

times.

The parts under discussion belong to the old Gondwana-land,

which, according to Suess, existed in Palaeozoic times, and was par-

tially destroyed in the same period through the disconnection of

Australia from it. Africa, however, remained intact, and formed

an ancient table-land, to which was added as a peninsula the

Lemurian bridge, which extended from Madagascar to India, and

traces of which are preserved up to the Eocene (Suess, 1885,

p. 538). This same peninsula is accepted by Neumayr for the

Jurassic period, and is represented in his map ; it is separated from

the main part of Africa by a great gulf extending southward, the

Ethiopian Mediten-anean Sea, includes the present peninsula of

India, and is not connected with the Sino-Australian continent, the

Indian Gulf and the Strait of Bengal forming its northeastern

shores. According to Neumayr (1890, p. 390), this Indo-Mada-

gassian peninsula existed up to the end of the Cretaceous, and even

^ In part, this may be due to old-Mesozoic, and even Palaeozoic geography.
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to the beginning of the Tertiary, but was destroyed in the older

Tertiary {I.e., p. 397).

The same view is expressed by Koken : for the Lower and Upper
Cretaceous he gives to this peninsula about the same shape it had in

the Jurassic (Neumayr), and in the older Tertiary he draws

—

instead of this continuous land-bridge —a chain of islands.

There are not many cases where we possess such ample evidence

for the former existence of a land mass that has now disappeared,

at least as regards such a remote epoch. The chief arguments for

this land-bridge are taken from the character of the marine deposits

found at the supposed southeast and northwest sides of this penin-

sula, and they are especially convincing for the Cretaceous period.

The South-Indian Cretaceous, as it is found typically in the neigh-

borhood of Pondichery, is known similarly developed in Madagas-

car and Natal, and belongs to the ocean to the east and south of

this peninsula, while contemporaneous deposits of the western

Indian Ocean (in East Africa) and in northwestern India are

strongly contrasted to it, and are related to the Mediterranen type.

We even may obtain further information as to the shape of this

peninsula. According to Newton and Boule,^ the Jurassic beds of

the western coast of Madagascar belong to the Ethiopian Mediter-

ranean Sea (possessing the Mediterranean type), while the Creta-

ceous beds (Cenomanian-Senonian) of the same parts exhibit the

South-Indian type. This indicates that the Ethiopian Mediterra-

nean Sea extended, during the Jurassic period, farther south than

during the Cretaceous. The respective maps of Neumayr and

Koken agree well with this : according to Neumayr, the southern

extremity of Madagascar was united with Africa, while, according

to Koken, the connection was situated at its northern end. This

latter bridge continued to exist apparently during part of the

Tertiary time. Wehave seen above that the connection of East

Africa and India continued up to the very beginning of the

Tertiary, and was destroyed soon after. This destruction, hovvever,

affected only the parts between Madagascar and India, while Mada-

gascar itself remained connected with Africa : according to Jacobi,

up to the beginning of the Miocene. Lydekker^ is of the opinion

^ See review by Boehm in Neties Jahrb. f. Mineral.^ etc., 1897, Vol, i,

p. 489.

2 A Geographical History of Mammals, Cambridge, 1 896.
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that Madagascar became separated from Africa in the Oligocene or

Miocene ; at the same time he connects Madagascar with India, and

believes that this connection was not severed before the beginning

of the Pliocene, In opposition to this we maintain that the

connection of Madagascar with India was interrupted before that

with Africa.

As the only remnants of this old bridge, the Seychelles have been

preserved. They consist, according to Bauer/ chiefly of granitic

rocks, which are accompanied by dikes and sheets of volcanic

origin. Only traces of sedimentary rocks are found, and these

point to a very old age. While we thus may safely take the Sey-

chelles for a remnant of this old bridge —and this is confirmed by

the presence of the East- African genus Deckenia —the other islands

of the Indian Ocean (Chagos group, etc.), are coral-formation.

They may rest upon the highest peaks of the submerged Lemuria,

but the latter itself has disappeared here. Consequently the fauna

of these islands —at least as regards freshwater Decapods —does not

contain any forms indicating this old bridge, since they must have

all been drowned.

The northeastern extremity of the Indo-Madagassian peninsula

was formed by the present peninsula of India. According to Neu-

mayr and Koken, this latter was separated, from the Jurassic to the

older Tertiary, from the rest of Asia, that is to say from the Sino-

Australian continent, by the Strait of Bengal, and, during the

older Tertiary, India was, according to Koken (/. c, p. 452), an

island (also disconnected from Madagascar). It seems, however,

that this separation of India from the rest of Asia was not so per.

manent as is believed by these authors. It is true, as regards its

tectonic configuration, India has nothing in common with Asia,

but it seems that there was a connection, at least at certain periods.

That the ^' Central Mediterranean Sea " of Neumayr extended

during the Jurassic period across northern India to the Bengal

Strait, separating India and Asia, seems to be correct, since no

evidence to the contrary has been brought forth, and the latest in-

vestigations have shown that Jurassic deposits are widely distrib-

uted not only in the western but also in the central Himalayas.'

But during a part of the Cretaceous, this strait does not seem to

1 Neues Jahrb. f. Mineral., etc., 1 898, Vol. 2.

2 See Griesbach, Rec. Geol. Surv. India, 26, 1893, and Diener, Verh. k. k.

geolog. Reichsanst., 1895.
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have existed. Already Meddlicott and Blanford (1879, p. Ix)

have doubted that the plain of the Ganges river was covered by

the Cretaceous ocean, and, although these authors generally disbe-

lieve the existence of such a strait during Jurassic, Cretaceous and

Tertiary times, Diener (/. c, 1895) has demonstrated that there

exists, in the central Himalaya mountains, an almost complete

series of sediments from the Cambrian to the Eocene, among
which Triassic and Jurassic beds are well represented, while Creta-

ceous beds apparently are missing and Eocene again is known.

This is very much in favor of a connection of India with Asia

during the Cretaceous. A very positive opinion on this question

is expressed by Kossmat (1895, P- 463)- He says that the Middle

and Upper Cretaceous ocean of southern and eastern India was

not connected over northern India with Europe.

Therefore, it seems to be well to assume only for the Jurassic

period and for the Lower Cretaceous a separation of India and the

Sinic continent ; that is to say, during these times Lemuria (Mada-

gascar-India) was a peninsula connected with Africa. In the Mid-

dle and Upper Cretaceous, this peninsula became united with the

Sinic continent, forming a land-bridge between the latter and

Africa. This connection, however, was apparently interrupted

again in Eocene times. According to Neumayr (/. c.^ p. 481),

the Eocene deposits of the Central Mediterranean Sea (Nummulite-

beds) are continued across the whole of northern India to the

Gulf of Bengal (and farther to Java, Borneo and the Philippine

Islands), and indicate thus a continuous ocean, which isolated

India from the rest of Asia. Since, at about the same time

(Eocene), the destruction of the Lemurian bridge took place,

India became an island, as is first pointed out by Koken. In Post-

Eocene times, this strait separating India and Asia disappeared,

and we have, in northern India generally, at about this time (cer-

tainly from the Miocene upward), a regression of the ocean (see

Meddlicott and Blanford, 1879, p. liii). The island of India was

definitively joined to Asia and never again separated.

After the destruction of the connection of India with Madagas-

car, in the beginning of the Tertiary, of the southwestern parts of

Lemuria only Madagascar remained, which was still connected, as

a peninsula, with East Africa. Then this connection was also

severed, but not before the Oligocene or the beginning of the Mio-

cene. Thus the main outlines of the present distribution of land
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and water were established at about the beginning of the Miocene.

After the destruction of ihe Lemurian bridge in the Eocene, its

northeastern portion, India, became part of Asia, while its south-

western portion, Madagascar, which at first remained a peninsula

of Africa, became an island.

The application of these geographical results to the distribution

of the freshwater Decapods is the following: First, we have to

emphasize that before the middle of the Cretaceous it was impos-

sible for the genus Astacoides to reach Madagascar. Since the

separation of the Asiatic and Australian group of the crayfishes

took place in about the Upper Cretaceous and since the morpho-

logical differentiation of the Potimobiidce and FarasfacidcB wdiS cot\-

nected with this separation, and further, since Astacoides must

have immigrated into Madagascar from the Asiatic part of the old

Sino- Australian continent, this latter process must have gone on

shortly before the completion of this separation, that is to say,

about the middle of the Cretaceous. This assumption is supported

by the morphological characters of Astacoides^ which are, in a

certain degree, intermediate between the present two families and

favor the view of an early separation from the original stock.

Thus there is nolhing that prevents us to assume an immigration

of Astacoides from southeastern Asia into Madagascar in the mid-

dle of the Cretaceous period. At a later time this does not seem

to have happened, since, in this case, we should have different

morphological characters in Astacoides, At an earlier time this

immigration was impossible, since then India was not connected

with the Sino Australian continent. After the Eocene this migra-

tion was absolutely impossible, since then the land connection

between India and Madagascar had disappeared.

Although we may thus fix the time of immigration of Asta-

coides rather exactly, there arise other questions. Wewant prin-

cipally an explanation of the absence of similar forms in Africa

itself, and for the absence of such in India and generally in

southeastern Asia.

Regarding the Potamonince, their presence in Madagascar, and

the close relation of the Madagassian forms to East-African, is

easily explained by the former connection of Madagascar with

Africa. The freshwater crabs of Madagascar thus indicate geo-

graphical conditions which are older than Miocene. The presence

PROG. AMBR. PHILOS. SOC. XLI. 171. V. PRINTED DEC. 20, 1902.
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of Deckenia on the Seychelle Islands connects also this group more

closely with Africa than with India. Possibly this connection is

identical with that over Madagascar, although Deckenia has not

been found on the latter island.

The presence of Poiamonince in India, corresponding to the

African type (subgenus Potamonautts), indicates the full develop-

ment of the Lemurian peninsula, that is to say, conditions prevail-

ing in the oldest Tertiary, if not earlier. Potainonince, represented

by forms which resembled the subgenus Potamonautes, must have

existed at least in the beginning of the Eocene, and their distri-

bution extended over Africa and the Lemurian peninsula, includ-

ing India. During the Eocene this range was separated into two

parts, an African (to which Madagascar belonged) and an Indian,

and, beginning in the Miocene, the PoiamonincB had a chance to

expand over southern and eastern Asia (Farther India and Chma*).

At the same time they availed themselves of the various and chang-

ing connections within the region of the Indo Malavsian archipe-

lago, occup>ing the latter and reaching Australia. The opening

of this region of dispersal offered to this group a new opportunity

for a rich development, and the origin of the subgenera Potamon

and Geothelphusa was probably the outcome of it.

Wecannot leave this chapter without saying a few words on the

Arabian region of dispersal of Jacobi. This extends from north-

eastern Africa across Arabia to India. Jacobi mentions the simi-

larity of the Siwalik-fauna of India with the Ethiopian. Ihis,

consequently, refers to a very recent period, the later Tertiary.

Before this time, in the older Tertiary and in the Mesozoic, this

connection is out of question. The Potamo7iirice, which, as we

have seen, existed in the older Tertiary, show no tiace of this con-

nection across Arabia, and, as we shall see below, our knowledge

of the ancient geography of these parts is a very fair one. Arabia

itself formed originally a part of Africa, and the Red Sea did

not exist at all in the earlier Tertiary, it being quite recent (see

below). Toward the north, northeast and east Arabia was circum-

1 There was, possibly, an earlier cliance to reach the Sinic continent, in Upper

Cretaceous times, and I am inclined to t>elieve that the discontinuous localities

of I otamonautes (.md /'araihelphusa) in the Indo Malaysian archipelago point

to an immigration of these foims that precedes in time that of Potamon sens,

strict.
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scribed by sea—the Central Mediterranean Sea and the Ethiopian

Gulf of Neumayr. A connection with India in this direction,

and a migration of PotamonincB from India to Africa (or vice

versa) by this route was then impossible.

Further, I should lil<:e to point out that we have to be careful

about this Indo Madagassian bridge. A case which has occurred

to me, and which might lead to misinterpretation, is furnished by
the distribution of the Reptile-family Chamaleontidce. According
to Gadow, ^ this family is found in Africa, Madagascar and India,

a distribution which is quite analogous to that of the Potamoni-

nce, and might induce us, at the first glance, to trace it back to

this old Indo-Madagassian connection. A closer study, however,

reveals the fact that the Chameleon of India has nothing to do with

the Madagassian species, but is related to the form widely dis-

tributed in North Africa, Syria and Asia Minor. Here the con-

nection apparently goes from North Africa over Syria and Arabia

to India, and this distribution belongs to a much later period when
Lemuria no longer existed.

4. CONNECTIONOF NEWZEALAND WITH AUSTRALIA.

Wehave seen that a genus of the family Parastacidce, Parane-
phrops, is found in New Zealand, and this fact points to a former

connection of these islands with Australia. We further are to

pay attention to some adaitional facts, which, although they do
not seem to be sufficiently established to be accepted witiiout com-
ment, are apt to throw some light upon this connection.

First, according to Huxley ( 7> Zool. Soc., 1878, p. 771),
Paranephrops is said to be found in the Fiji Islands. This

locality is supported by two specimens in the British Museum,
which are in a very bad condition ; moreover, there is no report

as to the authenticity of the locality, and the genus has never again

been reported from these islands.

Further, Nobili (1899) describes from southern New Guinea a

genus and species, Astaconephrops alhertisi^ which is said to be

closely allied to Paranephrops. It is impossible, however, to con-

trol the systematic position of this form, since only external char-

acters are given, and the most important one, the branchial

1 Gadow, H., " Amphibia and Reptilia,' in The Cambridge Natural His-

tory, Vol. 8, 1 90 1, map, p. 568.
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formula and shape of gills, is entirely unknown ; a figure of this

very important form is also missing.

But taking it for granted that the genus Parastacus itself is found

in the Fiji Islands, and that Astaconephrops in New Guint-a is

closely allied to it, this would indicate a connection of New Zea-

land with Australia by way of Fiji Islands and New Guinea. This

assumption appears, judging alone from this material, very poorly

supported, but it agrees well with other known facts which have led

to a similar tlieory.

According to Hedley (1899), New Zealand was connected with

Australia in the following manner (see map, /. c, p. 404). From

North Australia and New Guinea, which were united, a peninsula

extended over the Solomon Group and the H^^^ Heb'-ides, where

a smaller peninsula branched off in the direction toward the Fiji

Islands ; and, farther, this main peninsula extended over NewCale-

donia, Lord Howe Island to New Zealand. Hedley calls this the

*< Melanesian Plateau," and we may name it conveniently the

Melanesian Peninsula or Melanesia. As to the time of existence

of the latter Hedley does not express himself very positively, but

according to von Ihering ( 1894, p. 406), New Zealand and the

Fiji Islands became separated from Australia before the Eocene, or,

as may be gleaned from other places in his text, at the beginning

of the Eocene.

The views of these two authors are founded exclusively upon

zoogeographical evidence, and we see that the genus Faranephrops

of New Zealand is apt to furnish additional support to Hedley's

Melanesian Peninsula. That this peninsula was disconnected from

Australia, not later than in the Eocene, also agrees with our mate-

rial. Wehave seen above that forms of the Farastacoid iy\)t must

have existed in Australia as early as in the Upper Cretaceous, and

thus nothing opposes the assumption that they immigrated into New
Zealand in Pre-Eocene times.

Examining the tectonic and geological side of the question, we

have to refer first to the views propounded by Suess (1-888, p.

181 ff.). According to him, the Alps of New Zealand are a com-

paratively old range, which existed probably as early as in Jurassic

times, and, further, he points out (/. c, p. 203 ff.) the analogy in

the structure of New Caledonia and New Zealand. For the rest,

the islands between New Caledonia and New Guinea are too poorly

known in this respect, and, therefore, we cannot say anything
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about a possible tectonic connection of these parts. Neuraayr,

however (1890), draws in his map of the Jurassic continents, men-

tioned repeatedly above, a peninsula, which is connected with his

Sino-Australian continent, and which corresponds closely to Hed-

ley's idea of Melanesia. This peninsula is missing in Koken's map

(1893) of the Cretaceous continents, and even New Zealand is not

given as land there. But Koken does not seem to have paid much
attention to these parts of the earth's surface in Cretaceous times,

since it seems quite sure that at least parts of New Zealand were

land then. In the 01<ler Tertiary, New Zealand and New Cale-

donia were islands, according to Koken, while Australia extended

far to the east, including Lord Howe Island.

Although, in general, the geological evidence for the connection

of New Zealand with Australia is very scarce, we certainly have to

assume it according to the characters of the fauna and flora of New
Zealand, and the material at hand points distinctly to the fact that

this connection was interrupted at a comparatively early period.

Thus there is nothing that is opposed to the view of von Ihering,

that the final isolation of New Zealand took place not later

than the beginning of the Eocene, and there is no objection to the

demonstration on the part of Hedley that this connection with

Australia was by way of New Caledonia and New Guinea. Our
present case, the distribu ion of Paranephrops in New Zealand, fits

well into this theory: t'lis genus reached New Zealand in Pre-

Tertiary times, probably in the Upper Cretaceous, and very likely

by the way indicated by Hedley; since the Eocene it has become

isolated on this island group.

5. CONNECTIONOF SOUTH AMERICA WITH AUSTRALIA (rESP. NEW
ZEALAND).

The genus Parasiacus in the temperate and subtropical parts of

South America points to a connection of this continent with those

parts in which allied forms are found, namely, with Australia and

New Zealand. Numerous instances of a similar distribution,

which suggest a relation of the same parts, are known, not only

among land and freshwater animals, but also among the marine

littoral fauna. This remarkable fact has been noticed at a very

early time, and has suggested various theories, which have been

reviewed and classified by the present writer (Ortmann, igoi).

The views of the majority of the later authors now agree more or
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less in that this connection is placed across the Antarctic conti-

nent, and this idea is chiefly supported by Hedley (1895, 1899),

von Ihering (1891, 1894), Osborn (1900), Pilsbry (1894), and

Ortmann (1901, 1902).

While Pilsbry only generally expresses the opinion that the sup-

position of an old Antarctic continent connecting the respective

parts of the present southern continents would furnish the condi-

tions necessary for the explanation of the zoogeography of the

land-mollusks, and while Osborn only tries to give an approximate

idea of the mutual relations of these land-masses by pointing out

that a subsidence of the ocean level of a certain amount would

connect these parts, von Ihering (1894, p. 438) gives a more

detailed theory of this connection. He unites not only South

America over Antarctica with Australia, but continues this (Meso-

zoic) land mass beyond the Indo-Malaysian islands to east Asia,

thus including the Smo Australian continent di^5cussed above. He
calls this vast continent by the name of Archinotis.

As to the details of the special connection of Australia and South

America, Hedley's opinion is the most important ; according to

him (1895, p. 6), during Mesozoic and older Tertiary times a

stretch of land extended from Tasmania over the South Pole to

Terra del Fuego ; the shore line of this land ( \ntarctica) formed a

wide gulf between Tasmania and Cape Horn, and approached the

Pole. This land-bridge, however, was not very solid, but was sub-

ject to various changes resulting in a repeated breaking up and

becoming reunited of the different parts. As regards New Zealand,

he believes that during the Tertiary time it was not directly con-

nect d with Antarctica. In another paper, however (1899, p. 399),

Hedley also assumes a connection of New Zealand with Antarc-

tica, but this was of an older date than that from Australia over

Tasmania to Antarctica, and consequently is to be placed in the

Mesozoic time.

That Australia was once connected with Antarctica, especially

with what is now called Wilkes' and Victoria Land, can be imag-

ined as possible on tectonic grounds. Australia itself consists,

according to Suess (1888, p 188 ff. ), in its eastern part of a very

old range of mountains, running in a north-southerly direction;

its larger western part is an old Archaic and Palaeozoic plateau

(part of Gondwana Land). Both parts are fractured and cut off

toward the south, and the southern parts have disappeared ; a line
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of faults at the southern margin of the Australian Plateau indicates

that Australia undoubtedly extended once farther southward, in the

direction toward Antarctica. Whether it was really united with

the latter cannot be said positively, chiefly because the geological

structure of Wilkes' Land is entirely unknown.

The time of the subsidence of the southern parts of the old

Australian continent can be determined according to the condi-

tions known to exist on the shores of the great Australian Bight.

Here, on the foot of the broken edge of the Australian Plateau, a

series of Tertiary deposits is found, the age of which is not yet

positively ascertained, but which seem to belong to both the older

and younger Tertiary. The fact that no older (Mesozoic) beds

are found in this region seems to indicate that such were not de-

posited, and that means to say that up to the end of the Mesozoic

time the southern part of the Australian Plateau had not subsided,

and that this process took place at the very beginning of the

Tertiary,

Thus we have reason to believe that the connection of this part

of Australia (the western plateau) with Antarctica existed up to the

end of the Mesozoic time.

The Tertiary deposits of the south coast of Australia are lacking

from Tasmania along the eastern coast of Australia; here is a frac-

ture toward the south and east, the age of which cannot be deter-

mined at present. Hedley believes that there was here a connec-

tion with Antarctica that persisted up into the Tertiary (over

Tasmania), but he gives no geological evidence for it. It is

entirely unknown whether the East Australian Cordilleras find a

continuation in Antarctica. So Hedley's assumption may or may

not be correct.

Another tectonic line in these regions has been pointed out by

Gregory.^ He also emphasizes the former southward extension of

the Australian Plateau ; but besides, there seems to be, according

to him, a very important tectonic line marked by the volcanoes of

New Zealand and. Victoria Land, and this, possibly, fmds its con-

tinuation in the volcanoes of the region of Graham Land, and

passes thence over Terra del Fuego to the South American Cordil-

leras. Of course, this is no evidence at all that this line from

New Zealand over Antarctica to South America has ever been a

continuous mountain range actually connecting these parts, but the

1 Nature^ Vol. Ixiii, 1901, pp. 6io-6ir, with map, p. 611.
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existence of such a line would in a large degree facilitate the

imagination of such a connection, and would force us—if we have

other evidence pointing to a former connection of these parts —to

construct this old land-bridge nowhere else but along the direction

of this line. That is to say, the connection of Australia and New
Zealand with South America, which is probable on account of cer-

tain facts in the distribution of life, ivas acj-oss the Pole, and not

in lower latitudes in the southern part of the Pacific Ocean, as

accepted by some authors.

The tectonic connection of Graham Land with Terra del Fuego,

indicated by Gregory, is much emphasized by Fricker.^ Accord-

ing to him, it is formed by the arc of islands running from Terra

del Fuego over South Georgia and the South Sandwich Islands to

Graham Land. This line, however, again indicates only the

general direction of this possible connection, but does not give any

hints as to its actual existence, nor to the possible time of it.

We know that a large part of South America (the Brazilian

Plateau, see below) is a very old continental mass, which ex-

tended southward into northern Argentina, but not into Patagonia.

What is now the chain of the Cordilleras was certainly ocean dur-

ing Mesozoic times, since here we find Jurassic and Cretaceous

deposits largely developed, and the latter have been traced far to

the south and over almost all of Patagonia; the Tertiary beds of

southern Patagonia rest, wherever this has been observed, upon

Cretaceous deposits.'^ The Patagonian Cretaceous, in its upper divi-

sions, consists of rocks formed apparently under continental condi-

tions (littoral, freshwater, or eolian), and these latter (Guaranitic

beds) were subject, after their deposition, to erosion, indicating a

land period at the close and after the Cretaceous. Thus, there

seems to have been an upheaval, beginning at the end of Mesozoic

time and continuing into the Tertiary ; during the Eocene these

regions probably were land to a large extent.'

West of the Mesozoic beds known in the tract of the Cordilleras

there are, in the so-called Coast Cordilleras of Chili, rocks of

another character; they are apparently metamorphic, but their age

is disputed. According to Steinmann,* they are Mesozoic ; snd

1 The Antarctic Regions, London, 1900, p. 140 fF,

2 See Hatcher, J. B., in Amer. Jour. Sci., Vol. ix, 1900, p. 95 ff., and

Ortmann, /^ep. Princeton Exped, Patagonia, Vol. iv. Part 2, 1902, p. 285.

3 See Ortmann, /. c, p. 317.

* Neiies Jahrb. f. Mineral., etc., Beil., Bd. 10, 1895, P- ^-
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according to WoUf,' they are at least older than Jurassic. This

coast range is continued southward across the Straits of Magellan,

and forms the southwest and south coast of Terra del Fuego,

where similar rocks are found, and here it curves more and more

in a west-easterly direction.

However, the old and even Mesozoic age of the rocks composing

this chain is not generally accepted, and also the identity of the

Fuegian rocks with those of Chili has been doubted ; Norden-

skjold,* for instance, takes the metamorphic roi ks of the outer

(western and southern) side of Terra del Fuego for Cretaceous.

Thus we see that there is considerable uncertainty about the con-

figuration and geology of southern South America in the Mesozoic

era; but this much seems to be settled, that the Chilean coast

range existed as early as the Cretaceous period," and that the Cor-

dilleras in Terra del Fuego were not formed later than in the Cre-

tacoeus. It is just this latter chain that continues over Staten

Island, South Georgia, etc., and finally connects with Graham

Land ; and if there was connection at any time, it was by this

way and in the Cretaceous.

Further, there is no doubt that at the end of the Cretaceous

period large tracts of Patagonia became dry land, and the maximum
of land extension falls probably in Eocene times.

Consequently we have to put the chief connection of the southern

parts of South America with Antarctica at the end of the Creta-

ceous and in the Eocene. But we are to emphasize here that thus

far we have been able only to connect the Chilean coa-t range

with Antarctica. According to von Ihering, this connection also

comprised old Archiplata (the Brazilian mass) and existed during

I Wollf, F. von, in Zeitschr. deutsch. Geolog. Geselhch., Vol. 51, 1899.

' Geological Map of the Magellan Territones (Svenska Exped. till Magellans-

laend, Vol. i, No. 3, 1899).

'And possibly earlier. Burckhardt, C. ("Traces geologiques d'un ancien

continent Pacifique," in Rev. Mus. de la Plaia, Vol. 10, 1900, p 177 ff ), has

brought forth some evidence for th- assumption that in Chili, west of the present

Cordilleras, which were sea during the Upper Jurassic, there existed a continent,

the eastern shore of which was formed by the Chilean coast range. Thtre is no

means, however, of deciding how far this Jurassic continent extende I to the

west. The Jurassic age of this range, together with the corres|)onding rocks of

Terra del Fuego, etc., is quite likely if Gregory's theory of the tectonic connec-

tion with New Zealand is correct; also, the mountains of New Zealand aie said

to possess Jurassic age (see above, p. 334)-
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the whole Mesozoic era, but this seems to be doubtful ; at any rate,

a connection of the southern and western land in South America

(Chilean coast range) with the rest of South America is improbable

during a large part of the Cretaceous time, since marine deposits

belonging to this period are found in the present Cordilleras, indi-

cating separation by sea. This sea apparently was a strait running

in a north-southerly direction, and coinciding approximately with

the present direction and location of the Cordilleras. This strait

became dry at the beginning of the Tertiary, in the Eocene, since

Tertiary deposits are not found here, and thus a connection of the

main mass of South America, the Brazilian Plateau, was formed in

an east-westerly direction with the Chilean coast range. This

completed the connection of South America with Antarctica in

Eocene times, and, in our opinion, is very important and serves to

explain the numerous zoogeographical peculiarities of South

America.

To sum it up, we are justified to draw the following conclusions:

There is nothing that opposes, on tectonic or geological grounds,

the assumption of a connection of Australia with Antarctica, as far

as the evidence at hand goes. This connection t/e longs pre e?ninently

to the Mesozoic time, and was interrupted, at least for a large part, at

the end of this era, definitively at the beginning of the Tertiary.

Wehave no positive evidence for a permanent Mesozoic connection

of South America and Antarctica (but such may have existed)

;

but a connection of these parts is very probable at the end of the

Mesozoic time, and especially during the Eocene between the Antarctic

lands and the old Brazilian mass ; the southernmost parts of South

America (southern Patagonia and Chili) were connected in the

Cretaceous with Antarctica, forming part of it, but were still

separated from Archiplata. In the Eocene they were also con-

nected with the latter. This latter union was brought about by

the upheaval of the Cordilleras, which began toward the close of

the Cretaceous and continued almost all through the Tertiary.

Weare not going to follow up this idea any further, although we

believe that it will prove to be very important with regard to the

origin of the South American fauna. For our present purpose, the

explanation of the presence of the genus Faiastacus in South

America, we arrive at the conclusion that the family Farasfacidcs,

which existed, as we have seen, during the Upper Cretaceous

period in Australia, had a chance, during this same time, to spread
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into Antarctica, and consequently into the southernmost parts of

America (Chili). Thence it extended, in the beginning of the

Tertiary, into Northern Argentina and Southern Brazil (Archiplata).

This west-easterly direction of migration from Chili to Brazil is in

a certain degree expressed in the present distribution of the genus

Parastacus, and the distribution of the genus ^glea seems to have

been formed under similar conditions, although its Antarctic

origin does not seem probable. The present southern boundary of

Parasiacus is possibly due to the present climatic conditions, it

having died out in the south of Chili and Patagonia on account of

the unfavorable climate of these parts.

The fact that the genus does not extend northward into the

truly tropical parts of Brazil needs further explanation. Weshall

return to this later.

The presence of the genus Parasiacus on both slopes of the Cor-

dilleras (even the identical species is found in one case on both

sides, and in this respect the genus j^^^lea agrees with Parasiacus)

points to a time when the Cordilleras had not yet attained their

present elevation. As v. Ihering has shown, for many groups of

animals this chain forms a very sharp barrier, and it does not seem

probable that these freshwater Crustaceans are able to cross these

high snow and ice-covered mountains. In the case of Patastacus

agassizi 2i shihmg oi the continental divide (by the capturing of

the headwaters of a stream belonging to the drainage of the oppo-

site side) cannot explain its presence on both slopes, since in this

region the original divide seems to be intact (the waters of Lake

Nahuel Huapi drain to the Atlantic Ocean). Thus also this fact is

in favor of an early origin of the distribution, since the elevation

of the Cordilleras, although beginning at the end of the Creta-

ceous, did not attain its maximum till about the Miocene.^

6. CONNECTIONOF THE WEST INDIES WITH CENTRAL AND SOUTH

AMERICA.

Wehave seen above that Cambarus cubensis of Cuba finds its

most closely allied species in C. mexica?i'/s of Mexico. Similar

conditions prevail among the species of Pseudothelphusa from the

Greater Antilles, two species {P. ajnericana and terreslris) being

also found in Mexico. On the other hand, the six species of the

* According 1o Hatcher, the Miocene Patagonian and Santa Cruzian beds are

largely disturbed in the region of the Cordilleras in Southern Patagonia.
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genus Epilobocera (from Cuba to Porto Rico and Sta. Cruz) are

restricted to these islands and do not possess any closely allied

forms on the mainland, although there is no doubt that they are

distantly related to the Central and South American freshwater

crabs and must have been derived from these parts. Thus it seems

that we are to distinguish two groups among the freshwater Crusta-

ceans of the Greater Antilles, pointing to two migrations from the

mainland of Central America —an older one, represented by

Epilobocera, the higher age of which is supported by the fact that

this genus possesses in some respects the most primitive characters

among the whole subfamily, and a younger migration, represented

by the identical species of Pseudothelphusa. It is doubtful to

which of these groups Cambanis c/bensis belongs, since it is differ-

ent from but closely allied to a Mexican species.

Entirely different in its relitions is the Pseudothelphusa (/*.

denfata) of the Lesser Antilles. This one points beyond doubt to

South America (Trinidad and Venezuela) and bears no relation at

all to the Greater Antilles, not to speak of Mexico.

The geology and tectonics of the West Indies and Central

America are only poorly known, but lately some very important

contributions have been published. Nevertheless, the conditions

prevailing here are far from being clear, and the opinions of differ-

ent authors vary frequently. This much seems to be sure, that the

history of this section of the earth is a very varied and complex one.

In the first line we are to consider the fact that the general feat-

ures of the main mountain ranges of Central America and the West

Indies possess much in common and differ sharply from both North

and South America. Especially the west-easterly strike of the old

ranges of Central America (Guatemala, Honduras), as well as of

the Greater Antilles (Cuba, Hayti, Porto Rico, Jamaica), is very

remarkable (see Suess, 1885, p. 698 ff.), and indicates a former

tectonic unit. According to Hill (1898), old rocks exhibiting the

same west-easterly strike are found largely distributed also in Nica-

ragua and Costa Rica, and, further, in the region of the Isthmus of

Panama, especially to the east of Colon, in the Cordilleras of San

Bias. Furthermore, the whole northern shore of Venezuela, from

Puerto Cabello to the northeastern end of the island of Trinidad,

consists of old granitic ranges with the same strike. All these obser-

vations, although apparently incomplete and scattered, most likely
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indicate that this whole region, i.e., Central America, the Greater

Antilles and the northern coast of South America, possesses an

**old basement of granitic rocks of earlier age than the oldest

determinable sedimentary rocks" (Hill, 1898, p. 241), which, in

its west-easterly strike, differs entirely from the present mountain

ranges of North and South America, and it is possible that these

parts once formed a unit, a solid continental mass. As to tiie age

of this continent we may form an idea if we consider that (Hill,

/. c, p. 243) Jurassic beds are absent in this region, so that during

this time at least this continent was in existence. The same seems

to be true for a large part of the Cretaceous time. Cretaceous

deposits are wanting in Central America from Costa Rica eastward

in the Isthmian region an^ on the West Indian islands.' On the

other hand, Cretaceous beds are found in Guatemala to the north

of the old granitic mountains. They are also extensively developed

to the south and southeast of the old granites in Colombia and

Venezuela (see below), and thus it seems that this old continent

was washed to the north as well as to the south by Cretaceous seas.

But at about this time (toward the end of the Cretaceous) tids

old Mesozoic Antillean continent must have been destroyed, prob-

ably by the formation of the Caribbean Sea. We do not know

much about the exact time when this happened, but we know that

the subsidence forming this basin within this old mass was accom-

panied by a faulting along the margins of the subsiding area. This

fault is cle.irly seen at the coast ot Venezuela, where, according to

Suess (1885, p. 687 f.), the old coast range breaks off to the north.

The fact that within the whole region of the Caribbean Sea no

Cretaceous deposits are positively known makes it very probable

that the formation of this depression falls at the end of the Meso-

zoic age.^

1 There are, however, Pre-Tertiary sediments, belonging possibly to the upper-

most Cretaceous, in some of ihe Greater Antilles (see Hill, Amer. Journ. Sct.j

Vol. 48, 1894, p. 197) ; but this again demonstrates that sedimeniauon in these

parts did not begin till the very end of the Mesozoic time,

2 There are Cietaceous deposits of Lower Senonian age in western Venezuela

which po>sess the Mediterranean type (see Gerhardt, m A^. Jahrb. Mineral.

,

etc., Beil., Bd. 11, 1897, p. 87). This possibly is the first indication ot the exist-

ence of the Caribbean Sea. But we must not forget that the Lower Cretaceous

of Colombia and Peru also exhibits Mediterranean character, which is due, no

doubt, to the Orinoco connection. It is remarkable that the relation of these

Lower Cretaceous beds to Texas is not very evident, they probably being sepa-
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In subsequent times, at the beginning of the Tertiary, the Carib-

bean Sea must have existed, since Tertiary deposits are largely

developed in this region, not only on the Antilles but also on the

Isthmus of Panama. It seems that in the beginning of the Tertiary

the old Antillean continent was divided into two main sections

—

the Greater Antilles with Honduras and Guatemala to the north,

and the coast range of Venezuela to the south. The remnants of

this continent in the Greater Antilles and Central America re-

mained first in a large part land, bat apparently they were subject

to various changes during the Tertiary period and subsided and

were elevated repeatedly.

Wehave seen that the geographical distribution of certain fresh-

water Decapods demands in the first line a connection of the

Greater Antilles with Mexico, and according to the foregoing con-

siderations this connection can have been situated only in the

direction over Honduras and Guatemala. We have further seen

that a Mesozoic connection of these parts is very likely, and that

the connection of Venezuela with Central America existed almost

up to the end of the Cretaceous. As we shall see below, we have

reason to believe that the freshwater crabs reached Venezuela in the

second half of the Cretaceous, and consequently it was also possible

for them to extend during this time into Central America (and

Mexico). If the latter parts were then or later connected with the

Greater Antilles, this would account for the presence of the most

primitive genus of the subfamily, Epilobocera, in these islands. On
the other hand, Potam)biid(Z vvere probably present at the end of

the Cretaceous times in western North America. These parts were

connected with Central America in this period, Mexico being dry

land, and thus there was also a chance for the Potamobiidce (repre-

sented here by Cambarus) to reach finally the Greater Antilles.

Therefore we reach the conclusion that the first immigration of

freshwater Decapods into the Greater Antilles, represented by

Epilobocera, belongs to the end of the Cretaceous or the beginning

of the Tertiary, and that Cambarus cubensis possibly also belongs

to it \ but since this form is a true Cambarus^ although a primitive

one, I should prefer to put its immigration rather in the Tertiary

than in the Cretaceous.

rated from Texas by ihe Aniillean continent, while the Upper Cretaceous of

Western Venezuela shows close affinity to Texas, the Antillean continent having

disappeared.
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The same zoogeographical question has been investigated by

Simpson* with reference to the land and freshwater Mollusks. He
points out that among this group in the Greater Antilles we find

quite a number of species which are identical with species from

Central America and Mexico (list p. 488, /. c.^, and, besides, there

are in both parts numerous and more or less closely allied forms.

Simpson does not distinguish very sharply these two categories,

identical and allied forms, but they correspond very likely to the

same two groups among our Decapods.

Now Simpson draws the following conclusions : Sometime during

the Eocene the Greater Antilles were elevated and connected with

each other and with Central America by way of Jamaica (and pos-

sibly across the Yucatan channel). Then a period of subsidence

followed, culminating in the Miocene and submerging the Antilles

with the exception of their highest parts, which ended the connec-

tion with Central America. In Postmiocene times the Greater

Antilles were elevated again and attained their present shape.

For the Lesser Antilles the matter was entirely different. These

islands did not exist at all in Eocene times or were submerged sub-

sequently, since their Mollusk-fauna, with the exception of a few

forms which may have reached them by drift, shows no affinities to

that of the Greater Antilles. After the formation of this island

chain, during the course of the Tertiary,* it was populated chiefly

from South America, and, as Simpson believes, by drift. The

South American (Venezuelan) origin of the fauna of the Lesser

Antilles is also confirmed by our material. Piitamocarcinus denta-

tus points directly to Trinidad and Venezuela and not to the

Greater Antilles. I should doubt, however, that this species has

reached these islands by drift, and I am inclined to assume a con-

tinental connection of these parts, which may have been of short

duration, during the later Tertiary. I am loatli to believe that it is

possible for these freshwater crabs to be transported across salt

water, and the fact that one species is found on the islands of

Guadeloupe, Dominica, Martinique, St. Lucia, another in Trini-

1 Simpson, C. T. : « Distribution of the Land and Freshwater Mollusks of the

West Indian Region, and their Evidence with regard to Pa-.t Changes of Land

and Sea" {Pr. U. S. Nat. Mus., VoJ. 17, 1895).

2 That these islands were formed during the Tertiary is also the opinion of

Hill. See Report by Robert T. Hill on the volcanic d sturbances ia the West

Indies in Ike Mation. Geograph. Magaz., Vol. 13, 1902, pp. 229, 240, 265.
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dad and a third in Venezuela is entirely opposed to the drift

theory, since under the latter we ought to expect only 07ie species

in this whole region.

Simpson's theory of the origin of the West Indian faunas is sup-

ported exclusively by zoogeographical evidence, and, as we have

seen, it agrees admirably with the facts presented by the Decapod

Crustaceans. But the various changes undergone by the West

Indian islands have been investigated also from a geological

and physiographical standpoint. I shall disregard the views of

Spencer* on the Antillean continent, which are certainly exag-

gerated, since he makes this whole region land during the Pliocene,

even including the floor of the Mexican Gulf and the Caribbean

Sea. According to him, the Pliocene land would have been ele-

vated above the present level to the amount of one and one-half to

two and one half miles, and this would result in a wide connection

of both North and South America with the Antillean land. But

this is simply impossil)le. If such a land connection had existed

in Pliocene times, it should have left not only unmistakable traces

in the present fauna of the Antilles, but the Antillean fauna ought

to be practically identical with that of the southern parts of North

America and the northern parts of South America; but this is by

no means the case. Nevertheless, one of the items in Spencer's

theories is important for our purposes. This is the assumption of a

Pliocene elevation of these parts, succeeded by the opposite move-

ment at the end of the Pliocene and in the Pleistocene.

On the other hand, HilP assumes for Cuba a subsidence at the

beginning of the Tertiary. Tins is followed, in the older Pleisto-

cene, by a rapid elevation, continuing more or less continuously up

to the present time. This late Tertiary and recent elevation influ-

enced also the neighboring parts of the Gulf of Mexico and the

Caribbean Sea, and Hill concedes that it was possible that Cuba

extended then as far as Yucatan, thus connecting with Central

America.

Tiie views of Hill and Simpson agree only in part as to the gen-

eral movements of these regions. Simpson assumes an Eocene

elevation and land connection, while Hill's elevation is Pleisto-

cene. But it is quite possible that both are correct. We have

' Spencer, J. W. : " Reconstruction of the Antillean Continent " {Bull. Geo-

log. Soc. America^ Vol. 6, 1895).

' Bull. Mus. Harvard, Vol. 16, 1895.
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seen that our material points to a double connection of Cuba and

Central America, an older and a younger one, and it is very likely

that the one is identical with Simpson's and the other with Hill's.

Between them there is a period of subsidence, the maximum of

which belongs probably to the Miocene. This agrees with both

Hill's^ and Simpson's views. The upheaval assumed by Hill for

the end of the Tertiary and the corresponding connection with the

mainland has been indicated previously by Neumayr (1890, p.

541), and the same theory is proposed by Spencer. And, further,

Simpson also advocates a Postmiocene elevation, which, however,

did not result in a connection with Central America.'*

According to the foregoing, the history of the development of

the Central American and West Indian region, as supported by the

freshwater Decapods, is the following :

Central America, the West Indies and the northern margin of South

America formed in the Mesozoic period {certai^ily during Jurassic and

Cretaceous) a continental mass (^Antillean continent), which was
bounded by sea to the north and south. This ccntinent broke up at

the end of the Cretaceous, the chief factor in its destruction beifig the

formation of the Caribbean Sea. The northern remnant of this coti-

tinent, consisti?tg of the Greater Antilles and paj'ts of present Central

America, probably remained a unit up to the Eocene. But at the end of

the Eocene and during Oligocene and Miocene the connection between

the Greater Antilles and the mainland was severed. But it was re-

established toward the end of the Tertiary {^Pleistocene) and again

destroyed in the recent time.^

1 The subsidence of Cuba at the beginning of the Tertiary, mentioned by Hill

(I. c, 1895), refers to the beginning of the Cuban Tertiary —that is to say, to

deposits including Eocene and Miocene. See Hill, in Ajner. Joitrn. Sci., Vol.

4b, 1894, p. 201.

2 T. Wayland Vaughan [Science, January 24, 1902, p. 148) doubts the Pleisto-

cene connection of Cuba with the mainland, since the recorded finds of Pleisto-

cene Mammals in Cuba are open to discussion, and possibly did not come from

this island. But the cases of identical species among the MoUusks, mentioned

by Simpson, and the identical species of freshwater crabs discussed here are

beyond doubt, and the tendency of the evidence furnished by them is in the same

direction as that of the Mammals. Wedo not believe, however, in a connection

of Cuba with North America, but with Central America. (Simpson accepts an

Eocene connection with the istand of Florida, by way of the Bahamas, which

ended in the Miocene.)
'^ This only partly agrees with what we know about the history of Jamaica.

PROC. AMER. PHILOS. SOC. XLI. 171. W. PRINTED DEC. 26, 1902.
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It seems that part of the freshwater Decapods (the identical spe-

cies) found their way from Central America to the Greater Antilles

during the Pleistocene connection, while the genus Epilcbocera

reached the same parts in much older times, in the beginning of

the Eocene or even at the end of the Cretaceous. How all these

forms were able to get into Central America we shall discuss

below.

To which of the two immigrations Cainbarus cubensis belongs

remains doubtful. I am inclined to classify it with the older

(Eocene) immigration.

The freshwater crab of the Windward Islands, Potauiocarcinus

dentatus, confirms the view of Simpson that these islands and their

fauna have little to do with the Greater Antilles, but rather that

they are related to South America. But, while Simpson believes

that the (late Tertiary) population of the Lesser Antilles was ac-

complished by drift, I believe that a land connection is indicated.

7. CONNECTIONOF SOUTH AMERICA AND AFRICA.

The presence of freshwater crabs belonging to the family of the

Potamonidce. in the Old World (subfamilies Foiamonince and Deck-

eniince), as well as in the tropical parts of the NewWorld (subfamily

Potamocarcinince), has led us above (p. 310) to the assumption that

there was once a land connection between South America and the

West Indies on the one side and Africa on the other. Similar

zoogeographical facts have been emphasized chiefly by von Ihering

(1891, p. 438, and 1894, p. 406), and, according to him, ''all

affinities of the freshwater fauna of northern South America direct

us to Africa." He believes (we shall discuss this later) that the

Hill (^Bull. Mus. Harvard, Vol. 34, 1899) says that at the end of the Cretaceous

and the beginning of the Eocene there was an extensive continental period, but

that there was a subsidence at the end of- the Eocene and in the Oligocene, and

then again an uplift at the end of the Oligocene and in the Miocene. The latter

is jus-t the opposite movement from what is known for Cuba. It is quite likely

that a different fate is to be assumed for the different islands, and it seems that

Spencer's idea of contemporaneous subsidence or e'evation of the whole region

between North and South America is entirely wrong; the orogenetic movements

and the changes of level connected with them were, after the first great subsi-

dence of the Caribbean basin, more or less local and affected only limited parts,

so that at the same time we may have had opposite movements in different sec-

tions of this region.
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northern parts of South America (Archiguiana) once formed, during

Mesozoic times, a part separated from the rest of South America,

which, however, continued eastward across the Atlantic Ocean

connecting with Africa. Fernando Noronha and St. Helena are

remnants of this land-bridge, which he calls by the name of Arch-

helenis. This connection was destroyed, according to von Ihering,

in the Eocene, or, at any rate, not later than in the Oligocene.

To the numerous instances quoted by von Ihering in support of

his theory the distribution of the family of the FotamonidcB adds

another one, and the fact that two different subfamilies are found

in the Old and the NewWorlds, and that the affinities of the Ameri

can forms with those of Africa and Asia are somewhat obscure,

indicates that the connection of both is to be regarded as an old

one and that it has been severed long ago. Therefore its existence

in Mesozoic times and destruction in the beginning of the Terti-

ary, as maintained by von Ihering, has much in its favor.

Taking up the geological side of this question, we first hai/'e the

broad Jurassic connection between Aftica and South America

assumed by Neumayr (1890). According to this author, and also

according to Suess (1888, p. 677 ff.), the whole of the southern

Atlantic Ocean ^did not exist neither during the Jurassic nor

during the older Cretaceous (Naumayr, /. c, p. 376), since no

traces of deposits belonging to these periods are found in West

Africa or on the eastern shores of South America It was not until

the beginning of the Upper Cretaceous that sea washed the eastern

parts of Brazil (/. c, p. 389). But the connection of both conti-

nents persisted even then, although in a limited degree, and dis-

appeared entirely as late as after the beginning of the Tertiary (/. c,

?• 397)- Its last remnant (/. c.^ p. 493) was formed by a chain of

islands which extended in the Oligocene from tropical Africa to

South America and the West Indies.

This view, however, is not accepted by Koken. In his map

(1893, P^- ^) t^^ Cretaceous continents of South America and

Africa are absolutely separated in the earlier as well as in the later

part of this period, and the Atlantic coast lines of both generally

agree with the present ones. In the older Tertiary Koken (pi. 2)

draws an island chain (Brazilo-Ethiopian islands) from the West

Indies to Africa.

As far as it refers to the Cretaceous period, Koken seems to be

mistaken. Although formerly it was supposed that Lower Creta-
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ceous deposits are found in West Africa, it was soon recognized
^

that the respective beds are younger, and are certainly not older,

than the Middle Cretaceous (in Cameroon); and especially Kossmat

(1895) ^^^5 demonstrated that the Cretaceous beds of West Africa

(Angola, Elobi Islands, etc.) belong to the Middle and possibly

the Upper Cretaceous (Cenomanian and Lower Senonian), and

that they unmistakably possess a South Indian character, being

connected probably around the Cape of Good Hope with the Indian

Ocean. According to Kossmat, also the Brazilian Upper Creta-

ceous deposits in Sergipe, Pernambuco, etc.,'"^ are of the South Indian

type. Farther north, on the coasts of Morocco and Algiers,

typical Mediterranean Cretaceous beds are present. The upper-

most Cretaceous beds of Angola, however, are said to exhibit

traces of the influence of the Mediterranean province (Kossmat, p.

465).

According to these facts we are to form the following idea as to

the destruction of the old Brazilo-Ethiopian continent: It existed

in its full development during the Jurassic and in the beginning of

the Cretaceous time, being the western remnant of the old Paleo-

zoic Gondwana Land, and probably it had the extension assigned to

it by Neumayr —that is to say, it connected Africa with the north-

ern as well as with the southern parts (Brazil) of South America.

In the middle of the Cretaceous time the southern Atlantic Ocean

was formed and the sea extended from the south (connected around

the Cape of Good Hope with the Indian Ocean) toward the

equator. About the same time, or rather a little later (in the

Upper Cretaceous), a branch of the new South Atlantic extended

into what is now the valley of the Amazonas river, separating the

southern part of the Brazilian mass from the northern (Guiana)

(compare below). But Guiana remained connected with Af?'ica

I See Koenen, A. von, in Abh. Ges. IViss. Goettingen,S&x. 2, Vol. i, 1897,

1898.

» Described by White {Arch. Mus. Rio Janeiro, Vol. 7, 1888). Although

some of these beds (marine beds in Sergipe and Parahyba) are without any

doubt Upper Cretaceous, Branner {Canadian Meeting Americ. Jnstit. Min.

Engin., 1900, p. 17 f., and Jhtll. Geol. Soc. America, Yo\. 13, I902) has lately

demonstrated that other marine sediments in Sergipe, Alagoas, Pernambuco

Parahyba, Rio Grande do Norte and Para belong to the Eocene Tertiary (I902 •

pp. 47, 64, 85, 91, 96), and also that the freshwater deposits of the Bahia basin are

probably Eocene (1900, p. 18).
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and this restricted land-bridge going across tiie middle part of

the Atlantic existed probably during the rest of the Cretaceous

time and was not destroyed until the beginning of the Tertiary, a

chain of islands remaining as late as the Oligocene.

This means, with respect to our freshwater crabs, that their age

goes back at least to the Upper Cretaceous. During this period the

last remnant of the continental connection between Africa and

Guiana still existed, and the absence of Potamonidce in South

America south of the Amazonas valley further substantiates this

assumption, that these crabs did not reach South America prior to

the Upper Cretaceous, when the main part of Brazil also took part

in this old continental connection. Aside from this fact, we have

the consideration that it is not very likely that the age of the fresh-

water crabs goes far back in Cretaceous times. Although we have

no definite information as to the latter point, we may say, from a

morphological standpoint, that the Potamonidce represent a pecu-

liarly specialized side branch of primitive Cycloinetopa. Cyclovie-

topa existed in the beginning of the Cretaceous, but were rare.

Thus an Upper Cretaceous age of the Potamonidce is admissible.

The subsequent fate of the PotamonidcE in South and Central

America, after they immigrated (or originated) in these parts in the

later Cretaceous, will be discussed in the next chapter.

5. THE MUTUAL RELATIONS OF NORTH, CENTRAL AND SOUTH

AMERICA.

Aside from the peculiarities in the distribution of the freshwater

Decapods of America, discussed above, there are several other

features which need explanation. They are the following (see pp.

295, 296, 309):

- I. The remarkable restriction of the genus Potamobius to the

western parts of North America, while Canibarus is found in the

east and south (Mexico).

2. The southern limit of the range of Ca/nbarus.

3. The distribution of the Poiainocarciiiince over the West Indies,

Central America and the northern parts of South America; their

presence in the mountains of Ecuador and Peru and their absence

in Brazil south of the Amazonas.

4. The peculiar shape of the areas of Parastacus and ^glea,

which are almost identical, and extend, in the subtropical and tern-
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perate parts of South America, from the Pacific to the Atlantic

Ocean, but do not extend into the tropical parts.

In order to arrive at an understanding of these points it will be

necessary to investigate the history of the origin and the mutual

relations of North, Central and South America. It is generally

conceded that these three parts have undergone various changes,

but as regards the details there is much discussion and erroneous

ideas prevail. It will hardly be possible in the following to give

satisfactory answers to all of these questions, but we shall endeavor

to collect all that is known as relating to the geological history,

and we shall thus try to get an idea of the most prominent features

of the history of the origin of the Americas.^

That America consists of three masses differing tectonically is

well known. The nucleus of North America is formed by an old

northern and eastern mass—the *' Canadian shield" and the folded

ranges to the south of it. The parts to the west of these were sub-

ject to various oscillations during Paleozoic and Mesozoic times,

and finally the elevation of the chain of the Rocky Mountains,

running in a north-southerly direction, resulted in the present con-

figuration of North America.

Central America (including the northern coast of South America)

consisted in older times of a system of old ranges with east-westerly

strike, forming probably an old Paleozoic and Mesozoic continent

(Antillean continent), which was destroyed at the end of the Meso-

zoic time. Since then Central America and the West Indies are

composed only of the remnants of this continent, which in turn

have undergone various changes.

South America consisted formerly of the old Brazilian plateau,

which probably was part of old Gondwana Land (Australia, Africa,

South America). The high mouniain chains of the Cordilleras in

the west did not exist for a long time, and this region was covered

by sea probably up to near the end of the Mesozoic time. The
elevation of the Cordilleras began at the end of the Cretaceous and

continued during the Tertiary.

The present connection of the three Americas did not always

' Weshall disregard all those questions which are not connected with and

illustrated by the distribution of the freshwater Decapods —for instance, the sup-

posed former connection of North and Northeast America with Europe.
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exist, and was not brought about until the mutual relations had gone

through various and entirely different stages.

a. North America.

If we want to get an idea of the configuration of North America

during Mesozoic times, we have to consult in the first line Neu-

mayr's well-known map (1890). According to this, in the Jurassic,

the northern and eastern parts of North America formed a conti-

nental mass, which extended well to the west (Utah peninsula),

while the northwest was covered by the sea that separated America

from Northeastern Asia. At the same time this continent (Nearc-

tic) was bounded by sea to the south, Mexico and the West Indies

being submerged.^ This representation, however, needs correction,

chiefly as regards the West Indies, as we have seen above.

Differing but little from the view taken by Neumayr is that of

Koken (1893, P^- ') '^^^'^ respect to the Lower Cretaceous period;

but here the land extends considerably to the northwest and

includes parts of Mexico, a conception v/hich is also to be modi-

fied, as we shall presently see.

The general history of North America during the Cretaceous

period is best represented by Dana (1895, PP- ^^3' ^74' ^Si).

According to him. Western North America was largely land during

the Lower Cretaceous and continuous with the rest. In the Upper

Cretaceous, however, chiefly in its earlier part, a central depression

became evident, which extended from the south (Gulf of Mexico)

northward and possibly reached the Arctic Ocean, dividing the

continent into an eastern and a western half. The western half, as

we have seen above (p. 318), became connected across Bering Sea

with Asia at about this time,^ At the end of the Cretaceous

(Laramie) and in the beginning of the Tertiary an extended eleva-

tion began, which culminated in the formation of the Rocky Moun-

tains, and by this process the interior Cretaceous sea became land

again, which resulted in the reconnection of Western and Eastern

North America. But, although there was a geographical union,

Eastern and Western North America remained separated bionomi-

1 Compare, also, Logan, W. N., in Journ. of Geology, Vol. 8, I900, but here

the Jurassic ocean of the Northwest is considerably reduced in size and repre-

sented only by a shallow bay.

^ Temporarily the Cretaceous sea of the interior was connected in British Co-

lumbia with the Pacific (see Kossmat, 1895, p. 474)-
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cally, the Upper Cretaceous sea barrier being replaced by a barrier

formed by the Rocky Mountains.*

Looking now toward Mexico and its continuation southward, we

shall refer in the first place to the papers of Hill (1893 ^^^ 1898).

The history of Mexico in Pre-Cretaceous times is very obscure.

Possibly it was covered by sea, as is also assumed by Neumayr, in

the Jurassic, at least in part (Hill, 1898). But it seems to be well

established that in the Lower Cretaceous (Hill, 1893) almost all of

Mexico was submerged from the Atlantic to the Pacific side. This

Lower Cretaceous sea was limited on the north by the southern

coast of the North American continent, which extended from the

old Appalachian region across the present Indian Territory and

New Mexico to the Mexican province of Sonora.-

In the middle of the Cretaceous period (at the end of the

Comanche series, Gault) a large part of Mexico became land,

forming a southern continuation of the western part of North

America, which was separated in the Upper Cretaceous from the

eastern, and which therefore extended from British Columbia' to

the Isthmus of Tehuantepec. This strip of land formed during this

period a very important barrier, separating the marine faunas of

the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans. While both faunas were more or

less connected during the Lower Cretaceous across Mexico, they

became separated later and never again communicated in this

region.

The Isthmus of Tehuantepec consists, according to Spencer,* of

the identical Lower Cretaceous deposits found in Mexico, and, .

further, according to Sapper," Cretaceous rocks are found in the

^ This barrier was probably emphasized by the development of desert condi-

tions in and at the foot of this mountain range. Compare Scott, W. B,, An In-

troduction to Geology, 1897, p. 500: " Probably the upheavals at the end of the

Bridge r and at the end of the Eocene had made the climate much drier by cut-

ting off the moisture-laden winds."

- In 1898 (pp. 243 and 259) Hill qualifies his views, and says that it is doubt-

ful whether the whole country (Mexico) was entirely submerged at anyone time

during this period, ffe thinks it was a mere shifting of the barrier between the

Atlantic and Pacific. Compare, also, Stanton, T. W., in Joinn. of Geology , Vol,

3, 1895, p. 861. .

3 And these parts must have been connected, as we have seen above, with

Northeastern Asia.

* Bull. Geolog. Sac. America, Vol. 9, 1897.

5 /^oll. Instit. Geol., Mexico, Vol. 3, 1896.
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Mexican State of Chiapas, which adjoins Guatemala. As regards

Guatemala, we know that here old rocks appear which belong to

the system of the Antillean continent (see above, p. 342). Thus we
have reason to assume that, while Mexico was covered by the Lower

Cretaceous seas which separated North and Central America, this

whole region became land at about the middle of the Cretaceous,

thus effecting a connection of Western North America with Central

America (Guatemala) or with the old Antillean continent. This

seems to be also the view of Hill, and he likewise believes that this

connection was never subsequently interrupted.^

The result of the foregoing discussion is that during the Jurassic,

and especially during the Lower Cretaceous, North America formed

a unit, which was separated from Asia and which was also circum-

scribed by a shore line in the south, being disconnected from

Central America. In the middle part of the Cretaceous Mexico

was elevated, and this new-formed land connected the western part

of North America with the AndUean continent. At about the

same time a connection of Western North America with Northeast-

ern Asia was established (by way of Bering Sea), and the Mexican

Gulf extended northward, separating Western from Eastern North

America.

Thus ue have, in the Upper Cretaceous, a strip of land extending

from Northeastern Asia over Bering Sea and over the western side

of North A?nerica to Mexico and the Antillean continent. Eastern

Nofth A?n erica was separated from this strip.

In the beginning of the Tertiaj-y Eastern P7orth America became

reunited to this western section.

At the end of the Tertiary the Beringian co/inection 7vith Asia was

interrupted {sQQ above, p. 317).

This would lead us for our Crustaceans to the following conclu-

sions: Wehave seen above (p. 319) that at any time, beginning in

the Upper Cretaceous, Fota??tobius may have invaded the western

parts of North America. This is again supported by the preceding

1 See Hill, 1893, p. 323. Spencer (1897) assumes that there was a reestab-

lishment of the connection of the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans across the Isthmus

of Tehuantepec in late Tertiary times. The evidence for it, however, is entirely

insufficient. The gravels found on the passes of the isthmus are of no value,

since their marine character has not been demonstrated. Compare, also, Hill,

1S98, p. 262, footnote.
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considerations, in so far as it is confirmed that Potanwbius cannot

have been present in North America during the Lower Cretaceous,

otherwise the remarkable restriction to the west would be inexplic-

able. But the genus must have immigrated during the Upper Cre-

taceous, since fossil remains of PoiaiuobiidcE^ are known from the

Eocene of North America. This latter fact, therefore, narrows

down the time of immigration to more definite limits (those of the

Upper Cretaceous), and at the same time explains its restriction to

the west. During this period the western parts of the country

were separated from the eastern by sea. At the same time there

was a possibility for the crayfishes to reach Mexico, and it is easily

understood that Potamobius then sent a branch southward, which

subsequently developed on the Mexican plateau into Cambarus.

After this, in the beginning of the Tertiary, Cambariis had a chance

to migrate by way of Texas into Eastern North America, where it

reaches its culmination in the present time.

The morphological differentiation of Cainbarus from Potamobius

probably took place in the beginning of the Tertiary, after the

ranges of these genera had become separated. This separation is

apparently due to a climatic change in the region between Mexico

and central California, where desert conditions developed. This

desert climate is not so pronounced on the eastern side of the con-

tinent, near the Atlantic coast in Texas, and, consequently, the area

of Cambarus is not here interrupted between Mexico and the

United States. A subsequent connection of the ranges of Potamo-

bius and Cambarus in the interior ol North America Hn the region

of the Rocky Mountains and the plains adjacent to their eastern

slope) was impossible on account of the topographic and climatic

barrier existing there in Tertiary times, which has been mentioned

above (p. 354). The Rocky Mountains themselves and the arid

regions are not favorable for the freshwater crayfishes. Thus the

areas of both genera remained separated, and only in one case a

species {P. gambeli) has crossed the continental divide in the

region of the Yellowstone National Park. This, however, is very

likely due to the capturing of streams that originally belonged to

the Pacific slope by the Yellowstone river.

b. Central America.

The tectonic unity of the old Archaic and Paleozoic rocks known

1 Cambarus primcEOHS of Packard, from the Eocene of Western Wyoming,

which is, however, according to Faxon (1885, p. 155), rather a Potamobius.
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from Guatemala to Venezuela is also emphasized by Hill (1898, p.

239 ff.), and he also thinks that, during Mesozoic times, a continu-

ous continental mass may have existed here, which reached as far

as Trinidad. Wehave seen above that the destruction of this con-

tinent was probably due, in the first place, to the formation of the

Caribbean depression, at the end of the Cretaceous. This also

agrees with Hill's view (1898, p. 260 f.) that during the whole of

the Cretaceous, or at least during the larger part of it, the Atlantic

and the Pacific Oceans were separated in the region of Central

America —that is to say, that there was a land connection between

the northern parts of Central America and northern South America.

But, according to Hill, this connection is not identical with the

present isthmian region, but was situated chiefly to the west of it.

We have nothing to say against a western extension of this

Cretaceous land (which probably extended as far as the Galapagos

Islands), but we believe that the isthmian region and the present

Caribbean Sea also were land during this time ; the main point is,

that there was a connection between Guatemala, Honduras, Nica-

ragua, and the Greater Antilles on the one side, and northern

Venezuela on the other.

These conditions changed considerably during the Tertiary.

First, the Caribbean Sea was formed, and possibly it extended

farther to the west and southwest than it does now. At least, parts

of the present land-bridge, the Isthmus of Panama, were covered

entirely by sea in the earlier Tertiary, and that this sea reached

from the present Caribbean Sea across to the Pacific is beyond doubt.

In the first line, the part through which the Panama canal is to be

built is composed entirely of deposits that are not older than

Eocene and Oligocene (Hill, 1898, p. 236), and this well agrees

with the investigations of Douville/ and Bertrand and Zurcher :* the

Old Tertiary sea (Eocene and Oligocene) must have here extended

entirely across the isthmus, from the Atlantic to the Pacific.

The same seems to be true for the Nicaragua canal. According

to Hayes,^ there are no rocks along this route that are older than

Tertiary, and the Tertiary deposits probably belong to the Eocene

and Oligocene. The remarkable discovery has been made that

1 C. R. Soc. geolog. France, 1898.

2 Bertrand, M. et Zurcher, O. Etude geologique sur Vhthme de Panama, 1S99.

3 Hayes, C. W., " Physiography and Geology of Region Adjacent to the Nic-

aragua Canal Route " {Bull. Geol. Soc. America, Vol, 10, 1899).
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sediments on the Pacific side contain the same fossils as the corre-

sponding ones on the Caribbean side, which is an important addi-

tion to Hill's observations.

Between these depressions of the isthmian region, filled out by

older Tertiary deposits, there are Archaic rocks at various places
;

we know of such not only from Guatemala and Honduras, but also

from northern Nicaragua (Hayes), Costa Rica (Hill, Hayes), and

even farther east, beyond the Panama canal, in the Cordilleras of

San Bias. Thus it seems that the present isthmus, from Nicaragua

to Colombia, consisted during the older Tertiary of a series of

islands separated by ocean straits.

According to the unanimous opinion of Hill, Hayes, Bertrand

and Zucher and others, these straits (Nicaragua and Panama)

became dry in the Middle Tertiary, i.e., in the Miocene, and, con-

sequently, the cofinection of North and South America was then

established.

Although this Eocene and Oligocene communication of the

oceans is admitted by Hill, he is inclined to minimize its import-

ance. Moreover, he assumes (1898, p. 263) that to the southward

and westward, toward the Pacific, a large land mass must have

existed, from which the material of the marine deposits of the

isthmus was derived, and, further, he believes that this land mass

chiefly extended in a north-southerly direction, probably connect-

ing North and South America. I think we do not need this land,

and even if we accept its existence,^ it hardly formed, in the earlier

Tertiary, a connection of the Americas. Be that as it may, the

insular elevations of the isthmus, and the masses of old rocks to the

north of it, in Nicaragua, Guatemala, Honduras, and in the

supposed connecting land with Jamaica and Cuba (see above, p. 347),

were in our opinion sufficient to furnish material for those Old Ter-

tiary sediments in the isthmian region."' On the other hand, any

1 Since we need, as I naost emphatically believe, a connection with Galapagos

Islands; this subject,, however, is outside of the present question.

2 Hill himself (1898, p. 263) discusses the idea that the land to the north of the

isthmus may have furnished the material, but dismisses it, since here "we are

confronted by great depths." Now, in my opinion, great depths are no funda-

mental objection, and just in this case the character of the sea bottom in the

region between Honduras, Jamaica, Cuba and Hayti indicates that important

disturbances have occurred here, and, in the first place, the deep submarine rift

valley, known as " Bartlett deep," may be of a very recent age.
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land mass to the south and west of the isthmus cannot have formed an

Old Tertiary barrier completely separating both oceans, since we

need an interoceanic communication during this time, as we shall

presently see.

Our opinion is, that during the Cretaceous there luas a connectio?i

between northern Central America and northern South America, the

Antillean continent still being tnore or less intact. At the beginning

of the Tertiary y however, and after the formation of the Caribbean

Sea, an oceanic connection existed between the Atlantic and Pacific

in the isthmian region, and this communication existed up to the

Miocene, separating North and South America. But afterward,

beginning in the Miocene, the isthmus was elevated, reconnecting the

separated chief remnants of the Antillean continent, and at the same

time JVorth and South America. The Atlantic and Pacific Oceans

were separated, and never again communicated, either here or else-

where}

We here arrive at a result which differs considerably from von

Ihering's ideas as to the relations of North and South America:

von Ihering believes (1894, p. 405) that both continents were sepa-

rated by Cretaceous sea, and that Central America was entirely

submerged at this time ;
the origin of the Isthmian land-bridge is

also placed by von Ihering in the Miocene.

For our Crustaceans, we are to draw from this the following con-

clusions :

The presence of PotamocarcinincB in the present continental parts

of the old Antillean continent, in Nicaragua, Guatemala (to which

we must add the southern parts of Mexico), the isthmian region and

Venezuela, is due to the Cretaceous connection of these parts ; the

presence of the genus Epilobocera in the Greater Antilles is due to

the former connection of these islands with the mainland, and

belongs to the same land period, or to the continuation of it in the

earlier part of the Tertiary. After the separation of the Greater

1 This idea well agrees with the character of the present Atlantic and Pacific

marine liuoral faunas in the Central American region. These faunistic facts are

often incorrectly represented and understood, and Hill's argument against the

importance of the interoceanic communication in older Tertiary times is based

upon such a misunderstanding. I have studied this question chiefly with refer-

ence to the marine Decapod Crustaceans, and shall give below a correct repre-

sentation of the actual conditions of the faunal relations of both oceans. See

Appendix.
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Antilles from the mainland, there was left on these islands an iso-

lated stock of primitive freshwater crabs, now known under the

name oi Epilobocera. On the mainland, these primitive forms dis-

appeared, or changed into what is now known as the genus Potamo-

carcinus, and although in the beginning of the Tertiary the conti-

nental range of this genus was much cut up, chiefly in the region of

the isthmus, the different parts were reunited in the Miocene, form-

ing a unit that extended from northern Central America to Trinidad

and Guiana. This explains the uniform distribution of Potamocar-

cinus over this region. In the later Tertiary we had a second union

of the Greater Antilles with northern Central America, which

explains the immigration of identical species of Potamo car cinus

from Mexico into Cuba and Hayti. The Lesser Antilles were

probably connected in the later Tertiary with Venezuela, and a

species of freshwater crabs reached them by this way.

c. Relation of Venezuela to the rest of South America. The

Orinoco Valley.

The northern coast range of Venezuela belongs, as has been

stated, to Central America. To the south, on the slope toward the

Orinoco, it is fringed by extensively developed Cretaceous deposits,

which are also known from Trinidad in a similar position. These

deposits are said to belong to the Lower Cretaceous (Suess, 1885,

p. 688), and to extend vvestward far into Colombia. To the south

of this zone, in Venezuela, there are (Suess, ibid.^ younger Tertiary

marine beds, which, in part, enter this region through a depression

extending southward from the Bay of Barcelona on the northern

coast of Venezuela.

This would indicate that during the Lower Cretaceous, the old

Antillean continent was bounded on the south by sea (see above, p.

343), which separated it from the old granitic masses of Guiana.

The apparent lack of Upper Cretaceous deposits, with the excep-

tion of a small region of western Venezuela, points to the assumption

that at the end of the Mesozoic time (Upper Cretaceous) both

regions were connected. Then again, in the later Tertiary, they

were separated, at least in part, by sea that entered into the

Orinoco valley (Suess, 1888, p. 161).

The Lower Cretaceous sea not only separated Venezuela and

Guiana, but apparently continued westward, into Colombia,

Ecuador and Peru. Indeed, there are in the western chain of the
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Cordilleras in Peru and Bolivia many exposures of old (Archaic and

Paleozoic) rocks; but the fact that in this region (from Colombia

to Bolivia) Lower Cretaceous of the Mediterranean type has been

discovered right in the Cordilleras/ renders it possible that those

older rocks were originally covered by Mesozoic deposits, which

were removed subsequently by erosion ; and this is also the view of

Suess (1885, p. 684, and 1888, p. 68^), since he takes it for

granted that the Cretaceous beds of the Upper Amazonas (and

Orinoco) valley once continued across the whole continent to the

Pacific Ocean.

Thus there would result, in Lower Cretaceous times, a complete

separation of Central from South America by a sea, which extended

from the region of the mouth of the Orinoco westward to Ecuador

and Peru, cofinectifig the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans : In the Upper

Cretaceous, however^ Guiana was united with Venezuela.

The Fotamocarcinince, which, as we have seen above (p. 351),

arrived in Guiana in the Upper Cretaceous (by way of the connec-

tion with Africa), found at this same time a land connection with

the northern parts of Venezuela, and generally with the Antillean

continent, and this explains their general distribution over Central

America and the West Indian region, as set forth above (p. 308),

and the origin of this distribution consequently falls in the Upper

Cretaceous.

d. South America.

The separation and isolation of South America from Central,

resp. North America during Mesozoic times as well as in the begin-

ning of the Tertiary, forms the fundamental idea of von Ihering's

Archiplata and Archhelenis theory (1891). But, according to him,

the line of separation was situated in the present Amazonas valley,

and existed during the Jurassic, Cretaceous and the Eocene; in the

Oligocene the elevation of the Cordilleras began, and Archiplata

(the southern part) was united with Archiguiana (Guiana and

Venezuela), and it was not until the beginning of the seond half of

the Tertiary (Miocene) that these latter parts became united with

North America by the formation of the Isthmus of Panama.

We can accept this view only in part, since the very important

1 Hyatt, A,, in Proc. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist., Vol. 17, 1875, p. 3^5 ^-'^ Stei-

mann, in N. Jahrb. Mineral., etc., 1881. 2 p. 130 ff"., 1882, i p. 166 flf., and

Gerhardt, ibid., Beil., Bd. ii, 1897.
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interoceanic connection through the Orinoco valley, discussed

above, is not taken account of, and since, as we shall see presently,

the relations between Guiana and Brazil and between Guiana and

Venezuela are much more complex than v. Ihering assumes.

Considering the tectonic configuration of South America, we are

to mention, in the first place, that the whole eastern part is formed

by the so-called Brazilian mass (Suess, 1885, p. 655 ff.) : this is an

old Archaic-Paleozoic plateau, which was possibly connected,

from very early times up to the Lower Cretaceous (see p. 350), with

Africa. Part of this mass is formed by the mountains of Guiana

(Suess, 1885, p. 658), and the present valley of the Amazonas is a

symmetrical syncline within the old plateau, in the centre of which

are Carboniferous beds and, on top of the latter, Upper Cretaceous

deposits. Thus the Amazonas valley was apparently land during

most of the Mesozoic time, and Guiana was connected with Brazil

;

but in the Upper Cretaceous it was a wide sea, the northern and

southern shores of which were formed by Paleozoic rocks (Suess,

1885, p. 660). This sea extended from the Atlantic westward into

the region of the Upper Maranon, in the Cordilleras, and probably

connected with the Pacific Ocean (Suess, 1888, p. 683), which is

very likely, since the western shore of the old Brazilian mass hardly

extended to the eastern foothills of the Cordilleras (in a certain

region, the present river Madeira marks the western boundary), and

since it is quite sure that the Cordilleras were sea during the

Jurassic as well as the larger part of the Cretaceous. This results

in an Upper Cretaceous interoceanic connection between the

southern Atlantic and the Pacific, which was situated about where

the Amazonas valley now is. This Upper Cretaceous strait agrees

with the sea that separated von Iheri?ig's Archiplata and Archi-

guiana, but it is well to emphasize the fact that it is restricted, as a

separating strait^ to the Upper Cretaceous period : during previous

times, especially the Jurassic and Lower Cretaceous, it did not

exist at all, and later it was changed into a bay, as we shall see

below. The interoceanic connection during the earlier Cretaceous

was not situated here, but went by way of the Orinoco valley (see

above, p. 360). The directions of both straits converge to the

westward, and it is possible that they actually met, if they coexisted

at any time : but generally, we are to maintain that the separation

of Central and South America during the Loiver Cretaceous was

effected by the Orinoco Strait^ and that at this time Guiana was
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united luiih Brazil, to which it belongs tectonically, while, i?i tlie

Upper Cretaceous, Giiia?ia was ufiited with Central America, and
was separated from Brazil by the transgression of the Atlantic

Ocean in the Amazonas valley.

This latter strait thus formed a continuation of the South Atlantic

Ocean, which came into existence, as we have seen above (p. 350),

at about the middle of the Cretaceous.

The Upper Cretaceous conditions were generally preserved in this

region during the beginning of the Tertiary, and the Eocene and

Oligocene sea extended, in the Amazonas transgression, far to the

west fbrackish Oligocene deposits are known near Pebas, Peru). But

during this time (older Tertiary), the elevation of the Cordilleras

must have become evident ^ in the western parts of this interoceanic

connection, since older Tertiary deposits are wanting in this region.

Thus those parts which now comprise Colombia, Ecuador, Peru

and Bolivia became land, and the Amazonas Strait was shut off from

the Pacific Ocean, being transformed into a deep bay, which occu-

pied the Amazonas valley as far as the foothills of this new eleva-

tion (Cordilleras). Therefore, this interoceanic connection was

interrupted in the beginning of the Tertiary, the main part of South

America, or the old " Archiplata" of von Ihering, becoming united

with northern South America ("Venezuela and Guiana). But we
have seen above (p. 344) that at the same time (earlier Tertiary or

uppermost Cretaceous) another interoceanic connection had formed

in the isthmian region, and this replaced the Amazonas connection

of the Upper Cretaceous era.

The old connection of the Brazilian mass with Africa continued

in part as we have seen (p. 350) during the Upper Cretaceous, for

its northern portion, Guiana. That is to say, an intermigration

of the faunas of Guiana and Africa was yet possible in the Upper

Cretaceous. The fact that during this time (and in the beginning

of the Tertiary) a strait or bay extended along the region of the

Amazonas river as far as the Pacific Ocean (or as far as the

Cordilleras), furnishes the explanation for the zoogeographical fact

that animals immigrating from Africa into Guiana during the

Upper Cretaceous could reach Central America and the West

Indies, but not those parts of Brazil which are to the south of this

old Amazonas Strait : this seems to apply to our Potamonidce, and

^ The first signs of an elevation belong to the Upper Cretaceous.

PROC. AMER. PHILOS. SOC. XLI. 171. X. PRINTED DEC. 29, 1902.
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explains their general absence south of the Amazonas. The exten-

sion of the range of these freshwater crabs into Colombia, Ecuador

and Peru was not obstructed during the older Tertiary, since

during this time these parts became land and were connected with

Venezuela.

Regarding the extension of the old Brazilian mass (Archiplata)

to the south, we know that the old Archaic, Paleozoic and Old-

Mesozoic rocks continue in southern Bolivia and northern Argen-

tina, into the eastern Cordilleras (Suess, 1885, p. 661) ; in Argen-

tina, these rocks prevail in the northern parts : they are also found

in the Pampean Sierras,^ but do not seem to extend southward beyond

the province of Buenos Ayres (Suess, 1885, p. 664). To the south

of these parts the whole of Patagonia was apparently covered by the

Cretaceous sea (Suess, 1888, p. 68;^, and above, p. 338J. The
Brazilian continent was also surrounded in the west by Jurassic and

Cretaceous sea, as is demonstrated by the presence of the respective

deposits in the region of the Chilian-Argentinian Cordilleras (see

p. 338). As we have seen above {ibid.), it is very probable that

during the Jurassic and a larger part of the Cretaceous era, the

Brazilian mass was separated by this sea, which occupied present

Patagonia and the site of the Cordilleras, from another continental

mass lying to the west, southwest and south of it, which was formed

by the present Chilian coast range and its southern continuation,

which belonged, at least during the Cretaceous, to the Antarctic

continent. At the end of the Cretaceous a land period began in

these regions which culminated in the Eocene, and which effected a

connection of the old Antarctica with Archiplata, chiefly in the

region of the Chilian-Argentinian Cordifleras. This connection

made possible the immigration of Parastacus into the southern parts

of Archiplata (Argentina, Uruguay, southern Brazil), and it has

remained up to the present time, although parts of Patagonia were

again submerged during the course of the Tertiary.

The results obtained in the foregoing concerning the history of

the American continent may be summed up as follows.

I. America originally consists of three parts : North America (its

nucleus being in the East), the Antillean continent (comprising the

West Indies, Central America and the northern coast of Venezuela)

and the old Brazilian fnass (Archiplata). Also a fourth part enters

* Valentin, J., Bosqiiejo geologico de la Argentina, 1898.
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the present boundaries of South America, which is formed by the

Chilian- Fuegian coast range, once z. part of Antarctica.

2. North Afnerica was separated during the Lower Cretaceous

from Central America. During the Upper Cretaceous it was divided

into an eastern and a western portion ; the western was definitively

connected at this time with Central America. In the beginning of

the Tertiary iht eastern portion was reunited with the western, and

thus the whole of North America, from the Arctic Ocean to the

Gulf of Mexico and the Caribbean Sea, became a unit.

3. Central America existed as a continental mass up to the end of

the Cretaceous. Being originally separated from North America, it

became united with it in the Upper Cretaceous. By the formation

of the Caribbean Sea it was broken up and consisted, in the begin-

ning of the Tertiary^ of two main parts: a northern, belonging to

North America, and a southern, which became united with South

America, then undergoing the process of construction. Both parts

were separated by the Old Tertiary interoceanic connections at

Panama and Nicaragua.

The southern part of Central America was originally (Lower

Cretaceous) bounded on the south by sea, which occupied the

region from the Orinoco valley westward. In the U^per Cretaceous

Guiana was connected with Venezuela, and thus Central America

was connected also with Africa. To the south of these parts was

the Upper Cretaceous interoceanic connection of the Amazonas

valley. In the beginning of the Tertiary, what was left of Central

America in the south (Venezuela and Guiana) was united with the

Brazilian mass by the beginning of the upheaval of the Cordilleras,

by which parts of Colombia, Ecuador and Peru became land.

In the middle of the Tertiary (Miocene) the interoceanic connec-

tion in the isthmian region became land, and thus North America

and the northern remnants of Central America were united with the

southern remnants of Central America and South America.

4. South America consisted in the beginning (Jurassic and Lower

Cretaceous) of the Brazilian mass (Archiplata), which included

Guiana, and a smaller part which is perhaps of Cretaceous age, rep-

resented now by the Chilian coast range. Archiplata was con-

nected with Africa up to the middle of the Cretaceous. In the Upper

Cretaceous, Guiana was separated from Brazil by the interoceanic

connection of the Amazonas valley and Archiplata became an

island. At the end of the Cretaceous, and chiefly during the
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Eocene, Archiplata became united with the Chilian coast range by

the elevation of the Cordilleras, and it was thus connected with

Antarctica. And, further, in the beginning of the Tertiary, Archi-

plata connected, by way of Peru and Ecuador, with Central

America. This resulted in the final formation of South America

(in its rough outlines) which, however, was still in communication

with Antarctica. Finally, in the middle of the Tertiary, South

America was united with North America (in the isthmian region)

and was severed from Antarctica, and this represents the chief

features of the present conditions.

We have seen that during the geological development of the

Americas interoceanic connections, which were directed east-westerly,

and united the waters of the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, have

repeatedly played a part. These connections being extremely

important for marine zoogeography, have often been referred to by

various authors, but have generally been misunderstood, the value

of a determination of the exact time of their existence being

neglected. So it will be worth while here to put them together by

themselves.

Interoceanic coiiuections of the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans.

1. In the Loiver Cretaceous there were two connections : a. across

Mexico, and b. through the Orinoco valley. Both probably united

the marine fauna of the Mediterranean province with that of the

(Indo-) Pacific.

2. In the Upper Cretaceous we have the connection through the

Amazonas valley. This united the South Atlantic fauna, which, in

this period, formed part of the Indo-Pacific, with the identical fauna

of the eastern Pacific.

3. In the Older Tertiary there existed the Pananiic connection,

which united the fauna of the Atlantic, the chief element of which

is Mediterranean, with that of the Indo-Pacific.

4. In the Later Tertiary no interoceanic connection existed, the

Atlantic and Pacific faunas being sharply separated. These condi-

tions continued up to the present time.

It is impossible to say at present whether there were any transi-

tions between these different stages. A coexistence and union of

the connections i and 2, at about the beginning of the Upper Cre-

taceous, is possible in the region of the Upper Orinoco and Upper
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Amazonas. But we have do evidence for this, the Geology of the

respective countries being too incompletely known.

9. THE RELATIONS OF AFRICA TO THE REST OF THE WORLD.

We have seen (p. 303) that for the two main divisions of the

range of the Potamonifice in the Old World Egypt and the Nile

valley form an actual connection ; but examining this more closely

we find that this subfamily cannot have migrated along this route

from Africa to India (or vice versa), but entered Egypt from two

opposite directions, from the south C Central Africa) and the north

(resp. northeast) over Persia, Mesopotamia and Syria.

The causes why this way was not open in former times have been

briefly mentioned above (p. 333), and we shall here try to investi-

gate the relations of Africa and Asia with respect chiefly to this

northern connection. For this purpose we are to discuss also the

northern boundaries of Africa with reference to Europe. This is

the more important, since we have to consider the alleged fact that

fossil forms of the Pota7noiiincB have been found in Miocene fresh-

water deposits of Oeningen (Switzerland), Sigmaringen (Southern

Germany) and Northern Italy.

^

Very important for a study of these questions is the former exist-

ence of a Central Mediterranean Sea, as Neumayr calls it (1890, pp.

332, 333, and map p 336), or the Tethys of Suess (1894). This

ancient sea goes back to Paleozoic times and covered in Mesozoic

times the whole of Middle and Southern Europe, the present Medi-

terranean Sea, Northern Africa and extended eastward over Asia

Minor, Syria, the Caucasus Mountains and Mesopotamia as faj as

Northern India. In the east a large bay extended southward along

the East African coast, which separated the Indo-Madagassian

peninsula (Lemuria) from Africa. In a westerly direction the

Tethys was broadly connected with the Atlantic Ocean, leaving

only the island of Spain (Meseta) uncovered.

In these general outlines the Tethys existed in Jurassic as well as

in Cretaceous times, thus completely circumscribing the African

continent toward the north and northeast. Europe did not then

exist at all as a continental mass and Africa was separated from the

Sinic continent by an eastern continuation of the Tethys, the

^ Thelphtisa speciosa Mey. and Th. qttenstedti Zitt., see Zittel, Handbuch d.

Palaontol., Vol. 2, 1885, p. 714. These forms have a remote resemblance to the

subgenus Potamouautes, if they belong here at all.
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Strait of Bengal} The only connection of Africa during these

times was with South America, the old Archiplata (Jurassic and

Lower Cretaceous) and the old Archiguiana (Archhelenis, Upper

Cretaceous). On the southern margin of the Tethys, as sketched

above, there is a zone in the desert region of North Africa and

A^rabia, where Jurassic deposits are wanting and Cretaceous directly

overlies Paleozoic beds. This indicates a farther extension of

Africa northward in Jurassic times and a transgression of the sea

southward in the Cretaceous (Neumayr, 1890, p. 386). The

deposits of the Cretaceous sea can be traced very distinctly in a

broad belt from Syria over Arabia, Persia, Afghanistan and Beluch-

istan to Northern India.

Also in the Older Tertiary (Neumayr, p. 480) the Central Medi-

terranean Sea reaches from the Atlantic Ocean to India, and it was

not until after the end of the Oligocene that its unity was de-

stroyed. In the beginning of the Miocene Western Asia became

largely land, and thus a broad connection was established from

Asia to Africa (India to Arabia), and at the same time from Asia

to Europe, which was then forming (Neumayr, 1890, p. 501 f.).

In detail the processes in the northeastern part of Africa were the

following : Arabia during Mesozoic and the greater part of Tertiary

times was broadly connected with Africa. The Red Sea did not

exist, according to the unanimous opinion of all writers (Neumayr,

Suess, Gregory, Blankenhorn and others). The origin of the Red

Sea falls late in Tertiary times, after the connection of Africa with

India was long established, and thus, in the second half of the

Tertiary, a regular exchange of the faunas of Africa and India

could take place, for which we possess ample evidence.

The Red Sea is a rift valley, which is tectonically connected

with the valley of the Jordan river in Palestine.'^ The most de-

tailed investigations on this question have been published by

Blankenhorn.' According to this author, the Mediterranean Sea

(the western part of the old Tethys) in Miocene times sent a wide

bay to the southeast, which extended as far as the southern end of

the Gulf of Suez, which, of course, dicl not then exist, and the Nile

1 Which, however, was temporarily interrupted during the Upper Cretaceous.

See above, p. 330.
' See Gregory, J. W., in Proc. Zool. Soc. London^ 1894, p. 165.

^ Blankenhorn, M., in Centralbl. f. Mineral., etc., 1900, p. 209 ff.
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valley.' The latter and the Red Sea originated in the Pliocene.

Into the Nile valley entered the Pliocene Mediterranean Sea. It

then changed into a series of inland lakes, and finally, in the

middle Diluvial time, it became a river valley. The depression of

the Red Sea was occupied first (Pliocene) by inland lakes, and
finally, toward the end of the P'iocene, by the Indian Ocean,

which entered it from the south. ^ The present separation of Africa

and Arabia (Asia), which is nearly complete, belongs, therefore, to

a very recent date. In the later Tertiary Southern Asia and Africa

were not distinguished zoogeographically, while in older times

(Pre-Miocene; there was a complete separation of Africa (including

Arabia) from the Sinic continent, and only during the second half

of the Cretaceous was there a limited connection by way of Mada-
gascar and the Indian peninsula.^

The old isolation of Africa was* ended not only in these eastern

parts during the Tertiary, but also in the northwest changes

occurred which extended Africa and brought it into contact with

Western Europe.

The Cretaceous sea covering Northwestern Africa was no doubt

considerably reduced in the Tertiary. Indeed, there are Tertiary

deposits in this region, and according to Suess (1888, p. 155), the

Middle Tertiary sea probably also covered the Western Sahara.

But about this time apparently a land connection was formed to the

north toward the old Spanish Meseta. According to Bergeron,*

the Algerian Sahara possesses deposits from the Senonian to the Plio-

cene, but these are bounded in the west by a Cretaceous mountain

^ In the region of the Nil 3 valley there was a river, but this was not the Nile,

but came from the west out of the Libyan desert.

2 An actual ccmnection of the Red Sea and the Mediterranean Sea is very

doubtful, but was possibly established for a short time in the beginning of

Diluvial times, when the Mediterranean Sea became cold. The improbability

of a connection of both seas is especially emphasized by Jousseaume {Ann. Set.

Nat., Ser. 7, Vol. 12, 1891). According to hija, the Red Sea is Quarternary

(Diluvial).

3 The oceanic connection from the Gulf of Aden across the Sahara desert to

the Atlantic (Senegambia), advarced by Jousseaume (/. <r ), has no geological

support. It is founded upon an alleged similarity of the Mollusk faunas of both

parts, which, however, needs closer inves igation and might possibly find its

explanation in the configuration of the Pre-Miocene Tetkys, which reached from

the Persian Gulf to the Mediterranean Sea and Atlantic Ocean.

* In Mem. Soc. Itigen. civ. France, 1897.
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range running north-south. In Algeria we have, according to Lap-

parent/ deposits of Cretaceous and Eocene age, but only traces of

Oligocene, and thus we can place the upheaval of these parts at the

end of the Eocene, and probably at this time the connection with

Southwestern Europe began to develop. The mountain range

along the northern coast of Algiers, as far as the Strait of Gibraltar,

consists of rocks which (see Suess, 1883, P- 293 ff.) are also found

in the so-called Betic Cordilleras {ibid., p. 298) in Southern Spain,

and the tectonic unity of these ranges of Algiers and Spain is

especially emphasized by Suess, as well as their tectonic connection

with the Apennines and the Alps. The origin of all these moun-

tain chains was near the. end of the first half of the Tertiary, about

the Oligocene time.

But this connection of the northwestern parts of Africa and of

Southern Spain with the rest of Africa did not constitute a com-

plete union with Europe. Weknow that the central and northern

region of Spain, the Iberian Meseta, is an old land, but that to the

south and north of it, on the one side along the valley of the

Guadalquivir river in Spain, on the other in the region of the

Garonne river in France, connections of the Mediterranean Sea with

the Atlantic Ocean existed. According to Suess (1885, P* 3^1 ; see

also Neumayr, 1890, p. 516), in the valley of the Guadalquivir

there are Tertiary deposits, reaching from the Atlantic to the Medi-

terranean Sea, which belong to the first and second Mediterranean

stage —that is to say, to the Miocene —while deposits of the third

Mediterranean stage (Pliocene) have not been found. Conse-

quently this strait (Betic Strait) became dry at the end of the

Miocene, and by this process the northern part of Spain was united

with the southern and with Algiers and Africa.

The disappearance of this strait was the last step which resulted

in a definitive connection of Africa with Europe, since the strait in

the region of the Garonne river, in Southern France, became prob-

ably land a little earlier, namely, at the end of the Oligocene (see

Suess, 1885, P- 3^2 ff., and Neumayr, 1890, p. 516).

But it is to be borne in mind that possibly the conditions were

not so simple as has been represented above. According to Lap-

parent (/. c, pp. 1 291 and 1313), the Betic Strait (detroit betic,

also called Andalushn connection) was dry during the Oligocene,

^ Traite de Geologie, Vol. 2, 1893, p. 1291.
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while sea again occupied it in the Miocene, and thus we would

have a chance for the African fauna to reach Northern Spain as

early as the Oligocene. This connection, however, scarcely

amounted to a complete communication of Africa and Europe,

since at that time the Oligocene strait to the north of the Iberian

Meseta was still in existence, forming a barrier to the further

advance of the African fauna. Thus, even under this assumption,

a final connection of Africa and Europe was not established until

the end of the Miocene, after the second obliteration of the Betic

Strait. Subsequently the connection of both continents was again

interrupted by the formation of the Strait of Gibraltar; but this

belongs to very recent times.

^

Another tectonic line goes from Northwestern Africa to Sicily

and Italy, and is marked by the eastern continuation of the same

mountain range that curves in the west from Africa into Southern

Spain. This system belongs to Post- Oligocene times, and as a

land-bridge apparently underwent repeated changes. Moreover, it

is doubtful whether it existed at any time as a complete and solid

bridge, but it is represented as such by Scharff (1895, maps pp. 465

and 470) for the Pliocene time,'^ while Neumayr (1890, Vol. i, p.

330), for the Lower Pliocene, gives only a series of islands.

From the above discussion we are to draw the conclusion that

—

aside from a connection with' the Sinic continent during the Upper

1 Kobelt, W. {Sttidien zur Zoogeographie —" 2. Die Fauna der mediterranen

Subregion," 189S), arrives at a diffeient conclusion. According to him, the

Mediterranean Sea was separated from the Atlantic Ocean in the Older Tertiary

by a connection ot Central Spain with the Atlas mountains (the Sierra Nevada

or Betic Cordilleras did not then exist). The Miocene Tethys reached from India

to Spain and Central France, but did not communicate with the Atlantic, the

connection along the valley of the Guadalquivir being of Pliocene age.

This result is contrary, however, as we have seen, to what is known of the

Geology of these parts. Just the opposite is the case. In the Older Tertiary the

Tethys and the Atlantic were broadly connected, and in the Miocene they still

communicated through the Andalusian or Betic Strait, as is positively shown by

the presence of Miocene beds there. But in Pliocene times this strait was dry

land.

2 According to Scharff (in 1897, pp. 461 and 466), this bridge belongs to the

Upper Pliocene and Gla:ial times. Weshall become acquainted below with the

evidence for its exis^tence as an actually connecting bridge.
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Cretaceous —Africa, for a very long time, was isolated from the rest

of the Old World. After it had become disconnected from South

America, at the beginning of the Tertiary, it was absolutely

isolated, but soon during the course of the Tertiary it became

united with Asia and the new continent of Europe. The most impor-

tant stages in this process were that of the elevation of Western Asia,

in the Miocene, and the elevation of the northwestern parts of

Africa and southwestern parts of Europe at about the same time.

This has the following bearing upon the origin of the distribution

of our freshwater Crustaceans: The African types of the subfamily

Potamonince (chiefly the subgenus Potainonautes) could not reach

Europe before Miocene times, and, on the other hand, an immigra-

tion of the Asiatic types (subgenus Fotanion) into Africa (and

Europe) was also impossible before the Miocene and after the de-

struction of the Madagassian land-bridge in the earlier Eocene.

Whether the alleged fossil species of Potamon from the Miocene

of Europe indicate this Miocene connection of Asia, Africa and

Europe remains doubtful. The lack of African types in the Medi-

terranean region of the present time, as well as the general absence

of a northerly and easterly advance of them (except in the Nile

valley, where the immigration no doubt belongs to a very recent

period), is opposed to the above assumption, and it is quite possible

that these fossil forms do not belong to relations of the Potamonina.

It seems that the desert zone of the Sahara already existed in

Miocene times, at least that it began to develop at the same time

that Western Asia became land, since just this process furnished

the conditions for the origin of an arid climate in North Africa and

West Asia. On the other hand, we see that a species of the sub-

genus Potamon^ belonging to the Indian fauna, advanced in a west-

erly direction across the new land areas formed in Miocene time,

and that it reached by this route Northern Africa (Egypt and

Algiers). But the distribution of this species {Potamo?i fluviatile)

needs further explanation, since it is also found in certain parts of

Europe, and we shall discuss this question in the next chapter.

lO. RELATIONS OF EUROPETO ASIA.

In discussing the distribution of Potaiiion fluviatile in Southern

Europe, just referred to, we are also to consider the presence of the

genus Potaifwbius in Europe, the area of which is separated from

that of the rest of the genus (in Northeast Asia and Northwest
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America). The essential point in tliis respect is the investigation

of the geological relation of Europe to Asia.

Europe did not exist as a continent

—

i.e.., as a continuous mass

—

from the beginning of the earth's history up to about the middle of

the Tertiary. Indeed, there was a number of larger and smaller

islands in the old Tethys, but they never were connected so as to

assume continental shape. To the north, however, we had the

large Scandinavian mass, which probably was connected over

Greenland with North America, but we shall disregard this possible

junction, since our present material, the Decapod Crustaceans, do

not furnish additional facts which bear upon it.

The Tethys, as we have seen (p. 367), covered the whole region

of the present Mediterranean Sea and extended over Western Asia,

reaching, in the older Eocene, not only as far as the Indian Ocean,

but in an easterly and northerly direction as far as the eastern side

of the Kuen-Lun mountains and the Gobi desert.^ Subsequently,

in the Miocene, the western parts of Asia (from Asia Minor and

Syria to India) became land (Neumayr, p. 501), and the Tethys

was cut into a western (the present Mediterranean Sea) and an

eastern section (forming part of the Indian Ocean). But during

this time, and even afterward, the northern and northeastern parts

of the old Tethys persisted. The Miocene Mediterranean Sea

(Neumayr, 1890, p. 516) sent a strait from the basin of the Rhone

river (France) through Switzerland into Austria, which there

widened out into the Pannonian basin and in the Upper Miocene

became a huge inland sea, the Sarmatian, which was cut off from

its former western connection with the Mediterranean and reached

from Austria over Southern Russia into the region of the Caspian

and Aral Seas (Neumayr, p. 523). To the south of this sea the

present Balkan Peninsula, the ^gean Sea and Asia Minor were

largely land, but in Eastern Asia Minor a continuation of the

Mediterranean Sea approached almost to the Black Sea. The

region of the Caucasus mountains was probably sea up to Miocene

1 In the Kuen-Lun mountains there are, according to Bogdanowitsch

[Geolog. Untersuch. im oestlichen Turkestan, 1892, Russian. Review in

Neues Jahrb. f. Mineral., eic, 1895, Vol. 2, p. no), Archaic and Paleozoic

rocks and traces of Jurassic deposits (coal-bearing strata), and then again marine

Cretaceous beds. Thus it seems that these mountains were land since beginning

of the Mesoziic times and formed part of the Sinic continent. During the Cre-

taceous there was a temporary transgression of the sea.
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times, as is shown by a continuous series of sediments lying upon

Azoic rocks. Here ^ has been found Jurassic, Cretaceous, Eocene,

Oligocene and Miocene. The latter deposits (Miocene) belong

to the Sarmatian inland sea. Beginning with the Pontic stage, the

sea recedes on the southern side of the Caucasus (freshwater

deposits), while on the northern side marine deposits, belonging

to the Ponto-Caspian Sea, continue. The latter disappear after the

Glacial period.

The map, given by Neumayr, of the Eastern Mediterranean

countries during the Lower Pliocene (1890, Vol. i, p. 330, see

also Vol. 2, p. 526) exhibits a much more extended development

of land than at the present time. Especially striking is the direct

connection of Asia Minor with the Balkan Peninsula and Central

Europe. The corresponding rrap for the Later Pliocene, given by

Scharff (1895, p. 465, and 1897, p. 461), indicates an additional

land connection from Dalmatia over Southern Italy and Sicily to

Algiers (see also 1895, P- 47°» ^^^ 1897, p. 461), which is repre-

sented in Neumayr's map only by a series of islands." Thus we

obtain a continuous land connection from Asia Minor to North-

western Africa, belonging to the Pliocene age.

In the Pleistocene (Glacial) time, according to ScharfF (1897,

map p. 466), this connection is still present.

In the northern parts of Europe we have no land connection in

an easterly direction during the Cretaceous time. According to

Koken (1893), however, North Asia was connected with Scandi-

navia in the Upper Cretaceous, forming part of a huge circumpolar

Arctic continent ; but the evidence for its existence seems to be

very doubtful. For the Older Tertiary, Koken again indicates a

separation of Northern Europe from Asia. In subsequent times, up

to the Later Pliocene, the Sarmatian Sea covered the whole of

Northeast Europe (Scharff, 1897, map p. 461), thus perpetuating

the separation from Asia. During Glacial times this separation

was maintained by the ice sheet covering Northern Russia and by

the existence of the Aralo Caspian basin, and it was not until

Interglacial times that a communication of Asia and Central

' See Fournier, in Ann. Fac. Sci. Marseille, Vol. 7, 1896.

•* The large extension of the Mediterranean Sea to the south of Algiers over

the Sahara desert in a westerly direction, as shown by Scliarft's map (p. 470), is

probably erroneous.
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Europe was established north of the Aralo Caspian basin over

Southern Russia (Scharff, 1897, map p. 466).

The gradual origin of Europe, beginning with the formation of

the chief mountain chains in the Oligocene, its connection first of

the southern and central parts with Western Asia across the Balkan

Peninsula (Miocene and Pliocene) and with Northern Africa over

Spain (end of the Miocene), and subsequently the connection of

the- central and northern parts with Siberia (over Russia), by which

processes Europe assumed the shape of a continent (part of Asia),

have been largely used by previous authors for the explanation of

the zoogeographical conditions of Europe.

Osborn (1900, p. 569) mentions a repeated immigration of

Mammals into Europe and indicates the Upper Eocene, the

Miocene and the Pliocene times as most important in this respect.

But we m.ust always bear in mind that during the Older Tertiary

Europe was not a unit at all —in fact did not exist as a zoogeo-

graphical section. The Old Tertiary Mammalian faunas of Europe

(chiefly in the Northwest, in. France) probably belong to the British-

Scandinavian mass, which was connected, as has been mentioned

incidentally, with North America.^ Then, in the Miocene, we

have in Europe, which assumes a more consistent shape, a fauna of

new character, the origin of which is to be sought in the East and

Southeast (Asia), and possibly during this time the first African

types reached Europe, either by the roundabout way over Western

Asia or more directly over Algiers and Spain.

Kobelt (1897) also assumes an isolation of Europe at the begin-

ning of the Tertiary, and discusses the immigration of an Indo-

Chinese fauna from the East in Pliocene times, while the Nile

valley formed a route by which freshwater animals immigrated

from the South (Africa).^

The most detailed investigations on this question have been pub-

1 As to this connection, which is not treated here, I refer the reader to Neu-

mayr (1890, Vol. 2, pp. 497 and 504) and to Scott {An hitroduction to

Geology, 1897, P- S^S)-

2 Contrary to this, Pilsbry C1894) is inclined to assume, for the Helices, a Cre-

taceous immigration from Southeastern Asia into Europe and Africa. But

according to the present state of our knowledge, as set forth above, the history ot

the d'-velopraent of Africa and Europe, as well as of Asia, does not warrant ihis

assumption. There was no possibility, on geological grounds, for the old Sinio

fauna to reach Europe and Northern Africa before ihe Miocene.
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lished by Scharff (1897). He distinguishes —aside from an Arctic

migration —two main routes of immigration into Europe during

the Later Tertiary period : i, a southern one during Miocene and

Pliocene, which was directed from Western Asia over Asia Minor,

the Balkan Peninsula, Italy, Sicily, Algiers and Spain (and which

apparently sent a branch from the Balkan Peninsula into Central

Europe), and 2, a Siberian migration from Western Siberia through

Southern Russia to Central Europe, which belongs to the Pleisto*

cene (see map, /. c, p. 466) and was impossible before this time

(in Miocene and Pliocene), the Sarmatian and Ponto-Caspian Sea

forming barriers.

Comparing our freshwater Decapods with the above, we see at

the first glance that the present distribution of the European fresh-

water crab, Potamon fluviatile, unmistakably agrees with that land

connection which began in the Miocene and culminated in the

Pliocene and which extends from Asia Minor over the Balkan

Peninsula to Italy, Sicily and Algiers. Even the minor features of

it are traceable. Potamon fluviatile is found everywhere in West-

ern Asia, in the Caucasus region and in the Crimea, but is missing

in the rest of Southern Russia. This corresponds to the fact that

the Crimea was connected in Pliocene times with the Caucasus and

was not in communication with the rest of Russia (see Scharff, 1897,

map p. 461). Potamon fluviatile is found in Asia Minor, Syria, on

the island of Cyprus and in Egypt. All these parts were then con-

nected. Along the tract of the land-bridge, from Asia Minor to

Italy and Algiers, this crab has been everywhere found. ^ This

relation of the supposed Pliocene land exteision with the distribu-

tion of Potamon fluviatile is so close that there is no objection

whatever to the assumption that the immigration of this species

falls in the Upper Pliocene, when this land connection was fully de-

veloped, and not in the Lower Pliocene, when there was only a

series of islands (see p. 374).

Turning now to the crayfishes of Europe, we see that the centre

of the range of the group of Potamobius astacus (the Russian cray-

fishes) is just in that region which, during Miocene, Pliocene and

^ That this species extended, in former times, farther to the north from the

Balkan Peninsula is shown by the discovery of it in lossil state in diluvial cal-

careous tufa near Siiito, Com. Komarom, Hungary (see Loerenthey, E., Nat.

Hefte Ungar. Nat. AJus., 1898. Review in Neiics jfahrb, f. Mineral., etc.,

1900, Vol. 2, p. 473).
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the beginning of the Pleistocene, was covered by the Sarmatian and

Ponto-Caspian Sea. This group consequently can only have

reached these parts at a later period, namely, in Interglacial or

Postglacial times, and its immigration no doubt corresponds to the

Siberian of Scharff (/. c, pp. 448 and 466). In regard to the other

group formed by the two species, P. pallipes and to?'rentium, which

occupy the South and West of Europe, we have to call attention to

the important fact that this group is found not only in Southern and

Western Europe, but also in England. Nowwe know that England

was connected with the continent in Preglacial and even during

Glacial times, and that this connection existed up to the beginning

of the Siberian migration (Interglacial). It was interrupted later

—

according to Osborn (1900, p. 572), at about this time (Middle

Pleistocene) and possibly even later.

^

The fact that Potamobius astacus is found in France, but not in

England, while P. pallipes passes over into the latter country,

points to a difference in time of the immigration of either species.

P. pallipes arrived in these parts before the end of the Glacial time,

P. astacus at the end of it or even later. The latter consequently

without doubt belongs to the Siberian migration, but rather to the

later part of it. P. pallipes may belong to the earlier Interglacial

part of the Siberian migration and have come from East and Cen-

tral Europe; but it is also possible that it belongs to Scharff's

southern migration and came from Asia Minor over the Balkan

Peninsula. It is true, forms of the pallipes group have not been

found in Asia Minor nor in Algiers, but it is not impossible that

such may be discovered in these parts, or that they once existed

there and have now disappeared. We shall see below why this

latter assumption is admissible. The crayfishes in Asia Minor,

Southern Italy and iVlgiers may have been exterminated by the

freshwater crabs subsequently occupying these parts. Until this

question is finally settled it is impossible to decide whether the

gxoxr^oi P. pallipes has reached its present area by the southern

route (Miocene-Pliocene) or by the route of the Siberian migration

(end of the Pleistocene) ; but however that may be it arrived in

Europe before the group of P. astacus.

The connection of the European crayfishes with the Sinic conti-

^ Suess (1888, p. 528) thinks it possible that this happened in historic time or

shortly before the beginning of it.
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nent, where presumably their original home was located, is not yet

established. It must necessarily have gone over Central Asia. Cray-

fishes of the European type are found eastward as far as Turkestan.

It is doubtful whether crayfishes are absolutely lacking in the region

between Turkestan and the Amur river. None are reported, but

these parts are very poorly known. For the present I cannot imag-

ine any reason for their disappearance in this region, in which they

must have once existed, and therefore it is well to suspend judgment

until these parts have been properly investigated.^

SUMMARYOF RESULTSOF PART II.

A. History of the Continents.

a. Lower Cretaceous. (See Fig. 5, p. 379.)

I. During the Lower Cretaceous there existed a Sino- Australian

continent, comprising eastern Asia, the Indo- Malaysian Archipelago

and Australia, and which was continued to Antarctica. We may

retain for this continent the name Sino-Australian, although it

is larger than that drawn by Neumayr for the Jurassic time. We
are justified in doing this, since probably the Jurassic Sino-Austra-

lia also included Antarctica.

II. Besides, we have 2. Nearctic coniifient : this consists of the

larger part of present North Ai7terica, and extended probably across

Greenland to the Scandinavian mass of North Europe. This con-

tinent also corresponds closely to Neumayr's Nearctica of Jurassic

times, and consequently we have retained this name for it.

III. A third continent was formed by Central America, and we

shall call this by the name Antillia. Its remnants are now found

in Central America, the West Indian Islands and northern South

America (excluding Guiana). This continent is not given by

Neumayr for the Jurassic, but probably existed then.

IV. A fourth continent was formed by the western portion of old

' A theory lately propounded by C. Y. Wright (see Science^ Vol. 16, Aug. 15,

1902, p. 262 f.) would go far toward an explanation of the causes leading to the

destruction of the Central Asiatic crayfishes if properly supported. Wright be-

lieves that Northern and Central Asia was largely coverad by water in recent

geological time, but the evidence introduced lor this is, in my opinion, entirely

inappropriate. Of the five points mentioned by Wright two (Nos. 3 and 4)

have no bearing at all upon this theory, and the value of the other three, espe-

cially of the fifth, is highly questionable.
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Gondwana Land. It comprises the Brazilian mass (including

Guiana) and tropical Africa with the Lemuriatt Peninsula (Mada-

gascar-India). This continent corresponds, generally, to Neu-

mayr's Jurassic Brazi/o-Elhiopian continent, but comprises a

smaller part of South America (also, for Jurassic times, the section

of South America that entered it, according to Neumayr, is too

large). It agrees to a certain degree with what v. Ihering has

called Archhelenis, although it is larger, and it may be permitted

in this sense to modify the conception of Archhelenis.

Thus in Lower Cretaceous times we have the following four con-

tinental masses : Sino-Australia, 'Nearctica, Antillia, Archhelenis,

which were mutually isolated. Besides, there were smaller islands,

chiefly in the region of present Europe.

b. Upper Cretaceous. (See Fig. 6, p. 381.)

The following changes took place :

Sino Australia was divided into a Sinic (Asiatic) and zn Australian

part, the latter comprising Australia and Antarctica.

The Sinic section of Si no-Australia became united, across Bering

Sea, with the western part of Nearctica.

The western part of Nearctica was separated from the eastern.

The western part of Nearctica became united with Antillia.

Guiana became united with Antillia and separated from the

Brazilian mass.

Brazil became disconnected from Africa.

The Lemurian bridge was connected with the Sinic continent.

The result of this is :

I. An irregular ri?ig of land around the earth, which, generally,

encircles it in the direction of the equator, but curving far to the

north in the region of the Pacific Ocean. This ring, beginning at

the Sinic land, goes across Bering Sea to western North America,

thence to Antillia^ Guiana, Africa and the Lemurian land bridge,

which latter completes it by its union with the Sinic land. We
m.ay call this ring-shaped continent Mesozonia.

Aside from Mesozonia we have, separated from it, the following

continental masses

:

IL Upper Cretaceous Nearctica. Smaller than the Lower

Cretaceous continent of the same name, since its western part is

cut off and enters Mesozonia.
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III. Archiplata of von Ihering, comprising Brazil, south of the

Amazonas, and northern Argentina.

IV. Archinotis, comprising Australia and Antarctica. As will

be noticed, the term Archinotis (as used by von Ihering and others)

does not exactly correspond to the meaning given to it here, but we

think it convenient to define this term in this way, applying it only

to the truly notal regions ; aside from Australia and Antarctica^ a

part of South America belongs to Archinotis, namely the western

(Chilian coast range).

Note —The existence of this ring-shaped continent Mesozonia in

Upper Cretaceous times is extremely important for marine zoogeo-

graphy. The distinction of two types of marine faunas, the Medi-

terranean and the Pacific, is well known among geologists, and

this continent furnishes an explanation for this differentiation : all

parts of the oceans lying to the north of Mesozonia —as far as the

present knowledge goes —possess the Mediterranean type, all parts

to the south of it exhibit the Pacific type} In subsequent times

both types of marine faunas frequently communicated, but there

was never a complete fusion of both elements, and finally they

developed into the Atlantic and Indo Pacific types of the present

marine fauna, the Atlantic being a continuation of the Mediterra-

nean. In later Tertiary and recent times the differences of both

were again emphasized, chiefly on account of the development of

an Arctic and Antarctic type through the action of climatic

agencies, which prevented their communication in the northern and

southern regions of the earth At present both original types

which, as we have seen, go back to the Cretaceous, are restricted to

the circumtropical belt, and are absolutely separated.

c. Lower Tertiary. (See Fig. 7, p. 383.)

The following changes appear:

The ring formed by Mesozonia was interrupted at three places :

I. between Guiana and Africa; 2. in Central America (Panama

region) ; 3. between Africa and Southeast Asia. This latter inter-

^ Of course, there are apparent exceptions. The Lower Senonian dep'>sits of

western Venezuela possess Mediterranean characti r (see Gerhardt, N. fahtb.

Miner., etc., Berl,, B. 11, 1897), but 'his is possihly explained by the assumption

that they formed part of the Caribbt^au Sea just formed (see above, p. 343). The

Mediterranean character of the Lower Cretaceous of Colombia, Ecuador and

Peru is easily explained by the Orinoco strait.
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ruption is a doable one, the Lemurian bridge between Madagascar

and India being destroyed and India becoming again disconnected

from the Sinic land.

The southern part of Antillia (with Guiana) becomes united with

Archiplata.

Archiplata becomes connected with Antarctica.

Antarctica is cut off from Australia.

This results in the following five isolated continental masses :

I. Sino-Nearctic continent. Composed of the whole of North

Atnerica (including possibly the Scandi?iavian mass in Europe;, the

northern parts of Central America and of Eastern Asia (Sinic

land).

Sino-Nearctica comes very near to what von Ihering has called

Archiboreas^ with the exception that Europe does not belong to it.

Von Ihering's Archiboreas is almost identical with the *' Holarctic

region,''^ only from the latter the ^^ Sonoran region^' (southern

North America) is excluded.

II. Old Tertiary Africa. This mass nearly approaches to

present conditions, but still includes Madagascar and Arabia.

III. The Indian Island. A very small part, hardly worth the

name of a continent, but here so-called in order to emphasize this

important stage in the development of southern Asia.

IV. Australia, which closely resembles its present form.

V. Archinotis and Archiplata^ together with the southern parts of

old Antillia (northern South America). This largely represents

present South America with the addition of the Antarctic land. If

we are to choose a name for it, we should like to propose

Neonotis, in allusion to its relation to the older (Upper Cretaceous)

Archinotis and the Neotropical continejit of recent times.

d. Upper Tertiary. (See Fig. 8, p. 385.)

The following are the most important changes

:

Sino Nearctica is greatly enlarged, and becomes connected with

the following parts: i. in the Old World, with the island o^ hidia^

with Africa, with the Eurof^ean Archipelago, and with Scandinavia

;

2. the Nearctic part of Sino-Nearctica becomes connected, in the

region of the Istlimus of Panama, with Neonotis (South America).

Miidagnscar is cut off from Africa.

Antarctica becomes separated from South America.
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The result is :

I. One large, continuous, continental mass, comprising almost all

of the Old and New Worlds. We may call it Holog^a. It is

composed, not only of the Old World, together with North

Atnerica {Arctogcea of previous authors;, but also oi South America

[Neogcea of previous authors).

Separated from it, we have only the following smaller parts of old

continental masses:

II. Australia, which may be regarded as a second continent.

III. Madagascar, which is merely an island,

IV. Antarctica, which, on account of the deterioration of the

climate, loses its character as a centre for the origin of life.

Note —Here we have the greatest continuity of land masses of the

earth that ever existed : practically all parts of the world that are

important zoogeographical centres were mutually connected, with

the exception of two comparatively small sections, Australia and

Madagascar, and the barren regions of Antarctica.^ This union of

old centres of radiation had a very important result : we must attribute

to it the fact that the distribution of many continental forms of life

has been rendered confused, and the difficulty at the present time in

tracing the origin of the different groups. Of course. Upper Cre-

taceous Mesozonia and other connections of Pre-Miocene times have

had their share in effacing many of the original features of distribu-

tion, but Late Tertiary Hologcea is the chief cause of uniformity in

distribution : in most cases "cosmopolitan " distribution, with the

exception of Australia and Madagascar, may safely be referred to

these Upper Tertiary conditions.

e. Recent time.

The most important changes that brought about the present dis-

tribution of the continents is the separation of North America from

Asia by Bering Strait, and of North America frofn Europe. Thus

we obtain a recent zoogeographic division into parts that represent

important centres of distribution :

I. Old World (Europe, Asia, Africa). This agrees partly with

Sclater's Arctogcea, except that North America is excluded. We
may choose for it the name Eug^a.

1 I think that in Late Tertiary times Antarctica was not so desolate and desti-

tute of hfe as it is now, but there is no doubt that the present character began to

develop.
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II. JVew World (America). This is North America and Sclater's

Neogcea. I think there is no objection to use Neog^a for the

whole of the '' New World."

III. Australia. This is Sclater's Noiog^a.

IV. Madagascar. Although of small size, the historical

development warrants a consideration of Madagascar as a separate

centre. In fact, it is —aside from Australia —the oldest isolated

part of the world.

V. Antarctica. This is no longer a centre of radiation ; it is

now barren of continental life.

Note —Weclaim that this division solves the problem ofzoogeographi-

cal research as indicated by Osborn, and amended in the introduc-

tion (seep. 269, footnote 3) : it unites historically and geitetically past

and present conditions of distribution of continental life —that is to

say, it gives a division that is founded upon the present physical

features of the earth's surface as related to life, and pays due atten-

tion to the past history of the earth. But this division takes into

consideration only the chief topographical chdiXdiCitr?,
;

yet there are

others, especially those connected with climatic differentiation,

which are apt to furnish additional points of view in dividing the

earth in zoogeographical units. By using the latter we shall arrive,

with only slight changes,^ at Wallace's regions^ which, as we have

mentioned above (p. 271), are well supported hy physical characters y

although Wallace constructed them according to entirely different

principles.

B. History of the Distribution of Crayfishes.

(Compare Fig. i, p. 275.)

1. In the Lower Cretaceous we are to assume that the ancestors

of the Potai7iobiidce and Parastacidce lived in Si no- Australia, possi-

bly extending to its southern extremity, Antarctica.

2. During the Middle Cretaceous, Astacoides reached Madagascar

by way of the Lemurian land-bridge, coming from the Sinic conti-

nent. Shortly after this, in the Upper Cretaceous, the separation

of eastern Asia and Australia took place, resulting in the differen-

tiation of the families Potatnobiidoe (in the Sinic continent) and

Parastacidce (in Archinotis). At the same time, the Pota7nobiida:

extended their range into western North America, going as far as

Central America. Thus, in the Upper Cretaceous, the PotamobiidcE

^ This refers to Madagascar.
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extended over a great part of Mesozonia, from southeastern Asia

over northwestern America to southern Mexico, and, in more

primitive forms (approaching Astacoides), extending even from

southern Asia across India to Madagascar/

3. In Lower Tei-tiary times, the genus Potamobius gives origin,

in Mexico, to the genus Cambarus, and this spreads over the

eastern parts of North America. The Parastacidce. of Archinotis

extend from Chili to northern Argentina and southern Brazil, and

the family is divided into an Australian group (which splits up in

several genera) and a group belonging to Neonotis {Parasfacus).

4. In Upper Tertiary times (and later), the Potamobiidce from

eastern Asia reach western Asia and Europe, and the Parastacidce

become restricted to Australia, New Zealand and South America.'

C. History of the Distribution of Freshwater Crabs.

(Compare Fig. 3, p. 297.)

1. In the Upper Cretaceous, freshwater crabs o^ the family

Potamonidce existed in parts of Mesozonia, beginning in India

(possibly going eastward to the Malaysian islands), and extending

over the Lemurian bridge to Africa, Guiana and Central America.'

2. In the beginning of the Lower Tertiajj, we find this area

divided into two main portions. The one comprises parts of

America : the northern parts of Neonotis and the southern parts of

Sino-Nearctica (northern Central America), which are again sepa-

rated from each other. These regions are inhabited by the sub-

family Potamocarcinince. The second main portion, occupied by
the subfamily Pota?nouince, is formed by Africa and India, and

this, during this time, is again divided into two sections, an

African (including Madagascar) and an Indian,

3. In the Upper Tertiary (and later), the two sections of the range

of the Potainocarcinin(B become reunited, so that this subfamily now
occupies the West Indian region, Central Aiiierica an I nor/hern

South America. Also the immigration in the Lesser Antilles

1 The possible cause of the check to the farther distribution of the crayfishes

over Mesoz nia, westward beyond Madagascar and south- and eastward beyond

Central America, will be discussed below (see p. 391).
2 The Madagas^ian form, Astacoides, therefore does not belong to this stock,

but shculd form a group by itself,

3 It will be noticed that the distribution of crayfishes and crabs in Mesozonia is

almost mutually exclusive : they came into contact only in Lemuria (and South

Asia) and northern Central America. See below, p. 391.
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occurred at this time. The African stock of the Potamonino'.

remains practically unchanged, the Ma'/ai>asstan forms alone

becoming separated from it ; the Indian stock spreads over the

Malaysian islands to North Australia and Japan,^ and further,

sends out a westward bran(-h over western Asia, reaching Southern

Europe and Northern Africa.

D. Distribution of ^glea and the TRicHODACTVLiNiE.

(Compare Fig. 2, p. 296, and Fig. 4, p. 311.)

1. The remarkable resemblance of the range oi ^glea to that of

Parastacus suggests identity of origin. This would mean that

yEglea, in the beginning of the Tertiary, inhabited Chdi, and

migrated, at this time, into northern Argentina 2.\iA southern Br aziL

Since there are no closer relations to this peculiar genus in any

other part of the world, ^glea apparently is indigenous to ("hili,

i.e., to the northern extremity of the American part of Archinotis^

and subsequently extended only into the southern part o{ A>chiplata.

Of course, the opposite direction of migration also is possible.

2. As we have seen above (p. 312) the distribution of the Iricho-

dactylince offers no remarkable feature. It belongs to the Atlantic

slope ot i>resent South America (the Neotropical region of Wallace)

and seems to have formed under the recent conditions. Possibly,

this subfamily is a new addition to the freshwater fauna, and immi-

grated from the marii.e litto-ral of the Atlantic. Further investiga-

tion of this question, together with a closer study of the morpho-

logy and systematic relations of this group are very desirable.^

PART III, CLIMATIC AND BIOCOENOTIC^ BARRIERS TO THE
DISTRIBUTION OF CRAYFISHESAND CRABS.

In the foregoing discussions we have repeatedly called attention

to some distributional facts which we were unable to explain. For

^ This extension began po^-sibly as early as the Upper Cretaceous and Lower

Tertiary.

2 Everything here depends on the systematic position and affinity of this group.

If it should be a primitive one, and leally btlong to the Potamonidce, it is

possible that it reached Brazil in i-ower Cretaceous times, when it formed part of

Archhelenis. Its isolation in Upper Cretaceous Archiplata, which was not fally

destroyed when it became a part of Lozver Tertiary Neonotis, would explain its

isolated morphological position. In the Tertiary ihis subfamily would then have

extended its range northward.

3 As to the term " Biocoen')tic barrier," compare Ortmann, Grundzuege der

marinen Thiergeographie, iSpb, pp. 41 and 70.
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convenient study we may put them together here under the follow-

ing heads

:

1. Explanation of the absence of Potamocarcinince in Brazil south

of the Amazonas river.

2. Explanation of the absence of Farastacidce in Middle and

Northern South America.

3. Explanation of the absence oi Astacoides-WkQ forms in Africa.

4. Explanation of the absence of Potamobiidce in Central and

South America.

5. Explanation of the absence of crayfishes in Central and South

Asia and on the Malaysian islands.

Wecan dispose of the first point with ease; indeed, we have in-

dicated above the chief cause of it. The PotamocarcinincB originally

(in the Upper Cretaceous) occupied only the region to the north

of the Amazonian interoceanic connection. In the Tertiary we

have a connection of northern South America with the Brazilian

mass (Archiplata) in the west (region of the Cordilleras), and we

see that the crabs availed themselves of this opportunity and spread

over the mountainous regions of Ecuador, Peru and Bolivia, possi-

bly here reaching a climatic southern boundary. The Amazonas

valley, however, remained sea during a much longer time and was

gradually and slowly filled by the deposits carried down from the

mountains. Thus, up to a comparatively recent time, it was im-

possible for the PotamocarcinincB to cross this depression. That

there now exists a possibility of crossing this old barrier is shown

by the existence of at least one species on the southern banks of the

mouth of the Amazonas near Para.

In regard to the second point —the dihstiictoi Parastacidce in the

main (tropical) part of Brazil —I can offer no explanation. They

must have immigrated into Southern Brazil early in Tertiary times,

and possibly we have to deal here with a climatic barrier.

Wemay take together the other three points, since they appar-

ently are subject to identical causes. Looking at the original dis-

tribution of the crayfishes and crabs in Upper Cretaceous times, we

have to note the very remarkable fact (see p. 388, footnotes i

and 3) that both together occupied the whole of Mesozonia, but

each different parts of it almost to their mutual exclusion. The

crayfishes seem to have existed in the Asiatic part of this conti-
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nental ring and in the North American as far as the northern sec-

tion of Central America. There they gave place to the freshwater

crabs, which extended thence to Northern South America, Africa

and Lemuria, where they came again into touch with the cray-

fishes.

The same fact, namely, that crayfishes and crabs are mutually

exclusive, holds good for their distribution in recent times. This

fact was first pointed out by Milne-Edwards ; it has also been men-

tioned by Faxon, and the present writer^ has used it for the expla-

nation of some of the features in their distribution. It seems,

therefore, that the crabs are more vigorous and active than the

crayfishes, and that wherever they came into actual contact the

latter were exterminated by the former. It is true there are some

countries from which both types of Decapods have been reported,

namely, Mexico, Northeastern Australia and Madagascar ; but we

have no report that both are found associated in the same localities

and in the same rivers, streams, ponds or lakes, and it is very likely

that just in these regions crabs and crayfibhes inhabit stations of a

different character. The closer investigation of these conditions

would be most interesting.

If we apply this idea, that the presence of crabs forms a biocoen-

otic barrier to the crayfishes in the former distribution of both, we

obtain the following result

:

The crayfishes are geologically older than the crabs. They ex-

isted, in Lower Cretaceous times, in Sino-Australia, and conse-

quently also in the region of Southeastern Asia and the Malaysian

islands. In the Middle Cretaceous they sent a branch {Astacoides)

across India to Madagascar. But in the Upper Cretaceous the

freshwater crabs arrived (or originated) in the same region (Lemu-

ria) and extended into Southern Asia and the Malaysian Archipel-

ago, everywhere exterminating the crayfishes, namely, in India,

Southeastern Asia (Farther India and China) and on the islands.

They not only acted as a check to the distribution of the cray-

fishes, but directly annihilated them. Only in Madagascar Asta-

toides survived, probably because in this island it inhabits parts

that have not been occupied by the crabs.^ On the other hand,

1 See Ortmann, in ZooLJaJirb. SysL, Vol. 9, 1896, p. 593 f., and in Bronn's

Klassen und Ordmuigen, Vol. 5, 1901, p. 1289.

2 Possibly the large size of Astacoides has something to do with its survival.

Astacoides is —aside from some South Australian species —by far the largest type

of all crayfishes.
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the original presence of crabs in Africa at about the middle of the

Cretaceous would explain the fact that no crayfishes are found on

this continent; but, on the other hand, there is the possibility that

crayfishes once existed there, but have become extinct on account

of the increase of crabs in this country.

Then, again, after the crayfishes had, in Upper Cretaceous times,

occupied western North America and Mexico, they met here with

the crabs which came from the south, and their farther advance

was checked by this biocoenotic barrier.

The question remains, why did the crabs not advance beyond

their present (and old) boundaries in Chma, Australia and Mexico?

If it is correct that the existence of crabs forms a barrier to the ex-

tension of the crayfishes, the opposite cannot be the case. The

presence of crayfishes would not put a stop to a farther dispersal of

crabs. But here, I think, we have to deal with climatic barriers.

All freshwater crabs are truly tropical animals, entering in only a

few cases subtropical countries, but never temperate or cold regions,

and thus it seems that the northern boundaries of the Poiamonida

in China and Mexico and the southern in Australia are due to the

climate of these respective parts. The same seems to be true in

Europe, Western Asia and in Bolivia, where the northern, resp.

southern boundaries are apparently given, in a large part, by some

features of the climate.

It will be noticed that in applying this principle to the past dis-

tribution of the crabs it is necessary to assume the existence, in

earlier Tertiary and even Pretertiary times, of climatic differences

on the cofitifients, although we do not believe in a climatic differen-

tiation of the ocean's of the Mesozoic period. But this is entirely

in keeping with our opinion expressed in a previous paper. ^ And,

further, I do not mean to say that the present climatic boundaries

of the crabs are identical to those of former times. On the con-

trary, it is quite possible, for instance, that in China the crabs

formerly extended farther north, and in Europe we know positively

that the European species did so in Diluvial times, reaching as far

as Hungary, where it does not now live (see above, p. 376, foot-

note). The southern boundary of the crabs in Australia, however,

seems to be original and has not retreated equatorvvard, since these

* Ortmann, A. E., ** An Examination ... of Climatic Zones in Jurassic

Times," in Amer, Jotirn. Sd., Vol. i, 1896, p. 270, footnote.
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crabs arrived there presumably in a very recent period. Only the

boundary in Mexico needs investigation, but possibly here it is not

temperature that puts a stop to the northern advance of the crabs,

but another climatic factor, namely, the arid or semiarid character

of the country lying to the north of the actual boundary, which

possibly has existed from the beginning of the Tertiary.

The above considerations would sufficiently explain the third,

fourth and partly the filth points (see p. 390), namely, the absence

of crayfishes in Africa, the absence of PotamobiidcE in Central and

South America and their absence in South and Southeast Asia

and on the Malaysian islands. They could not enter Africa and

could not go beyond Mexico on account of the presence of crabs

in these parts, and in Southeastern Asia and Malaysia they must

have once existed, but have succumbed under the onslaught of the

crabs. This latter cause seems also to control the distribution of

the crabs and crayfishes in Southern Europe (see p. 377). It does

not explain, however, the absence of crayfishes in Central Asia,

and, as regards this point, we are unable to offer any reasonable

explanation (see p. 378 and footnote).

CONCLUSION.

x\lthough we have tried to advance explanations for many of the

puzzling facts in the distribution of the freshwater Decapods dis-

cussed here, we are to bear in mind that the ideas brought forward

are largely hypothetical and tentative. In many respects we have

found a wonderful agreement between the distributional facts and

what is known about the geology and tectonics of the respective

parts, and it was one of my chief purposes to point out that it is

possible to more closely correlate zoogeography and geology. But,

nevertheless, I am fully aware of the danger that lies in our incom-

plete knowledge, not only of the geolo,ii;ical configuration of the^

different countries here discussed, but also in the deficiency of the

chorological facts at hand.

I wish most strongly to emphasize that I do not believe in all

cases to have correctly revealed the ancient relations of land and

water, and I think that my ideas of the old continents need con-

firmation and probably modification. I have only tried to give a

representation of what I think of the changes that have taken place

during the earth's history, as lar as the present state of our knowl-

edge permits of any conclusions in this respect, and I earnestly
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wish that my opinions may be investigated by other authors and

compared with material furnished by other groups of animals, as

well as with more complete and reliable geological observations to

be made in future. The way in \^hich such investigations should

be carried on has been indicated in this paper.

Finally, I want to point out that most of the ancient continental

connections here discussed are not treated for the first time, but

have been hinted at or more or less closely investigated by previous

authors, zoogeographers as well as geologists. But, unfortunately,

the former have not generally paid much attention to the results .

obtained by the latter, and vice versa. Just this lack of a broader

view, chiefly among zoogeographers, has induced me to attempt to

harmonize both sets of facts, and the results here presented are pos-

sibly apt to serve as an apology for having undertaken this task

although much preliminary work remains to be done.

APPENDIX.

Relation of the Marine Decapod Faunas of the Eastern

AND Western Sides of Tropical America.

Wehave mentioned above (p. 359, footnote) that the facts fur-

nished by the characters of the marine faunas of either side of Cen-

tral Amer'ca are frequently misunderstood or misrepresented. In

order to get at a proper understanding of the relations of the

Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, as revealed by these facts, I shall

endeavor here to give a (incomplete) list of identical, resp. closely

allied forms of Decapod Crustaceans, which are especially apt to

throw a light on this question.

I have made it a point to include in this list only such forms as

give plain and unmistakable indications in this respect, that is I

have used only those cases in which the relations between the

Panamic and Caribbean region are the closest known, which, gen-

erally, is self-evident only when the respective forms (mostly

species of the same genus) are not known outside of American

waters. In genera or groups, where representatives are also

known from other parts (especially the Indo- Pacific region), it is

not always easy to determine the relation of the different forms,

and the question whether the West and East American forms are

the most closely allied ones remains unsettled : therefore I shall

disregard such instances.
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Nevertheless, I am able to offer here a list that is quite large.*

Pacific Side.

Panulirus interruptus

(Rand.).

C A L C I N U S TIBICEN
(Hbst.), Ecuador
(Nobili, Boll. Mus.
Torino, Yo\. l6, 1901,

p. 26).

Petrolisthes gala-
thinus (bosc).

Pachycheles pana-
MENSis Fax. (see No-
bili, /. r., p. 19).

Genus Lepidopa.

Remipes strigillatus

Stps.

Albunea lucasia ( Sauss.).

Hippa emerita (L.).

Hypoconcha pattamen-
sis Sm.

EtHUSA AMERICANAA.
M.-E.

Atlantic Side.

P. argus (Latr.).

C. TIBICEN (Hbst.).

P. GALATHINUS (BoSC).

P. PANAMENSISFax.

Genus Lepidopa.

R. cub en sis Sauss.

A. gibbesi and pareti

H. EMERITA (L.).

H. sabulosa (Hbst.).

//. arcuata Stps.

E. AMERICANA.

Remarks.

The Californian species is

the most closely allied

form, although the genus
is circumtropical.

We exclude P. armatus
Gibb. as a circumtropical

species.

Number of species doubtful,

but exclusively found in

the West Indies and Low.
California. The species

on both sides different.

Also in West Africa. This

group of the genus is

found nowhere else. The
genus is circumtropical.

No other species of the

genus are so closely allied,

although the genus is cir-

cumtropical.

Genus circumtropical.

Genus found nowhere else.

Genus cosmopolitan.

1 Where no references are given, the facts are taken from Qrtmann, in

Bronn's Klass. u. Ordn., Vol. 5, 1900, p. 1275, and from my unpublished revis-

ion of the respective groups for the « Thierreich."

Identical species are printed in Small Capitals ; the most important forms,

where the genus is not found outside of American waters, are printed in italics.

PEOC. AMER. PHILOS. SOC. XLT. 171. Z. PRINTED JAN. 10, 1902.
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Pacific Side.

Ranilia angustata Stps.

R. fornicata (Fax.).

Lithadia cumingi Bell.

L. digueti Bouv.

UA lias ellipticus Stps.

Persephona snbovata
(Rthb.).

P. orbicularis Bell.

P. edwardsi Bell (= ?

townsendi (Rthb.)).

Hepatiis chilensis M.-E.

Hepatella actua (Stps.).

n. Icevis (Rlhb.).
H. lata (Fax.).

H. aijiica Sm.

Atlantic Side,

R. muricata M.-E.
r R. stimpsoni (A. M.

I

R. constricta (A. M.
I E.).

L. cariosa Stps.

L. miersi Ortm.
L. cadaverosa Stps.

L. cubensis Mrts.

L. pontifera Stps.

U. Ii7?ibatiis Stps.

P. punctata (L. ).

H. epheliticus (L.).

H. anmclaris (01.).

H. tuber osa (Stps.).

Remarks.

Ranilia M.-E. includes Not-
opus d. H. and Raninops
A. M.-E. The species

mentioned here form a

natural group, which is

not found elsewhere.

This genus is found nowhere
else.

Genus found nowhere else.

Of one species (P. lichten-

steini Leach) the habitat

is unknown, but it is cer-

tainly from America. The
genus is not found else-

where.

Several doubtful species, but

none outside of American
waters.

Hepatella = Osachila. One
species, H. stimpsoni

(Stud.), at Ascension Is-

land. No other species

from any other part of the

world.

The following are taken from Rathbun, U. S. Nat. Mits., Vol.

15, 1892:

Pericera triatJgulata

Rthb.
P. contigua Rthb.

Othonia nicholsi Rthb.

Alithrax (4 species).

P. cornuta (Hbst.).

P. atlantica Rthb.

Othonia (4 species).

Mithrax (14 species).

Genus found nowhere out-

side of America.

Genus not found outside of

America.

Genus not found outside of

America.
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The following are taken from Rathbun, U. S. Nat. Mus., Vol.

i6, 1893:

Pacific Side.

Libinia macdonaldi
Rthb.

Pelia (2 species).

EpIALTUS BITUBERCULA-
TUS.

Atlantic Side.

L. spinimana Rthb.

Pelia (2 species).

E. BITUBERCULATUS.

Remarks.

Other species known from
both sides, and possibly

from other parts of the

world, but these two are

especially closely allied.

Genus found nowhere else.

There are four other species

on the Pacific side. The
genus is found nowhere
else.

The following is taken from Rathbun, ibid., Vol. 18, 1896, and

Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash., Vol. 10, 1897 :

Callinectes (4 species). Callinectes (6 species). All Pacific species different

from the Atlantic. T^iree

of the Atlantic species

also found in West Africa.

Genus not found else-

where.

The following is taken from Nobili, Boll. Mus. Torino, Vol. 16,

1901, p. 32:

Cronius ruber (Lmck.) C. RUBER. This species also in West
Africa, but nowhere else.

In this list we see there are seven identical species. The rest are

more or less closely allied, but the affinity is always so close that it

is not equaled in any other part of the world, with the exception

of West Africa, where some of the types have been found that are

common to the east and west sides of America, but are lacking

everywhere else. This affinity of the West African littoral fauna is

a well-known fact, and there is nothing remarkable about it, since

a communication between both sides of the Atlantic is possible in

many cases even at present times.
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Aside from this, a close relation of the western and eastern faunas

of the Central American shores is revealed at a glance/ Hill says

(/. d p. 267) that the recent faunas of the opposite sides of the

isthmus are so distinct that the communication of waters must have

belonged to a very remote time, and that there has been probably

no communication since Miocene. We may modify this a little

and say that the affinities of the Decapod fauna of the Atlantic and

Pacific are unmistakable, and that we have ample and convincing

evidence that there must have once bee^i a connection. The scarcity

of identical forms (which in part are not beyond doubt), and the

demonstrated fact th'at generally one (or more) species of the re-

spective genera replace each other on either side of America, being

distinctly different, although closely allied, shows conclusively that

this connection cannot have been of a very recent date. I think

that the Decapods confirm Hill's opinion that there was ?io com-

munication whatever of both oceans since Miocene time, and we

may add that probably the similarity of both faunas is to be referred

in most cases to the Eocene and Oligocene interoceanic connection

across the isthmus. After this had been closed sufficient time has

elapsed to generally change the characters of the once identical

Pacific and Atlantic stock and to render them different species,

while only a i^vj have preserved their original characters and are

to be regarded as identical species.

Of course it is possible that some of the similarities of the Pacific

and Atlantic faunas go back to earlier (Mesozoic) times, when the

1 In speaking of a close resemblance of these faunas, I wish to avoid being

misunderstood. There are cases that show a close resemblance, but this does not

mean that both faunas are closely related in all respects ; on the contrary, there

are other elements on both sides of Central America that are peculiar to only

one of them. The Panamic fauna, for instance, contains Indo-Pacific elements

and a very peculiar element that belongs to the whole western coast of America

(from the Western United States to Chili). I have called attention to this

element in a former paper (^Zool. Jahrb. Syst.^ Vol. 9, 1896, p. 582 ff.), but I

have been entirely misunderstood by von Ihering, who says (^Rev. Miis. Paiil-

ista. Vol. 2, 1897, P- 379) th^^^ "^y theory of a migration along this coast is dis-

proved by the fact that different launas succeed each other along this coast from

the south to the north. This is quite true, but it does not disprove my theory,

since I never meant to say that the whole of the West American fauna has

leached these parts by migration from noith to south or vice versa. On the con-

trary, only a part of it belongs to this category, and there are other components

of the West American fauna which came from quite different sources.
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Mexican, Orinoco and Amazonas interoceanic connections existed.

But this would not influence our general result that the communica-

tion of the oceans was interrupted definitively in the Miocene.

Wehave, beginning in Mesozoic times, a differentiation of two

types of marine faunas, a Mediterranean and a Pacific, but these

faunas communicated with each other at certain points and were

completely separated for a comparatively short period in the

Upper Cretaceous by the continent of Mesozonia (if this separation

was at all complete at any time).^ Generally the Mediterranean

fauna belongs originally to the northern hemisphere, the Pacific to

the southern, except that the latter largely encroached upon the

former in the region of the Northern Pacific, This arrangement

was completely upset during the Tertiary, so that at present the

Atlantic fauna (containing chiefly the descendants of the old Medi-

terranean types) and the Pacific fauna are divided, not by a line

running east and west, but by two lines running generally north

and south (in America and in the Old World). Besides, the Arctic

and Antarctic types have been added, the former being an offshoot

of the Mediterranean, the latter of the Pacific type.^

While in former times, in the Mesozoic and Lower Tertiary, a

decided tendency prevailed to mix the marine faunas of the world

and make them more or less uniform, which tendency was checked

only temporarily, we have, from the Miocene upward, a complete

separation of two marine types of fauna, ^ which, however, still

possess certain features in common that are due to conditions pre-

vailing in earlier times, and with respect to Central America these

conditions (interoceanic connections) were present for the last

time in the Older Tertiary (Eocene and Oligocene).

1 Wepossess evidence that Mesozonia was interrupted for shorter periods within

the Upper Cretaceous, for instance, in the region of British Colombia (see Koss-

roat) and in Western Venezuela (see above, p. 343).

2 In opposition to the belief of some authors (Pfeffer, Murray) that both Polar

faunas are strikingly similar, I have always held the opinion (see review of the

literature in Americ. Natural., Vol, 35, 1901, p. 139 ff.) that this is not so. We
see here also that the origin of these faunas is different, the one being derived

from the old Mediterranean, the other from the old Pacific fauna, the differences

of which, although obscured during the earth's history by frequent interchanges,

go back to Mesozoic times.

3 The complete separation was brought about not only by topographical

factors, but chiefly by the additional action of climatic differentiation. See Ort-

mann, Grtmdzuege der marin, Thiergeograph., 1896, p. 40.
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It is a very remarkable fact that the interoceanic connection of

the Mediterranean and Pacific type of marine faunas, existing in

Western and Southern Asia (Tethys and Strait of Bengal), was

ended at about the same time, in the Miocene, by the elevation of

Western Asia and its union with Africa and Europe.

Princeton University.

Stated Meeting^ October 3, 1902.

Dr. Hays in the Chair.

A letter was read from Prof. Silvanus P. Thompson, of

London, accepting membership.

The decease of the follov^ing members was announced :

Ferdinand J. Dreer, at Philadelphia, on May 24, 1902,

^t. 90.

Prof. Piudolph Yirchow, at Berlin, on September 5, 1902,

set. 80.

Major John W. Powell, at Haven, Me., on September 23,

1902, £et 68.

The following papers were read :

" On a Specialized Cocoon of Telea polyphemus," by Prof.

A. Kadcliffe Grote.

" On Some Aboriginal Languages of Queensland and Vic-

toria," by Mr. R. H. Mathews.


